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I. INTRODUCTION

Setting

School Dieprict A is located in the southern part of the United States and
serves an urban area. The distriet boundaries are contiguous with the city
and.county boundaries, and the diAtrict serves a,total student population
as of October kk 1979 of approxiWately 87,000. Of this population, eighty-
four percent are minority students and sixtein percent are nonminority stu-
dents. 'The city also has an estensive parochial and private school system
that serves approximately thirty percent of the student population in the
city or approximately 39,000 students. The private and parochial systems
consist of sixty-five percent nonminority students and thirty-five percent
Minority students. The dominant minority.group is Black.

There are 128 public, schools in the city organized into five districts.
Four districts are based on geographical boundaries within the city, and
the fifth district includes most city-wide alternative schools and programs
associated with institutions. The organization of the schools.is generally
in a R-6.elementary, 7-9 junior high, and'10-12 senior high pattern. However,
some district areas have begun using a middle school organization, end there
are some R-5 elementary, 6-9 middle schools, and 9-12 high schools in the
city. Administratively, School District A is headed by a five member School
Board elected at large from the city. Two of the five members are minority
representatives. By 1981, the Board must provide the state legislature with
two plans for enlarging itself, one of which is to be implemented in 1982.
At that time the six-year staggered terms will become four-year concurrent
terms coinciding with other city elections.

The administrative staff of School District A includes the Superintendent, a
:Deputy Superintendent, six assistant superintendents responsible for various
service areas, and five district superintendents. The school district is in
the.procesa of selecting a new superintendent for the 1980-1981 school year.
There are three administrative offices located throughout the.city in addition
to the district area offices.

The instructional staff which includes principals and assistant principals
totaled approximately 4,400 members in 1979-80. Thirty percent of the in-
structional staff was nonminority and seventy percent was minority. The
teachers' organization is an -C10 affiliate and has been the exclusive
bargaining agent for teachers since 1974. The district experienced a
strike by the teachers in 1978.

A variety of programs are offered through the schools of School District A.
Most of the elementary schools offer a traditional self-contained educational
program, and all elementary schools offer a full-day kindergarten. Additionally,
the district has open classrooms, open-space schools, Montessori cldhses,
fundamental school and a free school at the elementary level. At the inter-
mediate level, the district offers education in a middle school setting which

\ A-1
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is More child-centered and in a junior high school setting which follows the
high school plan of subject-oriented scheduling. Two schools offer programa
for talented students which aro accelerated and/or tailored to individualneeds.
One of these achools is a junior high school and one is a magnet school for
grades 7-12. At the senior high level, various alternatives such as advanced
placement-courses, cooperative education, internship programs, and creative
arts programa are offered at-individual ites. The district also offers
eight alternative high schools with programs that are designed for funda-
mental education, college-preparatory students, interdisciplinary education,
vocational education, and individualized, community-based education. Other
schools and resource classes in the district offer special education, bi-
lingual services, adolescent pregnancy services, job training for drop-outs,
and programa designed to provide alternatives for students with disciplinary
problems. The district does support a summer school on a fee basis and adult
and continuing education programa that provide basic skills, high school
equivalency diplomas, community education, and practical nursing skills.

School District A had a budget of approximately 130,million dollars for the
1979-80 school year. State equalization-and special support funds provided
approximately 52 percent of the monetary support, local funds accounted for
over 46 percent, and federal funds were approximately 1.5 percent of the
total budget. Local funding is generated ,through a local property tax and
a local sales tax. After state mandated reassessment of property in 1978,
the sales tax now provides over half of the local funds.
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II. DISCIPLINE AT THE DISTRICT LEVEL ,

Discipline Code

The discipline policy and due process procedures for the district were devel-
oped during the 1972-73 school year by a task force composed of parents,
students, community representatives, teachers, and principals and adopted by
the District School board in 1973. The procedures'were amended-in 1975 by
contract agreement with the teacher union. All new students, teachers, and
administrators receive a copy of the policy and procedures at the beginning
of the school year.

Th Jt,e district policy emphasizes) the e of school "and community resources to
assist students in correcting behavi r and developing self-discipline. It
forbids the use of corporal punishment in the schoolsi a form of disciplinary
action allowed under the itste educaiionel code. This district is the only
district in the state to ban the use of corporal punishment. The policy
requires school personnel to take alternative couries of action such as class
or group reassignment, referral to counselor and/or social workers, referral
to available educational alternatives, and referral to appropriate community
agencies before denial of school attendance may be considered. Each school
is also required to "establish an Advisory Committee consisting of the prin-
cipal, teacher(s) elected by the faculty of the school, parent(s), counselor
or social worker, studenc(s), community representative(s), and any other
professional personnel from the school as rhe need arises to discuss disci-
plinary problems and trends and to make recommendations in these areas".
Meetings of this committee are supposed to be held at least four times
during the school year and at other rims per the request of the Principal
or any ywo members of the committee.

Denial of school attendance is categorized by short-term suspension (three
days or less), long-term suspension (more than three days but not to exceed
the school year), and expulsion (limited, to terminate at the beginning of.
the next school year, and unlimited, beyond the next school year to permer.
nent denial of attendance).

The district discipline policy specifies infractions which shall require
suspension or expulsion and infractions which...aim result in suspension or
expulsion. Regulations specify notification, hearing, and readMittance
procedures to be followed for all suspensions and expulsions, and the forms
required for those procedures. Within the Division of Instruction and Child
Advocacy, the District Hearing Commission is chaired by the District Super-
intendent responsible for city-wide alternative high schools. The hearing
process begins with the Hearing officer end may proceed to the Superintendent,
the SChool Board, and the judicial system.
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Discipline Provams

After the adoption-of the District discipline policy and regulations for
suspensions and expulsions in 1973, School District A made a concerted effort,
to provide educational alternatives for students whose behaVior needed modi-
fying. As a result of this effort and School. Board priority, and the passage
of a state law in 1978 establishing discipline as a major state priority,
School District A, at the present time, su0.0orie seven program alternatives
to prevent or treat disciplinary problems. Six of the seven programs will
be described briefly. The remaining program was the focus of the site visit
to School District A and will be discussed in depth.

Attainment'Schools

The attainment schools, known locally as Grasp schools, opened in 1574 for
fifty students. They wore originally established to serve students whose
behavior was such that a regular school program was inappropriate. The
original student population was drawn from those students who had been
suspended from school and wore in junior or senior high school. "The goal
of the Grasp Schools is to prepare the student to retUrn as soon as possible
to a regular school." To readh this goal, the schools provide basic educa
tion, new experiences, and counseling and referral services to students.
Younger students can be promoted through this program, and older students
can earn credits toward graduation. The program has been expanded to four
schools and serves over-age sixth grader* and other students who may not
have been suspended, but whose behavior is such that they are having signif-
icant discipline problems. Attainment sChools are full-time programs and
are funded locally with support services of counselors, social workers, and
psycholokists provided by Title XX funds. The schools servo approximately
135 students in grades 6-8 and 220 students in grades 9-12 and are located
in the four districts of the'city. Signed contracts are required between
ths schoels, the student, and the parent. A student contract includes
specific goals for the student such as a date for return to the regular
school, a date for grad* promotion, and an achievement level or score to
be reached in academic areas. Parents contract to attend an orientation,
participate in family workshops, and meet with school personnel on a regular
basis.

youth Study Centers

There are twenty-eight Youth Study Centers in District A that serVe youths
awaiting trial. These study centers are a joint effort of the school ,district
and the Law enforcement agencies in the city. The school district provides
the master teachers and instructional personnel, and the'law enforcement,
agencies provide support services such as counseling. These canters serve
youths mostly in grades 7-9.

Truancy Canters

Truancy centers are another joint effort of law enforcement agencies and
School District A. 'In this program, law enforcement officials seek and
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deliver truant students to the two centers where school social workers will
counsel the students and their parents, negotiate contracts with both par-

, ties to scure attendance, and provide tutoring services if needed. The
truant student usually remains in the center for one day but may return for
the services offered on an as needed basis.

Volunteer Alternatives to SmokAneand Alcohol Use

The VASAU program is funded by Title XX apd seeks to modify the behavior of
students involved in excessive alcohol and drug use that may threaten their
completion of high school. The program operates from 11:00 A.M. to 9:30 P.M.
five days a week, and the students may stay in their home school and partici-
pate in the program after school, or they may spend up to nine weeks at the,.
program site. Counseling and tutoring ervices are provided to students who
are self-referred or referred by the schools, courts, and community agencies.

Adolescent Service Centers

There are three Adolescent Service Centers operating year round to serve
adolescents in grades 6-8 whose behavior problems are serious but have not
resulted in suspension and whose problems seem to be able to be ameliorated
by an intensive inservention effort of a semester or less in time. The pro-
gram is preventive in philosophy, and students are referred by schools and
community agencies. Adolescent Service Centers are staffed by a psychologist,
social worker, master teacher, two aides, and a contracted psychiatrist.
Each of the centers serves approximately 100 students per year. Funding
is provided by Title XX.

Under a law passed by the state legislature, School District A received
authorization and seed money to pilot programs focusing on attendance and
discipline. As a result of this act, schools receive a target percentage
for improvement in attendance and a monetary reward ranging from one hundred
to four hundred dollars if the targetis readhed. Another effort using

. parent voluntisers to contact parents of absent students was begun using a
city housing project as the target area. Five centers serving thirteen
participating schools have been opened on Saturdays to serve as alternatives
to short-term suspension. These centers combine the practice of work details
and tutoring service to assist students who might have been suspended from
school fIr three days or less.

Student Action Centers

The final effort establithed with special state funds supports centers at two
schools, one a middle school and one a high school, to serve students who
have cut classes or left the school campus during the day and could be
classified as truant. This effort follows the pattern of the Truancy Centers
located off-campus and is supported by the Criminal Justice Coordinating
Council of the city and Title XX.
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II/. THE PROGRAM

Selection Criteria
A

The program chosen for intensive study in'School District A was the Interven-

tion Room program. Criteria developed for case study site selection.required
(1) stability of program effort, (2) site location on-campus, (3) integration

of program into regular school procedures and instruceional efforts, (4) a

specific strategy for intervention based on the typology of in-school alter-
natives to suspension presented at the Conference on InSchoo1 Alternatives

to Suspension sponsored by the National Institute of Education in 1978,

and (5) a unique or innovative aspect to ;he program. Intervention Rooms

ins School District A have been in existence sinde 1974. They are located

in six schools in the district, two elementary schools and four middle

schools, and.they provide a supportive alternative to the regular disciplin-

ary procedures and instructional efforts of the schools. They incorporate

concepts and procedures used Ln Time-Out Room programs and Positive Alter-

natives to Student Suspension (PASS) programs developed in Pinellas County,

Florida. Finally, the Intervention Rooms are supported by Title XX funding,

a source not commonly used by locaf educational agencies in the nstiont

Data Sources for the Case Study

Two visits were.made to School District A to collect data for the case study,

a preselection visit and two postselection visits of four and five days re-

spectively. Indepth interviews and follow-ups were conducted with ten members
of the professional staff, and observations were made at two building sites.

Nineteen students in the program were interviewed, and'survey responses were
obtained from twenty-five teachers, WW1 parents, and twO hundred students.

Records of two hundred students were reviewed and analyzed. Pablications

of the District and the League of Women Voters added valuable statistical
and program information.

Goals and Ob ectives of the Pro ram

The Intervention Roam Program began in'eight school...4n August of 1974 and

continued in eight elementary, middle, and junior high schools through 1976.

,
It remains in six schools eligible for Title XX f4nding at the present time.

The goal of the program is to reduce student suspensions which may lead to

expulsions or drop-outs before the completion of high school. To accomplish

this goal, the objectives of the program are to:

(1) separate the disruptive student from the classroom environment;

(2) provide a "cooling off" period for the student to reduce the
probability of suspension;



(3) emphasize prevention of disruptive incidents through an
identification process and concentratinn of program effort;

(4) experiment with differeat learning approaches and.observe
student reaction to behavioral change efforts;

(5) provide information to teachers and families on intervention
methods that are successful in influencing desirable changes
in behavior.

Incorporated into the Intervention Room Program are concepts and procedures
used in TimeOut Room 'programa and the Positive Alternatives to Student
Suspension (PASS) program. These concepts and procedures include:

(1) use of a "facilitative listener" to help student* forecast
consequence, dkplore alternatives, make decisions, and
develop specific plans that will lead to more productive
behavior in the regular classroom;

(2) use of professionals to provide indivi4ual and group
consultation sessions to assist school faculties in the
development of effective classroom management techniques;

(3) provision of assistance to parent(s) in developing come,
unication and problearsolving skills to enhance family
relationships;,

(4) esteblishment of TimeOut Rooms;

(4). provision of individual counseling services to students
4 with personal and interpersonal problems.

To assure effectiveness and success of the Intervention Room Program,
philosophical and administrative support of the Principal was identified
as a crucial element. Thus, School District A required that the Principal
request the program before site Imp4mentation could occur.

Program StaffinK

Each of the Intervention Rooms in the participating schools is staffed by a
Facilitator. The requirements for the Facilitator position as taken from
the position vacancy notice include:

(1) a Master's degree, preferred but not required;

(2) a minimum of three years of successful teaching experience;

(3) ability to relate to teachers, aggressive students and parents;

(4) experience in individual and group motivation;

(5) philosophic commitment to development of selldiscipline
in students.
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The duties of the Facilitator are:

(1) ta assist individual students referred for a limited
period to an Intervention room for disruptive behavior;

io provide regular group connseling sessions for students'
identified by principal and teachers as troublesome;,

(3) to help teachers improve class managetent skills as
related to,individual needs;

(4) ,to coordinate effOrts with and refer cases as heeded to
the Department of School Social Work;

(5) to help parents af disturbinuyoUngsters acquire commu-.,

nicatioh and attitudinal skills that win improve relation-%
Ships in the home;

(6) to keep records as required.

,External consultants are available to lend Professional assistance to
Facilitators and faculties of the participating schools. The'duties of the
consultants are to:

(1) assist in providing activities that will,develop
strategies fOr'positive interaction;

(2) assist in the training and in-service fox the
Intervention Room FaCilitators;

(3) support the Activities of the Intervention RooM Staff;

(4), provide consultation serVices.to the Facilitators;

(5) provide assistance to'the FaCilitators in the
development of skills to be used in the program;

(6) upon'request, provide Consultant services forteachers
to resolve classroot conflicci,

Other Support Staffing

The InterVention Root Program Cooperates:closely with the gUidance counselOrs
and/Or schoOl'social workers in the participating schools. Students or
families Who need assistance beyond the scope of the program are referred to:
the Guidance and Social Work Services Departments in the schools aneDistridt.
These departtents also process referrals.to other community agencies apart
from,the schools. The neighborhood surroun4ing the observed( prograMsites '

has a settlement house that proVides day care, recreational,' mental healt14
family counseling, senior citizen, delinquency, bilingual, adult educatian;-'
summer camp, and volunteer services under:e single roof. School personnel
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are knowledgeable about these services and have frequent contact with the4,=
agency personnel delivering them. Prograi staff and adminiatracors are
well-informed about all discipline alternative programs oPerating with
School District A. Utilization of other alternative programs is viewed.as
a valuable support tool for individual students with needs appropriate to"
other available alternatives. T4e needs of the student and family are
emphasized in the Intervention Room Program, and administrative and program
effort to identify and marshal resamrces to meet needs is encouraged.

District Level Support

The Intervention Room Program is supported at the District level by a Coor-
dinator of Title XX programs and a Supervisor of Intervention Room and Ado-
lescent Service Center programs. These positions are part of the Division
of Instruction and Child Advocacy headed by an Assistant Superintendent.
Other services within this division include Medical and Health, Psychological
Testing, School Social Wori, Special Education, and the Hearing Commission
for Student Discipline. Placement of the Intervention Room program within
the Division of Instruction and Child Advocacy increases the communication,
and coordination of efforts to improve discipline since all ot`tlieSe efforts
are located within the DiVision. Curriculum services are also a part of
the Division. Thua, modification of the regular instructional program to
improve the disciplinary climate may be implemented more effectively because
of the management configuration of the District.

There are other services and programein District A ;hat support or affect
the Intervention-Room program. These programs and services are coordinated
through the Principal of each building. For inatance, the ESAAprogram in
District A serves all untenured teachers (those with less than three successfth-
years of teaching experience) in an effOrt to increase cultural understanding
and translate that :understanding into effective teaching and classroom manage-
ment strategies. If an untenured teacher is having difficulty in classroom
management, the Principal can use the ESAA program .services to issistthat
teacher in improving the discipline.climate of the classroom.

Coordination and communication of Federal program efforts and child advocacy_
efforts atthe district level do not always occur. A proposal to begin an
"Intervention Room" type prog;am with ESAA funding for 1980-1981 was not
developed cooperatively with the Division Of Instruction and Child Advocacy,
and training and iMplementation plans seemed not to reflect the expertise
of the District in this type of program. There are also-other building
level efforts in DistriCt A that have been initiated by Principals that
are locally funded and called Intervention Rooms. 'These efforts seem more
akin tO insChonl suspension centers and do not subscribe to the philos4hy
of the formal Intervention Room program. No exact accounting of these in-

, formal building level programs was available irLthe Division of Instruction. .

and Child'Advocacy, and the use ot the same name may cause confusion in
distemination and information-sharing efforts in the District.

Physical Space

The Intervention Room program requires a specific room assignment. The
;rooM must be able to serve at least fifteen-Students and the Facilitator

A- 9
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comfortably at any one time. When-the Principal of a building requests
the program, space availability is an understood prerequisite.

Program Funding

One of the unique aspects.of the Intervention Room Program in School Dis.-
trict A is the support of the program with Title XX funds: Title XX,
which provides Grants to States for Services, was enacted as.an amendlent to
the Social SeCurity Act. in 1975. Appropriations were authoriied "for the
purpose of encodraging each State, as far as practicable under the,conditions
in that State, to furnish.servicesfdirected at the goal(s) of:

(1) aChieving or maintaining economic self-support.to
prevent, reduce, or eliminate dependency;*

(2) achieving or maintaining self-sufficiency, including
reduction or prevention of dependency;

(3) preventing or remedying neglect, abuse, or exploi-
tation of children and adults unable to protect their
own interests, or preserving, rehabilitating, or
reuniting. families;

(4) preVenting or,reducing inappropriate inatitutional
care by providing for care, home-based
care,r other forms o lec-os ntensive care, or

(5) securing referral ot admission for institutional care
when other forms of care are not, appropriate, or pro-
viding services to individuals in institutions."

Atder Title XX; ZEW.was authdrized to reimburse State expenditures for
amounts equal to. 90 percent of,the'total for family planning services and
75 percent of the total for the goals listed previously.' Regulations goti-

arming the delivery of services with Title XX funds specify that States
develop.a total plan that includes needs assessment, definitions of eligible'

.

recipients accotding to income guidelines, types of setvices and descriptions
Of service providers, public inpueand review procedures, planning and eval-
uation processes, persoidel training and,rettaining procedures, and limita-
tions or exceptions to services provided.

.The Intervened= Room Program,was initiated in 1974 with state educational
funds. Ia 1976, School District A applied to the state Department of-Bealth
and Human Resources to obtain funding under the educational component of
the.Title XX act.' The ptoposal developed five service areas for support,
of which the Intervention Room program was one service. Under the provi-

_Aiione of Title XX, the school board of District A was required to provide a:
twenty-fiVe percent match for the proposedlunding. The funding was.graoted
and continues to, the present time although reapplication is neceasarY each
yew. The level of funding has xemained the same even though coots of pro-
grams have risen due to labor contract negotiations. The School Board has

A-10
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proven commitment to the prograMs supported by Title XX funds by continuing
matching funds and absorption of increased, costs of personnel. Title' XX '

funding is viewed as a stable source by'District A subject only to national
funding levels which might affect state allocations. School District A
'has been inVited to participate in national meetings and conferences because
of its participation in Title XX services and programming. This state.and

"city seem td.have aChieved a beneficial coardination of educational services
with other human resource services supported by federal funds.:



I7. REFERRAL TO THE PROGRAM

Reasons fdr Placement

The,Intervention Room program guidelines state that a student may be referred
for services for the following reasons:

(1) The chiais having difficulty in school;

(2) Tie child is disrupting the class to a marked degree and has
not responded to the teacher's attempts to modify his behavior;

(3) The child's capacity to function in class is seriously impaired
by some apparently acute personal crisis andthe teacher is unable
to reach the child;

(4) The Child is engaged in a phYsical assault;

(5) The child has a negative attitude toward school and school
work;

(6) The child habitually leaves 'the classroom and wanders about the
halls or building or leavis the school building - all without
perMission.

Within these guidelines, individual facilitators may develop other screening
criteria and forms which meet the needs, of the students and staff in
individual buildings.

Referral Process

Referrals to the Intervention Room.are made by the'classzoom teacher through
the Principal under the program guidieIlnes. In order to refer a child, the
teacher mumt sendthe Child through thS Principal with a request for place-
ment in the Intervention Room and with Information identifying the student
and describing the disruptive behavior.- When the child is to be returned
to the claseroom,.,the Rrincipal is so informed and the child is then re-
turned to the classroom. The Intervention Facilitator is responsible for
reporting any observations or findings that might help avoid recurrences of
disruptive incidents to the appropriate school personnel. Within these
parameters, program staff and Principals may design and implement procedures
specific to the needs of the'individual buildihg.

Length of Placement

Program,guidelines require that no student it to remain in the Intervention
Roam for more..than three consecutive days. No limit is placed on the number
of times a Child is referred to the program, but no more than fifteen
students may bit In the Intervention Room during any one period of the school
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day. There seems to be little variation in length of placement guidelineb
from building to building.

Pupil Characteristics

Data on students at the schools visited in District A were collected through
interviews and a review of records of three types of students.

Those assigned to the Intervention Room at least
once during the 1978-79 school year.

Those suspended out-of-school at least once during
the 1978-79 school year.

Students neither assigned to the Intervention Room
nor suspended. during 1978-79.

Generalizations drawn from the data recorded-and reported in the following
tables and discuseion are dependent upon the degree to which the sampling
was properly performed by the District staff member gathering the data.
Certain anomalies in this process Wive been identified and adjustments
have been Made to minimize the effect on the data.

Elementary Sits

Data collection nstructiOns required threetypes of students. Since fewer
students.were suipended in ;his school than the required number for the set
of suspended students, the contingency tables were smoothed by percentaging
to minimize the effect of unequal sample sizes. While the values are in-
flated in this technique, the proportional relationship between the vari-
ables remains the same.

Missing data.from the site pertained to rates for repeated suspension and
homogeneous grouping of students. Incomplete data were available on per-
sonal contaCts with parents and due process procedures. The quality of
conduct and grade point average data was only fair. Population mObility
may have been a factor as 20 percent of the students sampled were not en-
rolled at the beginningtof the year.

Findings from the three student sample groups are reported in tables.
The variables -resorted are:

Grade Level
Sex
Grade Retention
Student Mobility
Grade Point Average (GPA)
Conduct

Race was eliminated as a variable at this site. The student population is
97 percent minority and only one nonminority student record appeared in the
total sample.
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TABLE I

GRADE LEVEL BY SAMPLE GROUP

GRADE IN 1978-79

Total
Students Assighed
to Intervention Room

K 1 2
.

3 4 5 6

5 8 14 5 2

k

12 0 46
Students Suspended
Out-Of-School 2 1 3 0 3 15
Students Neither
Suspended nor Assigned
to Latervilintion Room 0 1 6 2 10 5

, ,

0 _ 24

Table 1 shows the grade level distribution for those students included in
the three sample sets. Records for sixth grade students were not generally
available as they had been transferred to othat middle and junior high
schools. Data on students assigned to the Intervention Room reflect both
the emphasis on prevention and the effort at crisis intervention.

TABLE 2

SEX BY SAMPLE GROUP

MALE FEMALE TOTAL
Students Assigned to
Intervention Room 28 18 46
Students Suspended
Out-Of-School 9 7

.

16
Stu ants Neither
Suspended nor Assigned
tnIntervention Room 15 10 25

Table 2 in4icates that maIe StUdents are only slightly more likely to be
assigned to the Intervention Room than female students, a difference of
no practical significance.
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TABLE 3

SAMpLE GROUP BY GRADE RETENTION

Assigned to
Intervention Room

Suspended
Out-Of-School

Neither Suspended
nor Assigned to
Intervention Room

Repeated a
Grade 13 9 5

ProMoted in
'Sequence 33 6 20

:Total 46 15 25

In Table 3, data indicate that students who have been suspended out-of-school
are much more likely to have repeated a grade at some time during their aca-
demic career. District policy allows students to be retained once during the
kindergarten through third grade years and once during the-fourth through
sixth grade years.

TABLE 4

SAMPLE GROUP BY ENROLLMeNT DATE

Assigned to
Intervention Roam

Suspended
Out-Of-School

Neither Suspended
Nor Assigned to
Intervention Rook

Enrolled at
Beginning of
1978-79 School
Year 33

,

.

14 21

Entered During
1978-79 School
'leer 11 2 4

Total 44 16 25

Table 4 indicates that students assigned to the Intervention Roam are slightly
more likely to.have entered school as a new student during the year.
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:TABLE 5

SAMPLE GROUP BY GRADES

,

Assigned to
Intervention Room

Suspended
Out-Of-School

Neither Suspended
Nor Assigned to
Intervention Room

Unsatisfactory 71 . 6 19

Satisfactory 58 27 34

Good 21 17 /` 20

Excellent 6 13

Total 151 56 86

There were four marking periods during the school year at theltlementary
school. Assuming that all students remained in school all year, data
should have shown a student X grade matrix of 184, 64 or 100 cells depending
upon Sample group (46 students x'4 marking periods, 16-z 4 or 25 x 4). The
call value given in Table 5 represents the actual number of cells in which
data were found.

The contrast in academic abilities among the.groups is apparent fro% Table
5 with the greatest difference between.thote students assigned 'to ths Inter-
vention Room and the oher two samples. Students'are grouped homogeneously
in this school for reading during the first and second grades, for reading
and language arts during the third grade and for all subjects in grades
four through six. Data on grouping.were not recorded in the studedt records,
so it is impossible to determine thiCeffect of the grouping on student
grades.

TABLE 6

SAMPLE GROUP BY CONDUCT MARRS

Assigned to
Intervention Room

Suspended
Out-Of-School

Neither Suspended
Nor Assigned to
Intervention Room

U 75 18 19

S- 25 7 9.

54

,

30 43

16 6 24
q

Total 170 61 85
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Conduct marks, displayed in Table 6, show less contrast than do student
grades, and the assigned students and suspended students are more siMilar
in conduct rating than they were in grade point average.

TABLE 7

CHI-SQUARE VALUES FOR ELEMENTARy SITE

TABLE X df X y X x T y T x

GRADE LEVEL BY
SAMPLE GROUP 81.312 12 - - .0481 .1387

SEX BY
SAMPLE GROUP .389 2 - - .0013 .0007

SAMPLE GROUP BY
GRADE RETENTION 38.612 2 - - .1291 .0647

SAMPLE GROUP BY
ENROLLMENT DATE 5.965 2 - - .0199 .0100

SAMPLE GROUP BY
GRADES 157.152

\

6 - - .5078 .5594

SAMPLE GROUP BY
CONDUCT MABXS 26.753 6 - - .0330 .0454

The Chi square (X2) test for independent samples was_used to analyze by
sample group for grade level, sex,'grade retention, enrollment date, con-
duct marks and grade point average. Alpha (3) Was sit at .05 for rejection
of the null hypotheses of independent measures. All of the reported X2
values in Table 4 are high providing evidence of independence between
samples and a dependent relationship between the rwo variables. To obtain
a more meaningful statistic on the strength of association between the
samples, asymmetric lambdas (A) and taus (1) ware computed. Both are
proportional-reduction-in error (PRE) measures which indicate the reduction
in error in predicting one variable from the other. Values of X and T
range from Q to 1 with 0 indicating total independence and 1 implying
total dependence of two variables in a contingency table. As a general
rule, the greater the variation in both the dependent and independent
variable, the greater the numerical value of association. Tau is used
when there is wide variation within the contingency table because it is
less sensitive to variation.



As can be seen from Table 7, all the preceeaing tables show dependence be-
tween the two tabled variables. However, the magnitude of the dependence
is'low except in the instance of Sample Group by Grades. Knowledge of one
variable in thetable does not significantly reduce error in predicting .

values for the other variable. For example, knowledge of student group
membership (i.e., assigned to Intervention Room, suspended out-of-school,
neither assigned nor suspended) results in a three percent reduction in
error in predicting condUct marks. Conversely, knowledge,of student con-
duct marks results in a 4.5 percent reduction in predictive error for group
membership. However, knowledge of student grade averages significantly
reduces the predictive error.

Student attendance did vary among the three groups. The range of absenteeism
was' from 0-90 days in the group of students assigned to the Intervention Room
with a mean of 6.7295 days, 0-22 days in the group of students suspended out-
of-school with a mean of 5.2815 days and 0-30 days in the group of students
neither suspended nor assigned with a mean of 4.5700 days. Ranges and means
of tardiness showed a somewhat different-pattern. The number of tardies
accumulated by assigned students ranged from 0-90 with a mean of 2.4535
times, for students suspended out-of-school the range was 0-5 times with a
mean of .8835 and for students neither assigned not suspended a range of
0-50 times with a mean of 2.8640 times existed.

No information was available on the rate of repeated suspensions. Because
this District has many alternetive programs for students with disciplinary
problems, records of suspended students are often missing due to voluntary
transfers and central office information requirements. Data on rates for
repeated assignments show that II percent of the sample group had been
assigned two times, no information was aviilable on students assigned
three times and two percent of the sample students had notations of addi-
tional assignments. Since specific information on the duration of the
assignment and reasons for assignment are transmitted yearly to the central
office, it may lie likely that students are rarely assigned more than twice
in a school year or that transfer to another alternative program is likely
to occur after two assignments to the Latervention Room.

Evidence of due process procedures was available in all of the records
sample for suspended students and in 43 of the 46 records sampled for
assigned students. The evidence for assigned students was most often
a telephone contact while suspended students must often had some kind of
written record, but not necessarily a verbatim transcript, which showed the
final decision in the case and the reasons upon which the decision was
based. Again, because of central office information requirements, formal,
signed statements indicating an anderstanding of grievance rights and due
process are sent at the end of each year to the central office and were not
available at the elementary site.

Statistics on the reasons for suspension indicate that 13 percent of the
sample group had been suspended for fighting with other students (physical,
conflict), six percent for other reasons not covered by the fifteen coding
categories and rwo percent for fighting with teachers (physical conflict).
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Reasons given for assignment to the Intervention Room were fighting with
other students for 18 percent of the sample group, other for 16 percent and
classroom misbehavior problems (e.g., talking out of turn, cursing, dheating,
etc.) for ten percent. Descriptive survey responses from teachers show
that teachers perceive violence, misbehavior in class and disrespect for
others as the most serious discipline problems at this school. Too few
parents responded to the survey to allow a meaningful analysis of the
perceptiOns. Because of the age and reading levels of the students in this
school, no written responses wereAiathered on student perceptions of serious
discipline problems.

Finally, an analysis of teacher responses.to a multiple adjective checklist
used to describe an average or assigned studentindicates that average
students are viewed as "able, aggressive and loud," while assigned students
are viewed as "aggressive", disruptive, maladjusted and rebellious." inter-
views with assigned students detected no differences in how they viewed
themselves and other students or how they felt they were viewed by other
students.

Middle School Site

Data collection prtmedures resulted in a set of students assigned to the
Lntervention Room (N < 47), a set of students suspended out-of-school (N <
23) and a sat of students neither suspended nor assigned to the Interventan
Room (N < 25). Very few eighth grade records were available for sampling
as they ha# been transferred to the appropriate high schools in most instances.
Missing data from this site pertained to homogeneous grouping, conduct
marks and evidence of due process procedures. Ninety-nine percent of the
sampled tudents wre enrolled at the beginning:of the year, thus transiency
was not a factor affecting student record data.

Findings from the three student sample groups at this site are reported in
tables. The variables reported are:

i Grade. Level
Sem
Grade Retention
Grade Point Average (GPA)

Race was also eliminated as a variable at this site. The student population
of the school is 97 percent minority and-nnly two nonminority student
records appeared in the total sample of 95 records.

TABLE 8
GRADE LEVEL BY SAMPLE GROUP

Grade in 1978-79t .

6 7 , 8 Total
Students Assigned to
Intervention Room 3 41 2

61/Students Suspended
..Outof-School 3 16 .

Students Neither Sus-
pended nor Assigned to
Intervention Room 0 25 0

.
,

25
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Table 8 shows the grade level distribution for those students included in
the three sample sets. RecOrds for eighth grade students were generally
unavailable ae they had been transferred to high schools.

TABLE 9
SEX BY.SAMPLE GROUP

MALE FEIALE TOTAL

Students Assigned to
Intervention Room

30 , 17 47

Students Suspended
put-of-School

'13 9 . 22

Students Neither Sus-
pended nor Assigned
to Intervention Room

10

.

15 25

-

Table 9 indicates that male students are more likely to be assigned to the
Intervention Room and/or suspended out-of-school thin female students.

TABLE 10
SAMPLE GROUP BY GRADE RETENTION

Assigned to
intervention Room

Suspended
Out-of-School

Neither Suspended
nor Assigned to
InterventionRoom

,

Repeated a
Grade 5 11

.

4

Promoted in
Sequence 41

, .10 21

Total 46

.

21 25

,

4
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In Table 10,-data indicate that studenis who have been suspended out -of-
school are much more likely to have repeated 4 grade at some time daring
their academic career. All of the students whd had been retained were
fepeating a grade during the 1978-79 school year, and for 15 percent of
these students, it was)the second time a grade had:been repeated.

TABLE 11
SAMPLE GROUP BY GRADES

,

Assigned to
Intervention Room

Suspended
Out-of7School-

Neither Suspended nor
Aasigned to

Intervention Room

0 - 1.0
'

82 45 16

1:0 - 2.0
,

52
.

16 18

2.0 - 3.0

-
46

,

21 40

3.0 - 4.0 7

.

9 23

Total _ 187 91 97

Grades were reported four times during the year at this site, and the GPA
was computed by translating letter grades A through F to a four point
scale. A student I grade matrix of 188, 92 or 100 cells depending aon the
sample group (47 students x 4 marking periods, 23 x 4 or 2$ x 4) would be
eipected if all students remained in school all year. The cell value
given in Table 11 represents the actual number Of cells in which data were
found.

The contrast in academic abilities between those student's assigned to the
Intervention Room and suspended out-of-school and those students neither
suspended nor assigned is apparent from Table 11.

TABLE 12
CHI - SQUARE VALUES POLMIDDLE SCHOOL SITE

Table , df Xx Tx

Grade Level By
Sample Group

27.412 4 -- .0681 .0461

Sex By Sample
Group

8.634 2 --
.

,.0347 .0135

Sample Group
ly Grade Retention

48.406 2 .2025 .1275

Semple Group
Ey Grades v

'50.704 8 -- .0535 .0866
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1/bile all X2 Statistics are again significant at the .05 level,at this site,
'the strengttvof association can only be cOnsidered low. Only knowledge of
.grade retention provides a moderate reduction of 20 percent in the/prediction
of group membership..

Studentattendance varied most between assigned and'sdspended students and
.atudents neither suspended nor assigned. Little liariation was noted betWeen
assigned and sUspended students. The'range of(absenteeiSm was froM-0-29
days With a mean of 5.219 days in the gtoup of stndents aSsigned tethe
Intervention Room, 0-24 days with.a mean,of 5.5.98 days in ihe group, of
students sudpended out,cf-school,and 0-4.5 days witha mean.of 3,850 days
for students neither suspended nor assigned.. Ranges and means of tardiness

"exhibited a different pattern. The number of tardies-,accnmulated by assignedi
students ranged from 0-62 times with a mean of'3.473 times, for students
suspended out-of7school the range was 0-12 times with a mean of 1.902. -

times- and-for students neither suspended nor-assigned a ringe'of 0-12 -
times with a mean of 1.172 times existed.

Data on tepeated suspensions show that 17 percent of the sample.group had
been suspended'two times, 3,percent had been suspendedthree times and 4
percent had been Suspended more than three times. Rates for repeated
assignments to the. Intervention Room were considerably higher. Fifty-ode
percentof the sample group'had been'assigne&two tiMes, 48 percent ,ha,d
been assigned three times and 43 percent had been assigned more than three,
times. Fighting with other students was the'imajor reason for suspension
for 24 percent of the sample students, skipping glass resulted in suspension
for 9 percent and 5 percent Of the studentt were suspended for classroom
-misbehavior problems. Thirty-six l'ercent of the students assigned to the
Intervention-Room were aSsigned for fighting with other.students, 9 percent
for classroom.misbehavior problemsj 8 percent for other reasons not coyeted,
by the fifteen coding,categories and 7 percent for-fighting with teachers,
Perceptions of teachers and students at the middle school wete unanimouS 1.11
citing violence as the-most serious discipline problem. Students also
cited class.cutting and drugs as serious problems 'while teachers'perceived'
disrespect for others as a major problem., A cOncerted school-wide effort
ta reduCe class cutting and chronic tardiness Probably affected the dats on
reasons for suspension which show the anoMaly of attendance infractions
resulting in harsher punishment (susOension) than physical assaults, on
teachers (assignment).'

Data on evidence of due process procedures were missing At this site.
However, evidence of personal contact with parents did show that the parents
of all assigned students had been contacted,by letter or telephone, and the ,

' parents of all suspended students had been contacted, by letter. None of
the parents of students neither suspended nor assigned had-been contacted
by letter or telephone.

An analysis of teacher and student responses to a multiOle adjective check-
listlised to describe an average or assigned tudent at the middle school
indicates that teachers and sixth, seventh Øfd eighth grade students agree
that the average student is "able". Two o tie ihree student groups also
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described the averege student as. 7loud, neat, proud, intelligent and Agree-
'able." Teachersinost often described the assigned student as "aggressive,
disinptive and maladjusted," while at /east ewo of theiehree student:gronps
used "able, loud, and neat" to describe.assigned studenti. Interviews with
aseigned,students substantiated the lack,of Any stigma attached to Intervention
,Room assignment.
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V. SITE OBSERVATIONS

School #1

School #L is an eleMentary school'containing kindergarten through sixth
grade with-a student population totaling approximately eleven hundred. It

is the second largest elementary School in School District A. The student
population is approximately 97 percent minority (Black) and 3 percent. non-
inority. The..attendence area served by thia school contains the largest

/public housing project in the city. Ninety percent of- the students in the
.school live in the honsing project. The faculty is 85 percent minority and
15 percent nonminority. -Title I mathematics and reading centers and special
education services. are proVided in School #1. A school social worker is
.aasigned- to the building', and the settlement_house/community center provides
services in the building. The school is-one of the newer facilities in the
District and wes*designed and built to accommodate the open-space concept,
in educational service delivery. Instruction is organized around large
.learning areas called petals. There are few-walls and doors,. and moveable
room dividers* are used to-defind Spaces for various educational pursuits.

.

Team teaching is used in the petals .as an.instructional strategy, but it
has received mixed reviews from the Staff.

Discipline Procedures

The administrative team of School #1 consists of the Principal and Assistant
Principal. An administrative consultant is also available to assist the '

Principal as a liaison to teachers in academig'areas. Discipline is managed
through ,a team approach whereby the administrator available at the tide of
referral meets with the student. Infozmal consultation and review of dis-
ciplinary actiona between the Principal and Assistant Principal is on-going.
There is a specific code of conduct for the school, and the Principal does
have flexibility in applying District discipline policies. For instance,
district policy states that a student will be considered tardy at 8:40 A.M.,
while the policy at School 1 states that tardiness occurs at 9:05 A.M.
District policy-also allows detention as a punishment until 5:00 P.M., while
School,#1 allows detention until only 4:00 P.M. These policies were revised
because of parental concern and fear for the safety of children in the hous-
ing prodect. The attendance code for District A states that if absences
exceed forty days per year, the student will not be promoted, but the Prin-
cipal has the discretion to disregard this policy with the approval of the
Area Superintendent. By state law, at least one/half day workshop on
disciplinary prodedures, concerns, and techniques must be held with the
faculty during the sch9ol year.

To refet a Child to the office, the teacher is required to fill out a
District referral form and to have counseled with the child, contacted the
parent(s) in person or writing, and conferred with the parents. Upon refer-
ral, the administrator may choose to do the following:
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(1)' refer the dhild to the Interventionitoom

(2) refer the child for'testing, evaluation, ot other
,supportive social services; -

(3) confer with the Child;

(4) confer with the parent(d);

(5) assign detention;

' (6) assiga a atiort-term suspension, three days or. less;

(7) assign a long-term suspension,'after three previous'
short-term suspensions;

'(8) recommend expalsioa, after three previous, long-term
- suspensions.,

:2.

4,7

The type of offense, the degree of severity of the offense, and the prior
history of the student dictate the action of the disciplinarian.

District record-kapping and due process procedures and forms are required
for optionS two,'six, seven and eight. Information on'the number of stu-
dents suspended, the number of suspensions, the-aumber of days suS0ended,
the number of students suspended twice and the,number suspended three or
more times, and the number of students expelled is collected and aggregated
by the District Supervisor Of Child Welfare and Attendance. Twed0-one
reasons for suspension and expulsion Arealso listed 011 the reporting form.
All cases,are reviewed and evaluated.by District social.wOrkeri, and six
categories orprimaty causes are reported to the'state in edditiouto the
number of cases. Teadher discipline referral forms are filed by individual-
teachers, and the"Prindipal does notify the teacher informally'if excessive
referrals areLmade and plaii formal tedhniqueeto assist the teacher4through
thehteadher evaluation process. A teacher advocate is available to work
with untenured teachers, and district help is available to marginally rated
steadhers. The most common offense in School #1 was clatsroom disruption.
Tncidents most.commonlY reported as disrUptions were failure to follow
directions, excessive movement in class, and'intimidation of elasticates.

The InterVention Room

Th School #1, the InterVention Room is located in one of-the few rooms with
walls and a door which may be.closed. The room'is wellslighted, attractively
decorated, abd well-equipped,with motivational materials in various media.
Th litator is a certified coudselor who his been with the progra* for
'fpár years and had previous teadhing exparience.

Childrenere referred.to the Intervention Roam by the Principal, Assistant
Principal, and indiVidual teachers. The Principel has given the Facilitator
authority to intervene directly with students at the teacher's request. At
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the beginnimg of the school year, All teachers and classes are invited to
the Intervention'RoOm to meet the Facilitator, participate in group activity,
,and browse among.the Materials. Teachers are given a hanti-out that high-
lights behaviors of different classroom personalities and are asked to .

identify children who could profit from counseling. Children who are
referred may be counseled individually or grouped with others for stall,.
group.sessions. Children.who are assigned,by an administrator to the

) Intervention Room as an alternative to 6uspension spend no more than three
days in the room, and may be assigned no more than two times during a
semester. Children who are on in-house-suspension haVe-a counseling period

s. At the beginning and at the end of each day. The rest of the day is spent
,

on school work assignments. The children eat with their classmates-and
the emphasis Of the program is nonpunitive.

A'variety of counseling techniques are used by the Facilitator including
behavior COntrects, values clarification, reality therapy, and activities
,that build self-esteem. In ode of the small group sessions observed, the
Facilitator used a.mirror for students to look at themselves. As they
looked,: they were instructed, to say what they liked about themselves.. These
comments became the focus of a diseussion on self-worth and 361f-control.
The,session ended with/each student making a positive statement about the
other students in the,group. A behavior contract appropriate to elementary.
students requires a plan for activity, a-coneequence of the activity, and a
time schedule for completion of the activity. The contract is signed by
the student, the teacher, and a witness.

The Fadilitator projects a serene,' calm envirOnment through the use of soft
classical music, a low voice tone, and a lOw-key manner since the children
im their home environment in the housing project and in the opest-space envi-
rooment of the classroom are so secustomed to 'noise. Many of the materials
used seem to be geared to the younger Child, but because the Faeilitator
feels that children in housing projects ate often forced to mature more
rapidly than usuel, the materials are appreciated by Older children as well
as-by younger ones. Children are allowed to self-refer with the permission
of the teacher, and.the Facilitator works closely with tht School Social .

Worker 'to help solve family.and school problems. Parent counseling groups
are conducted by the Ficilititor upon request from parents. Jiow utilization
ofathis service has led to plans for scheduled parent effectiveness training
in the coming year. Consideration is Also being given to the establishment
of a "room mother" program for the school to increase perental involvement.
The Facilitator works with.teachers on an informal basis to develop disci-
pline techniques for specific children and/or class groups. Sponsorship
of a Student Council ih Scheol fl is another activity developed by the
Facilitator.

The Facilitator records a service plan for each student served that identi-
fies the child, the reason for referral, the length of time service is to
be rendered, the type of service given, the result of the service, and the
date the case is closed. A notice to the teacher when the child is returned
to class records the time of return the conditions of'returm,_and comments
by the-Psell4tetot. A_wask.11-14124d414--reaser.tagecluled for groups,
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individuais, and time available for conferences is posted by the Facilitator'.
Additionally, a monthly summary report of children seen with the number of
contact units and a quarterly report that provides an uaduplicated count
of students, client identification and address, and the type of contact
unit is required by the Districi Supervisor of Intervention Rooms. A
meeting is held each Friday with the Principal to review the activities
and caseload of the week. Parent and student evaluation forms are used
with clients When the case is closed or at the end of the year, whichever
comes first. A form-granting permisSion for service and acknowledging
District due process procedures must be signed by the parent if the student
is under thirteen years of age. For all non-crisis referrals, permission
is obtained prior to service. Ia a crisis situation, service is rendered
while parental contact is made and permission secured. All crisis referrals
have top priority for service, but the emphasis on prevention through the
life of the program has,reduced the frequency of'crisis referral.

Everyone interviewed at SchOol #1 perceived the Intervention Room as needed,
successful, and invaluable. All cited the open-space concept a8 4 factor '

that exacerbated discipline problems for students who come primarily from
public housing projects and single-parent welfare homes where overcrowding,
crime; and fear are daily problems. All of the students interviewed stated
that the Facilitator "made me feel good; showed me how to do things;
listened to maLmakes school a better place." All of the students when
asked how they would make the school beater stated they would like "doors
and walls for my class; a qiiiet school; people to care more for each other;
and more special people like 'the Facilitator'." While there seems to be
no lack of cultural/ethnic understanding in School #1, a clash of values
based on economic class (middle class versus welfare dependents) was cited
as a factor in the discipline climate of the school. All of the students
interviewed cited "not getting along with eeachers" as a major problem for
them, and they indicated the Facilitator "could help a lot of kids who
don't get to see.her." None of the program or professional staff indicated
that too limited service was a problem. All of the professional staff
voiced the need for more parental education and involvement in the school.
Activities dealing with "parent effectiveness training," room mothering,
career awareness, and positive attitudinal training for staff and families
are under consideration for next year.

School 1/2

School #2 is a middle school with grades six through eight. The student
population totals approximately 800 and is 97 percent minority (Black) and
three percent nonminority. The faculty of the school is approximately 60
percent minority and forty percent nonminority. School #2 is located in
the same District area as School 1)1, but it serves a much wider attendance
area. Approximately one/half of the students come from the low-coat hous-
ing projects in the area. The median educational level of the parents in



School *2 is 8.5 years, thus students in the school are beginning to sur-
pass parents in educational achievement even though students in the school
are generally one to two years below grade level in reading. There are
six special education classes in the school, and almott fifteen percent of
the students are involved in some type of special education program. The
school is one of the oldest facilities in the city and was constructed in
1846. The present Principal was brought into the school four years ago to
correct a deceriorating'climate. Reorganization occurred at that time-
around the middle school concept of educating the "whole Child" rather than
what had been the academic, subject-matter organization of a traditional
junior high school. Teachers of variou8 disciplines from one'grade level
are organized into an instructional team for five to six classes. The
teams plan curricula, budget, and scheduling together, confer with
parents, and combine basic courses and electives into interdisciplinary
units. The faculty has become very stable Once the reorganization.

Discipline Procedures

The administrative team of School #2 consists of the Principal and Assis-
tant Principal. The Assistant Principal is primarily responsible for the
discipline referrals by teachers to the office. When the teachers refer a
student, a form is used that requires the name of the student, the team
assignment, and a mandatory explanation of the offense if other than

. tardiness or unprepared for class. Disciplinary actions available are:

(1) detention;

(2) aw-school work detail;

(3) parental conference;

(4) referral to Intervention Room;

-

(3)---iiiiri-term mit-of-school suspension, three days or less;

(6) long-term out-of-school suspension, three days or less;
(after three short-term suspensions);

(7) referral to another District discipline program;

(8) recommendation for expulsion (after three long-term suspensions);

Clase cutting at this sclabl results in an automatic three-day, out-of-
school suspension. Readmittance after out-of-school suspension requires a
parental conference with administrators, teachers, and the Intervention
Room Facilitator. After two out-of-school suspensions, the Principal
assumes responsibility for the student with subsequent problems. School 02
hae services available through 1.5 Khooliocialworkers, two guidance coun-
selors, &id a teacher responsible for all parental involvemadt activities.
Additionally, the school has installed a school-wide, good attendance
motivation program with a trophy reward for students, and a parent-teacher
program to improve homework.
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The Intervention Room

A Large classroom off the main hallway and near the Principal's office is
the site of the Intervention Room in School 02. The room is well-equipped
with various kinds of audio-visual materials, and the Facilitator provides
teachers with annotated bibliographies of the materials available in the
room. The Facilitator is a certified counselor with previous teaching
experience in junior high and high schools. This is the fourth year of
service in this school by the Facilitator.

By agreement with the Principal, most children in the Intervention Room. in
School #2 are referred directly by teachers. A form designed by the
Facilitator.for. this process in School #2 is used by teachers and provides
student identification, teacher Ldentification, reason(s) for the referral,
prior teacher actions, and authorization for.the student to be in the Inter-
'vention Room. Administrative and self-referrals with teacher permission
are also accepted by the Facilitator.. The child usually remains for one
period in the Intervention Room. No use of the Intervention Room as an
in-school suspension.centef is permitted in this school. The Facilitator
is an active participant in parental 'conferences for suspended students,
and if the child is initially referred to the Intervention Room, the Facili-
tator may recommend the type of disciplinary action that should be edam-
isteied by the disciplinarian. The Facilitator works closely with the
counselors, school social workers, and administrators to seek other support
services and agency referrals as they are needed.

A variety of counseling techniques, especially those based on transactional
analysis and Adlerian principles, are used by the Facilitator. Activities'
observed focused on role-playing situations where positive "I" statements
based on the principles of transactional analysis were used to find solu-
tions to problems. Self-control and self-worth, using Adlerian theories,
are developed through smell group discussions and decisionmaking
The emphasis of the program in SChool #2 is'on prevention and crisis manage-
ment. The Principal and teachers identify potential discipline referrals,
and counseling groups are formed at the beginning and throughout the school
year. Am average of twelve groups are scheduled weekly. Because of the
academic problems exhibited by many students referred for disciplinary
reasons, this Facilitator proposed a special project to develop "peer coun-,
seling" groups using features of the national PUSH program. The project
was funded, and two "peer pusher" groups were formed and trained this year
to deliver tutoring services to students through other students. Student
Council sponsorship is an extra activity of the Facilitator. A unique
feature of the program'in this school is the use of the Lntervention Room
as a staff "time-out" room. Informal drop-ins, observations, and "rap
elisions" are encouraged by the Facilitator and Principal.

Records kept by the Facilitator include individual student folders with
specific Laterventiom Plans, file cards of referrals and contact units,
monthly summaries and quartetly reports required by the District Supervisor
of the program, and permission and due process sheets signed by the parent(s)
or students if the student is over age thirteen. School disciplinary
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statistics and forms are collected and reported by administrators to the
District Supervisor of Child Welfare and Attendance and the Division of
Child Advocacy and Instruction. Little feedback or reporting of trend data
seems to occur at the individual school level, although the statistics are
reported to the state and federal government and are used in District level
planning. As the computerizing of student informatioft in District A
progresses, better information will be available for uSe by Administrators
and teachers.

A.U. of those interviewed perceived the Intervention Room program es necessary,
highly affective and indispensable. Students and teachers alike contrasted
the climate of the school from three and four years ago to the present,.
All said "the school was much better now -- stricter, cleaner, and calmer."
Students liked "having a parson available to help you with your problems."
One student said, "you get to pley games, but to solve the game you have to
solve your problems." The prof;Ssional staff cited the change of. behavior
as indicated by disciplinemse errals. Four years ago, gross insubordina-
tion, 'theft, and physical assualts wore the most common offenses, while
this)rear ahronic tardiness and class clitting were the most common offenses
resulting in suspension. All of the professional staff agreed that out-of-
school suspension "does not help kids," and soma felt thet the Intervention
Room should always be the first referral for students with discipline prob-
lems. The Facilitator was identified as the kay factor in the success of
the program and was seen as skilled in counseling and behavior management,
patient, firm, and low.-key. Soma of those interviewed were concerned that
disciplinary consequences depended upon which administrator assigned the
punishment. Differences in administrative style resulted in punitive actions
such as detention and suspension for some students versus therapeutic or
treatment actions for others who had committed the saM4 infraction.



School District A has hsd an Intervention Room program in operation for six
years. What was initially a pilot effort begun with.special state funds
has been continued in six schools with Title IX funds. The program as
observed in two sites is deemed successful by students, staff, and adminis
trators. Key elements to the success and effectiveness of the program as
identified by those interviewed have also been identified in the literature
of discipline by such authors as M. Hayes Mizell and Junious Williams.

.11

Philosophical commitment of principal and program staff

In the sites studied, the Principals and Facilitators believed thet-suspen
sion was a reaction to symptoms that had no effect on the causes of inappro
priate behavior. They viewed the progrem as a chance to change.behavior of
students and staff and.were convinced that counseling techniques as opposed
to punitive actions could reduce suspensions and improve the climate of the
schools.

Characteristici and qualifications of the program staff

The Factlitators at both sites were trained counselors with extensive teach
ing experience at the age and grade level of the student population served.
They were selected not only because of their credentials, but also, because
of such humanistic Characteristics as ability to relate to others, patience,
respect for.individuals, firmness in conviction, a caring nature, and a
calm demeanor. No one interviewed felt that previous experience in the'
particular school was a crucial factor.

Coordination of resources

The availability of other support services and personnel such as social
workers and counselors, and the accessibility of other alternative programs
within the District.and through community agencies were cited as important
factors in an effective program. The commitment of School District A to
seek causes and remedies based on cause requires cooperation and coordina
tion of school and community reeouress. During a time of financial insta
bility for schools, the ability of this district to attract nOntraditional
funding sources has congributed to the success and tenure of new and,
alternative programs that are usually the first to be cut during a financial
squilleZe

Respect for due process

While most schools have a due process procedure for students and parents,
the commitment to informing and educating clients about the process varies
widely. In School.District A, all participants in the Intervention Room
program must give written consent for service and acknowledge their right
to due process. It may be ergusd that a signature is not informed consent,



but it is also a signal that due process procedures are a concern of the
school and that a program is not to be used to circumvent such procedures.

Child advocacy dommitment

In both sites observed, the program staff were personally involved with stu-
dents and their concerns. Contact with students did not end with a class
period or even a school day. The staff was involved as mediators with
teachers, parents, students, and other agencies ind as sympathetic listeners
during evenings and weekends. At one site, the Principal and Facilitator
represented a student when a residential change considered inappropriate by
the student and school was proposed by another governmental agency. The
Division of Child Advocacy and Instruction within District A supports the
efforts of schools and personnel who consider advocacy to be a proper role
and function of education.

Interviewees did cite elements of the program that need. strengthening. These
_elements correspond to areas suggested in the educational literature on dis-
ciplinary monitoring and evaluation. The stated goal of the program is to
reduce suspensions. One site observed did docuient a reduction in suspensions
over a. three-year period from 200 to 13, but the other site could not docu-
ment a reduction. Overall While the intervention Room program is judged as
successful, a program available in only six of a total, of 128 schools cin
have little affect on District rates of suspension;. Ln 1978-79, nearly
eleven percent of the student population in School District A was suspended
at least once during the year. The District seems not to have disseminated
the positive results of the Lntervention Room program in a systematic effort
to expand commitment and effort to reduce suspensions. Individual schools
and.administrators may attempt to initiate a program called Intervention
Room, but consultation, training, and coordination that utilize the expertise
of the program studied are absent. Control of new efforts seems lacking
04 a district basis, and guidelines end procedures developed and tested are
not applied if the funding source is different.. Data collected and reported

, on discipline in the District and on specific disciplinary alternatives
and programs do not seem to.be coordinated for planning and implementation
purposes. Cost effectiveness could be determined by per pupil data, program
data, type of intervention data, and contact time data to assist in district
decision-making.

While School District A recognizes the partnership of home and schools as a .

crucial factor in discipline and education in general, guidelines and procedures
to encourage and expand parental involvement and education about discipline
have not been standardized and implemented within and among programs, schools,
local district areas, and the District as a whole. Soma efforts have ben
implemented and are auccessful; other pilot efforts are being.initiated; bat
coordination and dissemination seem to be lacking at the district level.

At the specific level of the Intervention Room program, a continuing in-service
effort seems not to have been well-developed. While there is soca sharing of
.staff information and problems, such issues as "burn-out", new research in
discipline, and new program needs have not ben addressed through a plan that
might provide consultation service, conference participation, and other program
visitations and observations.
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School District has established discipline as a priority and has researched,
piloted, developed and implemented disciplinary programs. These efforts,
especially those observed in the Intervention Room program, have produced a
sound basis for the District as they plan to reduce suspensions and improve.
the disciplinary climate and the public perception of that climate in the
schools. The lasting effects of such efforts and!'programs may be difficult
to measure, but the staff of the sites observed have seen positive changes
in behavior and feel certain they have touched individual lives in a bene
ficial way.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Setting

School District B is located in the middle of the country. The community
it serves totals approximately 45,000 in population, is part of a larger
socio-economic community of approximately 108,000, and is the seat of the
couoty government. The economic base of the county consists of Agriculture
and agricultural -Used industry, automobile-related industry, construction-
related industry, education (a large university is nearby), and health-
related services. There ere three school districts in the county, and the
boundaries of these districts are not contiguous with municiial boundaries.
School District B has a total student population of 8,000 served by 13 ele-
mentary schools (grades kindergarten through six), three junior high
schools (grades seven through nine), and one high school serving grades 10
through 12. Ninety-tight percent of the student population is nonminority,
and two percent is minority, predominantly Black. Approximately forty-five
percent of graduating seniors go on to some form of post-secondary education.

The county area also contains a private-parochial system that consists of
five elementary schools, kindergarten through. eighth grade, one high school
of grades nine through twelve, and one school of grades kindergarten through
twelve. There are three low-Cost howling areas in the County, two of
which are located in School Diatrict B. The unemployment rate for the
Area has been considerably below the national figures, but uoemployment /
has risen recently to approxisately 7.5 percent.

AdMinistratively, School District B has had a long history of individual
school autonomy. With the recent national trend toward accountability,
district level control hes beenllincreased. Guidelines On staffing and bud-

.

get'are mow prepared at_the_Diattict-level and presented to the individual
chools. Schools do retain flexibility within the district guidelines.

The total District budget is approximately fourteen elllion dollars. The
administrative structure Consists of the District Superintendent, two
Assistant Superintendents, and Program Directors in the areas of personnel
and elementary edhcation. The District Board of School Trustees consists
of seven memberS. Six of the seven members representthe ounicipal coemunicy
served and are appointed by the Heyor and approved by the Council. The
seventh weber of the Board represents rural areas within the boundaries
of School pistrict B and is approved by the Judge of the Circuit Court.
The faculty of School District B totals 450 members and is represented by
an association afiiliated with the National Education Association. The
Discridt did.experience a teacher strike in 1975, but the faculty-adminis-
trator relationship is considered amicable at the present time.

Instructioaal services in School District B include comprehensive nurricular*
-Offerings in such areas as business Education, Practical Arts and Sciences,
Music and Tine Arts, College Preparatory, and various industrial and business
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cooperative programs. At the high school level, honOrs courses are offered
in core curricUlar areas and ballad instruction is offered through ability'
grouping: District B is part of a regional effort-to provide special educa-
tion and vocational education services. The district has a wide variety of
sports 'activities for students and has developed a stateWide reputation .

for excellence in athletiCs. The drop-out rate for the District averages
approximately ten percent.

II. .DISCIPLINE AT THE DISTRICT LEVEL

Discipline Code

The discipline policy in School District B is entitled Student Rights,
Responsibilities and Procedures. The policy covers ten areas: attendance,
assembly, appearance, freedom 'of expression, privacy of school records,
search and seizure, due process procedures, disciplinary procedures, stu-
dents aggrieved by disciplinary action, and interpretation. The policy
conforms to the state educational code and federal requirements as estab-
lished through court decisions. Specific actions or punishments for
specific offenses are not prescribed, but guidelines for actions that may
occur are presented. The purpose of this district policy is tO encourage
each building to develop policies that will insure:

(1) behavior that will enable staff and students to develop
the most favorable learning environment;

(2) an atmosphere Of open communication; self-discipline,
and clearly understood rules;

(3) consistent treatment of all students;

(4) consistent due process - fair and reasonable.

.

Disciplinary procedures addressed include corporal punishment, force and
restraint, and temporary exclusion from regular classes, suspension, and
expulsion. Corporal punishment is permitted by a state law, but the policy

sof the district is to limit its'use. Temporary exclusion froin regular
classes and supension is lmsed on state law and ;he authority for Such is
veited in the*Principal. Suspension, according to the law,may be invoked
for a maXimum of five days per infraction. Authority to exclude.a student
from:school is vested in the Superintendent and extends only to the termina-
tion of the,current year.

A dittrict-wide comMittee of parents, students,ladministrators, and teachers
has Met this past year to review and revise the district policy on Student
Rights, Responsibilities and PrOcedures. A.drait of the revised policy,
has been submitted to the Board of Trustees and adopted with amendments.
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Changes recommended include: (1) a tightening of the use'of. corporal
punishment; delineation of procedures to'be used when administering cor-
poral punishment that require prior notification of parent(s) or guardian;
and assignment of responsibility for the administration of corporal punish-
ment to the PrinCipal or the-designee of the Principal; (2) the addition
of a section dealing with alcoholic beverages, narcotics and stimulant
drugi; (3) the strengthening of the grievance system through definition of
formal grievance procedures at the district level and requirements for
Principals to develop a grievance system for each building and coMmunicate
it to students; and (4) the expansion of the interpretation section to
include annual review and revision of the policy within set timelines.

The district policy is printed in student handbooks distributed at the
School level on the firet day of school. Orientation foe students te.the
policy occurs in.the hemeroom at the time of distribution. No separate
mailing to parents and guardians is made. Copies of the handbook are avail-
able at each school,. and parent orientation Meetings are held ia the evening
each fall *to discuss individual school policies.

Discipline Programs

There has been no district-wide initiative,to develop discipline programs.
Individual schools develop prograthe to meet the needs of.their students
within available.funding guidelines and accessibilityof other funding
sources,: One junior high school located in the inner part of the city did
have an in-school suspension alternatiVe financed with a -Compreheneive
ployment Training Act grant but when the grant expired the program Vas'dis-
continued. 'Another lunior high school does Use local Criminal Justic(Iunds
to provide an in-school suspension alternatiVe. This alternative has do
relationship to the program chosen for study ia School District B. It was
described as a ."punitive program based on peer isolation."

III. TEE S.T.O.P. PROGRAM

SelectiOn-Criteria

The StUdent Temporary 'Opportunity Programs (S.T.O.P.) at the high school
were chosen for intensive study in School District B. Criteria developed
for case study site selection required (1) stability of program effort,
(2) site location on-campus, (3) imtegration of program into'regular school
procedures and InstruCtional-efforts, (4) a specific'strategy for interven-
tion based on the typology, of 'in-school alternatives to suspension presented
at the Conference on tn-School Alternatives to Suspension sponsored by the
National thstitute of .Bducation'in 1978, and.(5) a unique or ianovative
aspect to the program: Although S.T.O.P. implementation it limited to one
building in District B, the opportunity tO study an adaption of an exemplary,
program was considered useful for the research purposes,of the. project.
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The initiative for S.T.O.P. began when the present Principal of the high
school was one of the Assistant Principals responsible for discipline. A
cadre of teachers decided that there were students who might be helped
with their disciplinary-problems thr9ugh a one-to-one relatio hip with a
teacher. The Teacher Advisory Program for Students' (TAPS) was egun in
1976-1977. TAPS, while succe hdssful, did identify t need for a rogram
that would provide more structured contact time and a process for follow-up.
Research resulted in contact with the Florida program, Positive Alternatives
to Student Suspension (PASS) developed by John Kackley.

The Positive Alternatives to Student Suepension (PASS) program has been in
operation since 1972 in Pinellas County, Florida, and has beeniodapted or
adopted by,sites in 26 other statei and 4 foreign countries., Sites that -

adopt PASS replicate the entire program; other sites may implement onlY parts
of the model or may modify ttie model to meet local needs and standards and
are considered adoptions. The purpose of PASS is to provide a sequence of
intervention strategies designed to prevent or minimize nonproductive social
'behavioral acts oa the part of secondary students. The following ititerven-
tiOn strategies are included ih this sequence.

(1) A Time-Out Room where students have a chance to talk about
problems with e,"facilitative listener." Students can refer
themselves or be assigned by school persOnnel.

(2) A School Survival Course of twelve.one-hour sessions designed
for students who have experienced frequent behavioral problems.
The Course offers a more structured and comprehensive method -
of handling proOlems and learning more appropriate behavior.

(3) A Rome.Survival Course of 12 sessions designed for students
having serious difficulties at home. /Students are assigned
ways to explore positive alteraetives'for resolving problems
at home. A companion course for parents of six, two-hour
sessions may be scheduled. Individual parental counseling is
an important adjunct of this Coutle.

-(4) Rumanistic.Activities in tha Regular Classioom is a twelve-
week program thet sets aside one hour ach week for activities
that encourage openness, shaiing, social awsreness, and per-
sonal growth.

ti"

(5) Basic Encounter for Secondary School Students II a twelve-week
program of one, two-hour session per week. Student participation
is voluntary but'may be encouraged by school or community agency
personnel or(jmrents. Developmental group counseling and other
applied behavioral science techniques are used.

(6) Basic Encqunter for School Personnel is a twelve week program of
a single, two-hour session per week. The sessions are designed
to help teachers ahd administrators develop a facilitative atmos-
phere and promote mutual respect.
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(7) Staff Development for a Humanistic School consists of one-day
workshops or seminars througHoAt the' school year for all school
employees. The program is desigied,to develop more effective
communication through positive verbal expression.

(8) Transactional Analysis fO'r Teachers is a 16-20 hour experimental
. course of stuct usually divided into eight, twohour sessions.

Teachers leariliransactional analysis techniques, apply them in
school and'at home, and share the outcome with' other teachers.

PASS was approved by an expert reiriew panel, the Joint Dissemination Review
Panel of the Office of Education, Department of Health, Education, and' \
Welfare, is en exemplary project, worthy of dissemination and adaption or
adoption by nther educational agencies. Through funds provided by the
National Diffusion Network through State Facilitators, linkage between
school districts and nationally funded exemplary prograds has been estab-
lished,to help school staffs select appropriate programs and/or processes

%and acquire necessary materials; training, and technical assistance.'.

Training sessions were conducted on-sits by -PASS'peisonnel and attended by
the total faculty of the high school of School District S. Three half-days
Of additional training were provided through the State Facilitator Center
for a'team of administrators and teachers, and STOP began in January of
1978. S.T.O.P. is coordinated by the Guidance Department Of the high school
and is 4 part of the regulir school day and instructional program. The
success.of S.T.O.P. has resulted in the designation of the program as an
official "trainer" for the state to promote STOP and PASS as disciPlinary
alternatives throughout the state. Five districts have been trained in thee
principles'of the program, and three teams of teachers are available to
provid teChnical assistance. State Fecilitator Center /undo through Title
IV-C of the Elementary SecOndary.Education Act support the training
teChnical assistance,efforts for adapting/adopting districts.

Data Sonrces for the Case StUdy

information gathered for the case study was collected during a pre-selection
site visit of one day end two post-selection site visits of three and one-

,
half and two.and one-half days, respectively. Interviews were conducted.
with six administrators, five teachers, and eight students. Program Desciip-
tive Questionnaires were collected from four parents, thirteen teachers,
fortrseven tenth grade students, forty-eight eleventh grade students, and
forty-six twelfth grade students. One hundred student records were reviewed
and analyzed, and activities in the Stop-Off Room were observed. District
publications provided additional valuable data.

Goals and ObJectives of the Program

The primary goal of S.T.O.P. is to reduce out-of-school suspensions. .To
achieve this goal, two program components were implemented. They are the
Survival course and the Stop-Off Room. Each of these components includes
goals and objectives.
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Thi Survival Course is designed for students who have experienced frequent
behavioral problens at school. Goals of the Survival Course are:

(1) to help the student understand that it'is possible to
survive in school and to receive positive feedback from
teachers and other students.

1

(2) to help the student understand that it is-necessary for
him to accept the responsibilitY forassuming control of
his life.

Specific objectives in Survival Courses are:

(1) to help students acquire the attitudes ind skills necessity
to achieve productive/acceptable social behavior at school.

(2) to help reduce the number and frequency of disciplinary
referrals for students participating in the program.

(3) to help the student improve his academic stsuding by promot-
ing daily attendance and acceptable classroom behavior.

The Survival Course consists of regularly sCheduled classes which are goal-
directed and focused on student strengths and specific target behaviors.
Thi course outline includes materials and activities for twelVe sessions.
based on the concepts of transactional analysis, role playing, reality
therapy, andkvalues clariiication; Each session is one period in length
and can accommodate six to eight students.

The Stop-Off Room is designed to provide an area in the school where a student,
whose behavior is such that it is detrimental to the general school atmosphere
or to the learning environsent of a particular class, can be referred. While
students are isolated from the mainstream of ths school, the emphasis of the
Stop-0ff Room is'to return students to regular classes as quickly as possible.
The goal of the Stop-Off Room is to alter behavioral patterns and to improve
self-discipline. Objectives deyeloped to achieve the goal are:

-
(1) to permit al ow-going learning situation within a strict

structure of authority wherein students will be aware of the
disciplini being administered;

. (2) to keep the student abreast of his Class activities through
cooperation between the STOP supervisor and the student's
instructors;

(3) to help the student understand the rationale for school
authority;

(4) to reinforce positive study habits by structural supervision
and instruction;

(5). to improve student. achievement;
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(6) to reduce drop!-outs by miking an effort to see that the student
does not fall behind in school work;

(7) to reduce behavior problems;

(8) .to insure more stident success.

The Stop-Off Room is an adaptation of the Time Out Room from the PASS
program and serves as an in-school suspension center.

An Alternative Curriculum was designed and implemented for the student.who
is unable tO continua in school for disciplintry reasons. Through a special
program using State University Sigh School Correspondence Courses, the stu-
dent is provided the opportunity to continue an education. Assistance in.
the Special program is provided by a S.T.O.P. teacher. The major goal of
the Alternative CurricUlum is to provide the student with.the opportunity
to exhibit an interest in continuing educational endeavors. Objectives
designed to meet the goal are:

6
(1) to help the student'understand.that there are staff members

interested in helping one achieve educational goils;

(2) to permit the stuflent to continue to work toward high school
graduation.

Program Staffing 4

Staffing arrangements for 'S.T.O.P. were designed by teacherswho had parti-
ciOated in the Teacher Advisory Program for Students (TAPS). These teachers
receiVed-PASS training through the NDN (National Diffusion Network) &dap-
tion process. The Stop-Off Room*. stiffed with six teachers, one for
each period of the-day. Assiinment to S.T.6.P. is considered as one of
the five teaching assignments that constitute a full-time teaching schedule.
The teadhers coma from different disciplines and-are able to provide aca-
demic tutoring in all curricular areas. Additionally, with six different
teadhers, the stUdent has more Choice in finding someone with whom a closer
relationship can be developed.

A full-time teacher aide, a pert of the staffing pattern for the Stop-Off
Room, provides coordination and continuity to the program. Improved faculty
acceptance of the program seems to have resulted from the staffing pattern
as utchtdepartment is represented in the program, and a member of the
department is available to discuss discipline problems and solutions with
their peers. The six Stop-Off Room teachers also provide academic assistance
to students in the Alternative Curriculum component of the program based on
their schedule in the Stop-Off Room.

Survival seSsions are staffed by teachers who have been trained in the
survival techniques of the PASS program. The course offered in the Survival
sessions is scheduled as part of the regular instrUctional day for grOups
of six to eight stu4ents during their study hall time. A pool of approxi-
,mately ten teachers has been trained and is available to provide staffing
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for the Survival sessions. There are no specific job descriptions, and
the only prerequisite for participation is the completion.of training in
program strategies and concepts. The selection process assumes that. those

. who havenvolunteered to participate in training are those who are interested'
in relating to students end thuS would be most successful in working with
students.in the program. No additional compensation for Survival teadhers
is offered.

Other Support Staffing

A major supportive rola to the S.T.O.P. effOrt and the discipline climate
of the school is provided by the Teacher Advisory,Program for Students
(TAPS). TAPS is designed as a positive approach to discipline. It is a
one-on-one type ot program in which a teacher who has volunteered is paired
with a student who seeks entry into the program to receive help with three
types of relationships: with self, with school, and with others. The
program also provides an opportunity for a student to relate in a non-
threatening situation with a teacher. The major goai of TAPS is to retain
the student in school. Objectivet designed to meet this goal are:

.(1) to provide the student with a facilitative listener who can
help the student explore positive alternatives to his problems
in school, at home, and in the community;

(2) to help the student develop a feeling of belonging and to
develop a sharing of mutual concerns;

(3) to give the student an opportunity to just have a "friend;"

(4) to help motivate the student to his pOtehtial, and to rein-
force the student on his accomplishments, thus improving his
own self-concept;

(5) to motivate the student to accept responsibility-for his
behavior and to respect hiMaelf and others;

(6) to improve the Student's attitude toward school and to create
a more humane image of schools.in the student's mind.

TAPS teachers.talk with the student on a regular,basis before or after
school in a nonauthoritarian manner as a concerned-individual 'who cares.
They also check with teachers and guidance personnel about the academic
performance andpersonal problems of the student. They get involved with

. the student on a project which is enjoyable and may not be related to
school work: TA2S teacheri have gone oi camping trips with students,
helped students find jobs, and mediated family and community problems.
They also encourage stidents tO use and participate in die resources avail-
able in the school. TAPS preaated"the S.T.O.P. effort and continues to
provide a service.to students and to support the goals and objectives of
S.T.O.P.
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District Related Services

Aaditional services for stuaents available within the school, the district,
and the community aka the advisor-advisee program, a self-awareness course,
humanistic activities, the Special Services Program, JOBS, and community
agencies. These seriices have been identified or developed by the Guidance
Department of the school, and guidance counselors coordinate the referral
and delivery process to the student. Since S.T.O.P.'is also coordinated
through the Guidance Department, effective communication and coordination
of all services is assured.

The advisor-advisee program assigns a staff member of the high school to'
each entering tenth grader. The advisor does not replace the guidance
counselor, but acts as an interested adult who is knowledgeable about the
high school. Procedures required by the program include:

(1) a meeting on the first day of school with the advisor and
'assigned advisees;

(2) an individual advisor-advisee appointment within the first
two weeks of school;

(3) contact with parents of each advisee before the end of Septedber;

(4) regularly scheduled appointments every two weeks throughout
the year with sad: advisee;

(5) monitoring of.advisee attendance.and grades by the advisor.

The Self-Awareness Course is an abbreviated version of the Survival Sessions
and is offered after regular school hours for six sessions. The course is
voluntary and uses the concepts of values clarification, reality therapy,
and transactional analysis. An incentive of removal of a major penalty
from the disciplinary record upon completion of the course is offered. 0

Plans are underway to integrate this course into the regular instrtictional
day for students next year in the manner of the Survival Course.

Humanistic activities for staff and-students are planned throughout the
year during in-serlAce days such as special activity programs to provide
personal experiences that are positive, nonthreatening and satisfying.
Such activities might include fine arts Convocations, club programs, film-
making, and guest speakers for assemblies and in-service training.

The Special Services Department of School District B provides diagnostic
and evaluation services for those with academid*Nind/or personal problems and
may provide services to those identified as eligible for special education.
A pilot program combining work and study began during the 1979-1980 school
year. The program was designed by two of the high school staff mambere to
service twenty-five of the worst attenders at the high school by securing
part-time jobs for them and tailorifig their academic program to the jobs
and their interests. The program requires extensive staff involvement in
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supervision and coordination. Experienee-during the pilot year has been
deemed so successful that the program wilI be expanded to fifty students
for the 1980-,81 school year.

Community agencies that deal with juvenile justice, substance abuse, mental
health, and social welfare problems are utilized as appropriate to individual
student ind family needs.

Phzsical Space

Implementation of S.T.O.P. requires a room that can provide comfortible
space for a maximum of fifteen students, a teacher, and a teacher aide.
Additional space such as a conference room that can be used for small
group Survival Sessions during the day is also neededk The Coordinator of

. the program has an office appropriate for counseling and accessible to the
area where student records and ichedules and teacher mailboxes are located.
Ideally, the Stop-Off Room is nearby to facilitate communication.

Program Funding

Laic support for S.T.O.P. id School District B has been provided with
local funds. Because of the staffing arrangement, the prOgram cost through
proration would equal 1.2 of a teacher salary. The coordinator of S.T.O.P.
is a member of the Guidance Department spehifically assigned to the program
but with'a reduced gilidance,and counseling load so no program cost is
involved. The teaCher aide in the StopOff'Room has been funded with local
funds through the building level budget. Funds for the initial and follow-
up training needed to adapt the PASS program were supplied by the State
Facilitator Center and totaled approximately eight hundred dollars. Yearly
costa of S.T.O.P. are estimated to be twenty thousand dollars in. this District.
'Supportive services through TAPS are provided at no cost through volunteered
participation of the staff.

Referrals to the Program

S.T.O.P. was initially designed to focus on students experiencing a cri-
sis of some sort. Most often the crisis would result in an attendance or
disciplinary infraction for which the student would be assigned by an

°assistant principal/disciplinarian Crises of a personal nature
could also result in a self-referral to S.T.O.P. Care was taken in the
design of the program to not usurp the functions and role of the trained
guidance counselor in the school to deal with student needs and concerns,
thus S.T.O.P. does not begin to offer service until the regular guidance
procedures have been utilized. AA the program evolves, plans are being
made to shift the emphasia of the program from crisis/remedial intervention
to preventive/developmental activities as established through TAPS and
other programs piloted through the related services framework.

Referral Process

The referral process and entry prerequisites vary with the type of service
provided. Each component of S.T.O.P. has its own procedures. The Survival
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Course may be entered (1) voluntarily with the assistance of a counselor,
(2) upon recommendation of a teacher, counselor or administrator,.and/or,
(3) as one component of a learning behavior agreement in order to stay
in school. Entry to the Stop-Off Room is controlled by an assistant princi-
pal. Assignment is usually the result of disciplinary action or attendance
problems. The Alternative Curriculum component is entered as a result of
special problems such as expulsion, pregnancy, or dropping out. The stu-
dent and parent(s) muet saw a guidance counselor to determine the course(s)
to be taken and to-complete the "Articles of Agreement" learning contract.
The supportive TAPS service may be entered voluntarily by the student or
the student may be required to enter TAPS as a follow-up procedure upon
completion of the Survival Couge or upon leaving the Stop-Off Room.

Length of Placement

Placement in the Survival Course is for six weeks with two sessions per
week. Placement in the Stop-Off Room may be for one class period per day
up to a full-time assignment. The maximum number of days a student may
remain in the Stop-Off Room is not given in the program guidelines. The
guidelines do state that the length of stay in the room is determined by
the individual circumstances of each case. Prolonged isolstion and segre-
gation from the mainstream are described as detrimental to the student,
and emphasis is placed upon returning students tO regular classes as quickly
as students can develop a plan to resolve their difficulties. No limit
is placed upon the number of-times a student may be assigned to the Stop-
Off Room. If placement in the TAPS program is voluntary, the length of
stay is determined by the student. If placement in TAPS is assigned, the
length of stay is determined by the TAPS teacher and is usually a minimum
of one semester. Courses in the Alternative Curriculum component are
designed to he at-least a semester in length. -No limit is placed on the
number of semesters a student may enroll. No age restrictions are stated,
but students must show progress toward completing requirements for a high
school diploma to remain in the Alternative Curriculum.

Pupil Characteristics
4'

Data on students at the school visited in District B ware collected through
interviews and a review of records of two types-of students.

Those assigned to S.T.O.P. at least once duringlithe 1978-79
school year (N < 25).

Student neither assigned to S.T.O.P. nor suspended during
1978-79 (N < 25).

Goner izations drawn from recorded data that are reported in the following
tabl,I and,discussion are dependent upon the degree to which the sampling

.Z-1:--tas properly performed by the District staff member gathering the data.
Certain anomalies in this process have been identified which could possibly
bias the data.
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Data colAection instructions required three types of'students. Since very
few tudents were suspended in this school, this group was eliMinated.
Because of the elimination of a group,- fewer records ware sampled in the
group of students neither assigned to S.T.O.P. nor suspended from school.
In the group of students assigned to S.T.O.P., approximately one/half of
the records were sampled from students assigned to the Survival Course and
one/half from students assigned to the Stop-Off room. No coding category
was Available to differentiate the assignments; ihus, it is impossible to
determine if there were inherent differences in this group due to assignment
patterns. Through observation, of the program, it seems likely that students
assigned to the Survival Course may have had more disciplinary infractions
and/or the infractions may have been of a more serious nature4

Missing data from the site pertained to conduct marks and tardies. Incomplete
data were available on homogeneous grouping, grade level retention, repeated
assignment to S.T.O.P. and due process procedures. Ninety-two percent of the
students sampled were enrolled at the beginning of the 1978-79 school year,
thus incomplete data were not due to a high student transfer rata.

Findings from the rwo student sample groups on three variables are reported
in tables. The variables reported are:

Grade Level
Sex
Grade Point Average

Race was eliminated as a variable at this site. The total student population
is 982 nonninority and all records sampled were nonminority students.

TABLE I

GRADE LEVEL BY SAMPLE GROUP

. GRADE IN 1978-79
,

10 11 12 Total

Students Assigned
to S.T.D.P. 13 7 3 23 -

Students Neither
Suspended Nor
Assigned to S.T.O.P. 8 9 8 25

,
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Table 1 shows the grade level clietribution for those students included in the
two samples. Students in ten01 grade were more'likely to be assigned to
S.T.O.P. than students in grqd.s eleven and twelve.

TABLE 2

.SEX BY SAMPLE GROUP

Male Female Total

Students Assigned
to S.T.Q.P. 21 4 25

Students Neith r
Suspended Nor s ign.d

to S.T.O.P. ?-.7' 10 15

I

25

Table 2 in -keates that male students are much moreily to be assigned to
S O P 4ema.T... le students.

0 -, 1.0

1.0 - 2.0

2.0 - 3.0

3.0 - 4.0

Total

TABLE 3

SAMPLE GROUP BY GRADES

Assigned to
S.T.O.P.

Neither Suspended nor
Assigned to S.T.O.P.

27 12

71
,

40
. ,.

39 67

4 22

\,..,141 141
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There were six marking periods during the school'year at the high school.
Assuming thit all students remained in school all year, data should have
shown a student X grade matrix of 150 cells (25 students I 6 marking per-
iods). The cell value given in Table 3 represents the actual number of
cells in which data were found. For.both groups 141 grades were reported
out of a possible 150 grades. Grades were collapsed into_four categories
with a ziro representing.the lowest possible grade and 4.0 representing the
highest possible grade.

The contrast in academic abilities between the groups is apparent from
Table 3. Students in this school are homogeneously grouped in English
only, and while the standards for apportionment of grades might vary widely
across the three levels of English, all other subject areas; which would
account for 75-80 percent of the GPA, are dependent upon uniform standards.

TABLE 4

CHI-SQUARE VALUES FOR RIM SCROOL SITE

TABLE df Ay, Ax Ty Tx

GRADE LEVEL BY
SAMPLE MORT 15.108 2 .0360 .6231 -- --

SEX BY SAMPLE
GROUP 41.087 1 --

. .2054 .2054
0

SAMPLE GROUP .0454
.

.1328
BY GRADES 26.033 3 -- --

The Chi square (X2) test for independent samples was used to analyze by
ample group for grade level, sex and grade point average. Alpha (2) was
set at .05 for rejection of the null hypotheses of independent measures.
All of the reported X4 values in Table 4 are significant ac the .05 level,
which provides evidence of independence between images and a dependent
relationship between the two variables. To obtain a more meaningful
statistic on the strength of association between the 'maples, asymmetric
lambdas CO and taus (T) were computed. Both are proportionalTreduction-in
irror (PAZ) measures which indicate the reduction in error in predicting
one variable from the other. Values.of A and T range from 0 to 1 with 0
indicating total independence and 1 implying total dependence of two vari-
ables in a contingency table. As a general rule, the greater the variatioh
in both the dependent and independent variable, the greater the numerical
value of association. Tau is used when there is wide variation within the
contingency table because it is less sensitive to variation.
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As can be seen from Table 4, all three precedingmtables show dependence
between the two tabled variables. With the exception of Sampled Students
by Grade Level, the magnitude ot the.dependence is low. Knowledge of one
variable in the table does not significantly reduce error in piedicting
values for the other variable. For example, knowledge pf student group
membership (i.e., assigned to S.T.O.P, neither assigned nor suspinded)
results in a 4 percent reduction in error in predicting grade averages.
Conversely, knowledge of student grade averages results in a'13 percent
reduction in predictive error for group membership. However, knowledge of
student grade levil results in a 62 percent ieduction in predictive error.

Student attendance veried only slightly between the two sample groups of
students. The range of absenteeisi\was from 0-60 days in both groups with
an averefie absentee xate of 2.963 days in the group of students,assigned to
S.T.O.P. and an average rate of 2.541 days of absence in the group of stu-
dents neither suspended nor assigned, a difference of no practical signifi-
cance. That attendance infractions are not a major area Of concern in
this school was also evident from,the statittics on reasons for assignment
to S.T.O.P. 'bialys percent of the sample group of students in S.T.O.P.
were assigned for fighting with other'students, twilve percent were as-
signed for classroom misbehavior problens such as.talking out of turn,
cursing, cheating, etd. and six percent were assigned for other teesons
not covered by the fifteen coding categories. Only two percent of the
sample group had been assigned for truancy and tardiness, and no students
had been assignkd for skipping class or loitering..

Interestingly, surveyi of went., teachersfand students indicate that
abeence from scbool is percSived:i6 a serious ,discipline problem by
parents-, teachers, eleventh end twilf h grade students and class'cutting is'
perceived to be a srious discipline rOblem by all students surveyed.
Teachers ranked keine late for school as p serious problem. S.T.O.P.
statistics from the fitst half of the 1979-80 school year indicate that
thirteen percent of the students assigned to the Stop-Off &don were placed
there for attendance reasons, the third most common reason fir assignment
after fighting and classroom misbehavior. Discrepancies in the student
record and parent, teacher and student descriptive survey statistics may
indicate a Change in school climate from 1978-79.to 1979-80 or a bias in.
the sample group statistics since only one/half of the sample was drawn
from Stop-off Room assigned,students.

Similar discrepancies appear in the data on rates for repeated assignments.
Six percent of the sample group of assigned students,had been-assigned two
times, no information was available on students aSsitned three times and
sixteen percent of the sample students had notations of additional assign-
*ants on their records. Since specific information on the duration of the
assignment and reasons for assiusent are removed from student records
yearly, it may be likely that udents are rarely'assigned more than twice
in any school year. S.T.O.P. tatistics indicate a thirteen percent rate
for second assignments durinf, the first half of the 1979-80 school year
and a cwo percent rate for assignment tkree times to the Stop-Off Room.
Again, sample bias or Changes in school climate may be factors in these
discrepancies.
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Evidente of due proceis procedures was available in all the records sampled
for assigned students. InA2 percentof the cases, theevidence consisted
of some kind ot:written record, but_not necessarily a verbatim transcript,
Which showed the final decision inthe casetand the reasons upon which the
-decision was7based-.71rataon perednettaii-t"iit with parents were scanty.
No evidence of personal'contact with,parentsby letter was available in,94
percent 'ot,all records sample4 no eVidence:of telephone contact was avail-
able in 98 percent,of all retords;'and only 10 percent of records saMpled
indicated evidence of parental interviews.

Finally an analysis,of responses td a multiple adjectiVe Checklist used_to
describe an average or 'assigned student and gathered from the teather and
student descriptive surveys indicates-complete, agreement of teachers and .

tenth, eleVenth and rwelfth grade students on "able" as anA.dentifier for
average students in,thia scho,01. "Disruptive" was the descriptor identi-
fied hy all groups'as most characteristic of assigned studenti.. "Lazy"
and "rebellious" were alsOidentified by three of the'four groups as char-
acteristics of assigned students. Indications of &stigma attached tO
assigned students were not Substantiated in interviews with such students.

I.
Site Observation

. .

The school visited is a comprehensive high school containing grades 10
through 12'. The school opened for'clesses in'1969: The school'is equipped
with in instructional materials Center that-tan service 250 students at
onetime, a planetarium, a.cidde47cirtuit T7-system'with studios, an -

on-the-air FM:radio station, an olympic-7sized swimAing.pool, an auditorium
thit can Wild approXimately 1,300 individuals, a /MO seit gymnasium,
and a cafeteria that can serve 800 meals ai one tiMe. Enrollment at 'the'
begihning,of,the 1979-1980 school'yeartotaled 1,889 students., The staff ,

numbers 105mambers with en average of sixteen years teaching experience.
Eighty-siX percent of ihe Staff have;a Master's degree.,-The Guidance '
Department is staffed by six full7time,CounselOrs, andthe Health Center
is stetted by one full-tiMe registered nurse. The School provides.A mari;,
ety of curricular offerings, special programs, and extensive extra-curricular-
activities. Other serVices intlude adult evening classes and a Summer
school for high Sthodl credit.

Discipline Procedures

The adminiitrative team of the school consista of a Principal, three Assis-
tant Prilkipals, and,the Director of Guidance. All three Assistant Printi-
Pals are-involved in disciplinary actions The caseload for each Assistsnt
Principal is determined by dividihg the student body into three sections
110habetically by last namewhich totals approximately 600 student§ per
Assistant Principal., The Principal- beComes involved in discipline if
Out-of-school Suspension is considered 'or if expulsion is to'be recommended'
to the Superintendent. The Principal also serves as'the hearing officer
tor the,building. EespOnsibility forthe Alternative CUrriculum tomponent
of S.T.O.P. is iseigned-to the Director of Guidance.

. Discipline is diVided
into rwoareas; behavioral and attendance. Separate cards are kept for'
each area Of student referral. A standard form, the Discipline Notice, is
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,used for all referrals: The form provides (1) a checklist of reason:3 for
referral from a specific class or from the school, in general, (2) a check-
list of actions taken ,before referral,,(3) a.space for describing the
incident, (4) a checklist of administrative:action taken, and (5) a space,
for administrator comments. A copy of the Discipline Notice is retained
for the student's filey one copy is placed in a folder for the teacher,
ignid ode Copy is sent to the parent(s). Pertinent inforMation is recorded
on discipline or Attendance cards kept by the Assistant Principal on each
student.

Disciplinary Actions and penalties are bised on a system of major and minor
offensee in behavior and in attendance. MajOr behavioral offenses inClude
such acts as smoking (unless in designated aria at approved time), fighting,
lailure.to erve detention, forgeili:or alteratidh ofschool forms, insubor-
dination, possession.of stolen goods, drugs, or weapons,, obsCene acts,
gambling, reckless driVing in the parking lot, and violation of any 'law.
Minor behavioral offensee might include classroom disruptions, corridor
disruptions, excessive tardiness, profanity, inappropriate display of
affection, defacing of school property, and uncooperativeness. Three
minor behavioral offenses equal a major behavioraloffense. Disciplinary
Actions to be expected for major behavioral offenses are:

1st Major ,removal of student privileges uch as open campus
or etudent ssaistant options for the semester, and
assignment to Storn'Off Reom;

and Major -.parental or guardian conference with the Assistant
Principal And assignment to 4urviva1 .courses;

1rd Major suspension from school.pending conference with the
Principal and' the negotiation of a beliavior contract;

4th Major - recommendation for oximlsion.

Disciplinary actions to be expected for minor behavioral offenses are:

lsi Mihor - teacher=parent Conference;

. and Minor -assignment to Stop=-Off Room;

3rd Minor - dropped from class and/or penalties aa in_lst Major.

Attendance related infractions ere also classified by degree of seriousness
into major and minor offenses. Minor offenses would generally, be tardiness
to classes with three tardies constituting a major offense. Minor offenses
usually result in an Assignment tothe,detention hall held after school and
staffed by a teacher'who ii reiMbursed for'the duty. The detention hall
is i punitive disciplinary alternitivewith no supportive services available
to encourage 'behavioral change. Major attendance-related offenses include
truancy, absence without parental knowledge or consent for rwo one-hour
periods, and hnexcused absence, unacceptable reason for absence according



to attendance guidelines: Disciplinary actions to be expected for major
attendance-related offenses are:

lst Major - removal of.privileges and assignment to-Stop-Off Room;

End Major 7. parental conference with the student's counselor;

3rd Major - Parental conference with the Assistant Principal and
assignment to Survival Course;

4th Major,- auspension from school pending conference with Principal
and the negotiation of a behavior contractr

5th Major - recommendation for expulsion to Superintendent.

An Amphasis on retention of students in. school, modification of unacceptable
behavior, and development of self-discipline forms the philosophy of disciplihary
procedures in this school. Idcentives and positive reinforcement far behavioral
change are included in the disciplinary system. Students who complete an
assigned Survival Course have oue major penalty removed from their disciplinary
record, and they are automatically assigned,to the TAPS program for-follow-up.
When students are on the briniof suspension and S.T.O.P. and other supportive
services have proven ineffective, the Principal meets with the student and
parent(s) to devise a behavior contract which will allow the studentto
remain in school. A schedule, behavioral action', and reporting requirements
are jointly agreed upon, and the Principal monitors the performance of the
student on the contract.

'Host of the teachers and administrators interviewed in this school thought
that disciplinary actiomil were administered consistently by the disciplin-
arians in the school. Everyone agreed that major offenses resulted in the
specific actions described for every student: Minor offenses seamed to

,result in more individualized actions for itudents. Over-half of the
stUdents interviewed perceived disciplinary actions as intonsistent and
dependent on "who you or your parents are' , or on "what teachers label you
as." Some of the teachers also indicated that a lack of understanding of
values and life styles of different economic groups resulted in dispropor-
tionate disciplinary referrals for some students. Several of the teachers
and administrators mentioned that they felt An undercurrent among students
for stricter discipline and limits. One disaplinarian said, "Students
know the system and play games with nuibers of majors and minors to-the

,,detriment of- themselves and the school." Because of the tww-track system
of discipline for behavior and attendance, some administrators are concerned
that attendance patterns of students are not identified early enough and
dealt with consistently to allow time for effective modification.

District disciplinary reporting requirements far this school deal only with
out-off-school susPensions of more than five days and retommendations for
expulsion. Notification of the Superintendent in such cases is handled
informally by the Principal. The only data required it the state level are
statistics on expulsions. These data are collected at the District level.
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Other data are collected on an as needed basis. An example would be infor-
mation requested by the Office for Civil Rights as part of a nations/
sampling proceduye. Specific data on S.T.O.P. is reported to the Principal
on,a semester and yearly basis.

Student Temporary Opportunity Programs-(S.T.O.P.)

The. Stop-0ff Room in the school is located in a classroom at the far end,of
thi school away from the central.office. The room has windows and access

'to the Instructional Materials Center located nearby. The room is equipped
with student desks and a desk for the aide/supervisor. No decorative or
motivational materials are displayed. Learning material and packets on
such topics as drugs and alcohol are provided by the Instructional Mater-
ials Center.

When a student is assigned to the Stop-Off Room, a Notification of Assign -
men s signed by the student, Assistant Principal, and Counselor and
fi1,d in the student's folder. A,S.T.O.P. placement form is filled out by
t .S.T.O.P. Coordinator. The form includes a photocopy of the student's
schedule and identifies the periods of the day the student is assigned to
S.T.O.P., the duration of the placement, and the reason for placement. -Tfie
average length of assignment to the Stop-Off Room is three days for stu-
dents assigned for only one period and three days for students assigned
fulltime. Time spent in the Stop-Off Room-does count as an absence(s)
from claskes). A form that notifies the student's teacher(s) of the
placement in the Stop-Off Room and requests academic assignments is tom-
pleted,at the same time. If the assignmente are unavailable at the time
of entrance into the Stop-Off Room, a survey sheet detailing student
information on the disciplinary incident and a plan sheet for avoiding
further incidents are completed by the students. Students awaiting
assignments may also be required to write an essay on a topic relevant
to the disciplinary action.

The space most generally used for Survival Course sessions is a small,
conferente7type room located across the hall frem the Stop-Off Room.
Chairs and a table are evailable in the rote for small group tounseling.
Some 411SsiOUS of the course may also meet, at times, in the small-group
rooms available in the Instructional Materials Center for specialproject
work.'

Referral to the Survival Course usually occurs onthi !scout major behav-
ioral discipline infraction or the third major attendance infraction and'
is made by the Assistant Principal with the concurrence of the student .

and/or parent. After completion of the Survi.val Course, an automatic
referral to a TAPS teachers of the student's choice for,at least one-
semester follow-up is made. Some students interviewed stated that they
wodld have preferred suspension but their parents insisted they attend
the Survival Course. Perceptions of students on the success of the
survival Course vary. Two students Mtated, "It really helped me maks
friends and changed my feelings about school,"'while another student said,
"I didn't like it, they talk about 'weired things.' I only kept going to
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get a major of my record." Teachers involved in the Survival Course who
were interviiwed had two major concerns. All expressed the desire to get
students into the Course earlier before the students 'were only "one misstep
away from suspension." Some of the teachers were concerned the the physical
closeness of the Survival Course and Stop-Off Room was detrimental because
all students of the progrim were labeled by teachers and other students as
"troublemakers." 'Students ;interviewed supported this concern when they
stated, "kids look at you funny when fhey see you go to the Survival Course
room."

Records ere kept by theoS.T.O. Coordinator on all students in the program.
Data are aggregated each semester to identify the number of students served,
the type of service given, the number of days or periods of service, reasons
for referral, AO recidivism rates. Statistics kept from preprogram imple-
mentation through the first two years of the program show a reduction of
out-of-school suspensions from 390 in 1976-77 tO 118 in 1977-1978 to 36
in 1978-1979. Preliminary statistiés on 1979-1980 out-of-school suspensions
show noneiat all through the first semester. Four students were expelled
this year for selling drugs, in automatic expulsion'by District policy.

All of the students interviewed-felt the,biggest adVantage of S.T.O.P. is
"you can gat your work done and got credit'for it in you class." Two of
the students after an initial assignment to the Stop-,Off Room and Survival
Course requested continued placement in the Stop-Off Room during their
regular study hams tine because of the quiet, helping atmosphere. One
student said, "Survival made me want to stay in school because I learned
hoW to meet people and make friends."

All of the teachers and administrators interviewed felt that the strength
of S.T.O.P. was the opportunity for a teacher and student to work in a one-
to-one relationship on problems that can be solved and changed to accomplish-
ments. One teacher said, "A caring teacher oue-on-ona is something most
kids have never had." Administrators also cited the flexibility available
to them and the school in dealing with problems and parental support for
in-school alternatives to suspension as advantages of the program.

Weaknesses of the program or areas needing modification as viewed by teachers
and. administrators were mailly organizational in nature. Program staff cited
a 'need to get student* into the program earlier while there was still leeway
for students to modify their behavior. Administrators and teachers desired
less yaperwork and a -better communication system among faculty, program
staff, and central office on academic assignments. As a part of the system,
the separation of Survival and Stop-Off Room facilities to reduce "labeling
of students" and the relocation of the Stop-Off Room to a site closer to
the pentral Office were specific suggestions. The only specific program
change noted was the need for a Time-Out Rota for student self-referrals
that is not tied to tha disciplinary system.

Students most often mentioned the size of the school when asked what they
would like to see changed. An administrator said, "We need tocreorganize
students into groups of manageable size for more interaction between students
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and students and teachers,and students." A more flexible school day,and
scheduling Which could be used for student follow-up, supportive,services
such as-TAPS, and other educational alternatives were other suggestions made
by teachers, program staff, and administrators to Amprove the: discipline
climate in this school.

, E7. SUMMARY

School District B has adapted the model PASS program from Florida to meet .

lithe needs of the district at the higkschool level. Statistics compiled over
a three-year period show a Marked reduction in out-of-school suspensions.

The S.T.O.P. prtgram has boon designated as a state trainer for other
districts who wish to adapt or adopt the PASS program. Through such
recognition and evaluation Ota, S.T.O.P. is considered successful by
parents, students, teachers, and administrators. Elements that seem to
have contributed to the success of S.T.O.P. are:

Integration of S.T.O.P. into the Regular Instructional Program

'In the design and implementation of S.T.O.P., all resources in the.regular
program that are available to students Out are not necessarily utilized
have been assigned a role in solving disciplinary problems. Referral to
the student's counselor is one of the steps in the disCiplinary process,
and counselors do counsel in"School District B. In addition to the normal
counseling role, the coordination of S.T.O.P. is assigned to t member cf
the Guidance Department. Scheduling, monitoring of attendance patterns
and academid achievement, and collection of evaluative date are familiar
functions within a Guidance Department,',and the expertise available has-
been coordinated for effective management of S.T.O.P. Thestandard complaint
heard throughout the country that guidance counselors dOpaperwork and do
not counsel is not valid in School District B and the S.T.O.P. model.

Philosophical Commitment of Program Staff and Administration

Lmpetus for S.T.O.P. arose from teachers and an Assistant Principal/Discr-
plinarian who were concerned about students and withed to improve teicher-
student relationships. A concern that all students need 'someone who will
listen and to whom they can relate continues and is a key component of the
services in S.T.O.P. The Assistant Principal has become the Principal 'Of
the school where S.T.O.P. is functioning, and strong administrative support
of S.T.O.P. is evident to the program staff and faculty of the high sChodl.
"S.T.O.P.," in the words of ths Principal, "is not a punitive program; it
is a rehabilitative effort to help students improve their lives and keep
them in school to complete their education." The program staff'continues
to seek other services, such as a Time-Out Room that adheres to the principle
of providing a caring adult relationship for every student.-



Characteristics aid Qualifications of the Program Staff

The staffing pattern of S.T.O.P. is viewed as crucial to the effort of im-
: proving the total disciplinary climate of the school as well as to proViding

rehabilitative service to students. Program staff were selected froth teachers
'who originally volunteered their time based on a commitment to the principles
of the program. The decision to uii six teachers from different academic
'disciplines was a conscious effort to provide "change agents" who could in-
crease faculty acceptance of the program and who could encourage behavioral
Change of their teacher-peers in classroom management and disciplinary
strategies. As a result of this decision, no teacher association problems
have been encountered,.and other teacher-initiated pilot programs have
begun to provide educational alternatives for students.

Coordination of Supportive Services

When S.T.O.P. was designed and implemented, ii was recognized that the
immediate goal Was to reduce suspension through a crisis/remsdial inter-
vention approach. It was also recognized that as the progrgm developed
the emphasis should shift to a preventive/developmental approach. New
supportive services were initiated and existing services were coordinated
with S.T.O.P. The Teacher Advisory Program for Students (TAPS) which had
been in existence before S.T.O.P. began waalinked directly to S.T.O.P.
through mandatory referral process. Other programs such as JOBS and the
advisor-advisee_plan for sophomores were begun to provide a framework-on
Which preventive/developmental services could be developed. Successful
services in S.T.O.P. are being translated into supportive services for
all students through the Self-Awareness Course, and the ihvestigation into
awarding credit for such developmental counseling Is beginning to provide
opportunity for the shift in emphisis previously planned.

Preservice and Inservice Training Support

Extensive research and preplanning before the design and *implementation of
S.T.O.P. resulted in preservice traineng for the entire faculty of the
high school on the concepts of disciplinary alternatives, reality therapy,
and transactional analysis that fOrm the basis of PASS. The preservice
training served as an awareness activity for the new program, developed
faculty acceptance and support, and encouraged interested teachers to
volunteer for further training and Service in the program. Follow-up
training for the program staff and other interested teachers and eunportive
services staff has been provided annually by the PASS staff in Florida.
With the designation of the program as a state trainer in PASS, ten staff
members have received more extensive training and are now delivering tech
nical assistance and training to other schools.- The training model employed
in t'he program has increased the sharing of new research, ideas, and tech-.
niquas and prevented the routinization and stagnation of the program.

Through,interviewing and observation, some areas within the program that
needed strengthening or modification were identified. There is a general
realization that more materials for students who complete assignments or-.
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whose assignments have not arrived in-the Stop-Off Roam would enhance the
educational' value of the program. More specialized equipment such as a
typewriter and drafting table would also improve academic achievement for
students; an objective of the program. While ethnic/racial disparity in
students being salved is not an issue in-the operation of S.T.O.P., there
is some concern that the.majority of service is to students of one economic'
group. One interviewee stated that "teachers are less tolerant and patient
toward those students perceived to be in a low socio-economic class."
Clatsroom disciplinary practices may be a result of a elfish of values
between different economic life styles. Other types of training or service
may be needed to improve the disciplinary clinate of the school.

At the building level, disciplinary consistency has been a matter of concern
to students, faculty, and administrators. Several changes have been planned
to improve consistency. /n the coming school year, disciplinary respon-
sibilities will be divided among the Assistant Principals in a different
"pattern. One Assistant Principal will be in charge of all attendance
related infractions, and the other,two assistant principals will divide
the behavioral infraction caseload. Since attendance infractions are the
most common offenses, it is felt that a more consistent effort to counsel,
prevent, and follow-up student problems will be poisible with'one person
tn charge. An advisory committee of parents, students, teachers, and
administratbrs is being formed to review disciplinary policies of the
building. With brbader involvement into policy formation, it is felt
that consistency in interpretation and administration of disciplinary
policies will improve.

School District B has supported the program efforts of S.T.O.P. at tha
high school level and at the state level through the state trainer model.
Efforts to expand the program within the district seem not to have occurred,
or if efforts in dissemination did occur, they appear not to have been
effective. Those interviewed at the high school level feel the approaches
to discipline in the junior high schools emphasize puniahment rather than ,

rehabilitation and behavioral Change. As total district enrollment declines,
there are those who hope that trained and certified personnel will became
availeble to assist students and parents at the lower levels to solve
attendance and behavior problems before detrimental patterns and reactions
become habits. The diitrict has also begun a review process of disciplinary
policy that specifies and formalizes dua process and grievance procedures.
Heretofore, procedures protecting student and parental rights have been ,

administered informally. While there was a process for student grievance
through student.government, the process was not widely recognized. New -

procedures which recommend processesfor indinidual interpretation and
annual review of disciplinary policy have been adopted. Increased
community input should helpseducate parents and students to their rights
and responsibilities.

Student susgensions have been reduced through S.T.O.P. at the high school in
School District B. The high school is committed to providing a caring adult
for student-school relationships, and the district seems to have reinforced
that commitment through its choice of an administrative leader for the school.
Care, concern, and.commitment of indiiiduals may be the kay in this district
for an improved school climate.
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I. , INTRODUCTION

Betting

School District C is located in the southern part of the United States., It
serves an area of'nearly 260 square miles which is incorporated into.a
'municipality with an estimated population of 270,000 in 1979. The citY
has been named as the third fastest growing city in the country. The
school population of the district totaled 55,000 students in sixty schools
during the 1979-80 school year. Tht student population is approximately
90% nonminority and 10% minority,.predazinantly Black. The economic base
of the community is in transition. Pour military installations that employ
20,000 people are located within the city. The phenomenal growth of the
area is converting land formirly.used for agriculture to business and
residential deVelopment. A large resort industry provides many service
jobs on a seasonal basis.

The District has 41,elementary schools serving grades kindergarten through
six, eight junior high schools serving grades seven through nine, and
seven senior high schools serving grades ten through twelve. Additionally,
there are special schools serving vocational-technical, special education,
and gifted and talented students. A new Career Development Center opened
in January of 1980 to Serve students who need an alternative form of edu-
cation that culminates in employment.

Nearly 3,000 teachers are employed by School District C in addition to
teacher aides, bus drivers., cafeteria and custodial iorkers, clerical person-
nel, and supervisory end administrative staff for a total of approximately
5300 school districi employees. Average class size in the district ranges
from 20 to 26 itudents. The district budget for the l979 -80 school year
was approximately 71'million dollars of which state support accounted for
about 40% t14_the,funds. Local support contributed about 50% of the funds,
and fedeial funds supported 10% of the total budgst.

The School Board ok District C consists Of eleven members appointed by the
City Council kor overlapping three-year terms. The School Board appoints
the Superintendent of Schools. The schools offer a broad range of service
to meet the needs of individual students. The curriculum at the secondary
level places an emphasis on collfge preparation and includes advanced
placement tourses. A vocational-technical school offers specialized coursei
for students. The Gifted and Talented Program serves students in grades
three through eight and is in the process of expanding to more grades and,
more students. An.Education Media Center provides audio-visual aids to
the instructional program. An extensive adult educition program provides
courses for those adults wishing to complete a high school education, to
develop vocational or technical skills, or to improve their general educa-
tional level. Many extracurritular activities are offered through the
schools, and the District supports a city-wide volunteer program. to Utilize
the talents of the ccemunity. The School Board Also appoints a parent
advisory comndttee for each achooli
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II. DISCIPLINE AT TEE:DISTRICT LEVEL

Discipline Code

School District C has.no written discipline code forethe system. Each
school develops its own code based on the needs of the fillool amd.students.
Administratively, the Principal of each school is autonomous. .The District
provides staffing mud budget guidelines and curricular support services,
through District supervisors, but decision-,making occurs at the building
level. The Pupil Personnel Services Department at the District level
monitors disciplinary statistics on in-school suspensions, out-of-school
suspensions, and expulsions monthly. Readmittance to school after out -of-
school suspension required' parent-student conference with a member of
the Pupil Personnel Services team. Expulsion occurs only after School
Board action, and readmittance after expulsion also requires Board action.
In reality, few expulsions occur as parents generally withdraw the child
for the reMainder of the term so readmittance may occur without specific
Board action.

The District did adopt a system-wide attendance policy that was implemented
during the 1979-80 school year. Under this policy, a secondary school
student will not receive credit for any year4-long course Waged more than
thirty times or for a semester course missed more than fifteen times unless .

extenuating circumstances for the absences are determined by the Principal.

Discipline Programs

The major effort in discipline in Sdhool District C has been the In-School
Suspension Program. This Program begin in 1975-76 with a pilot effdrt
and is now present in all junior and senior'bigh schools In the District.
The In-School Suspension Program wil4 be the focus of this case study.
A more recent effort, the Career De elopmpnt Center, is providing another
disciplinary alternative in School btrict C. Three years ago, the

,Idstrict was authorized to parchase 1,4_Abendoned department store for use
. as a school that would Proiride educationalserviddi to three types of
students targeted by the state and mandated 4c service by the State
Standards of Quality. These three populations of students include:

(1) graduating seniors not going on to higher education who have
no job skills or previous vocational training;

(2) handicapped students whose Individual Educational Plan identifies
a need for appropriate vocational training;

(3) students who are drop-outs or potential drop-outs and need an
alternative educational program designed lo insure employability.

A half-day program at the Centar supported by a half-day program in the
studint's home school has been designed for the graduating seniors and
handicapped students. A full-day program will be offered to drop-outs
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and potential drop-outs who may be students who have been suspended out-
of-school or expelled. The Center will keep a balance in enrollment
among the three types of students. Capacity of the Center will be 600
students of whom no more than 250 may be alternative education students.

While the facility has Oa in the remodeling process, ,the educational
program has been resear , designed and piloted, and the Center faculty
has been recruited. The recility opened in January, 1980 to 240 students.
major recruitment effort has been undertaken to identify and encourage

a full complement of students in all three groups for the 1980-81 school
year. The educational program for, alternative education students will
provide three alternatives: (1) learn a trade and receive a high school
diploma by passing educational competencies; (2) learn a trade and enter
the job market while working tOward a G.E.D. diploma; (3) secure job place-
ment as soon as possible through open entry and open exit learning modules.
All learning is completely individualized according to vocational need,
ability level, and age level. The teacher-student ratio is 1:12, and
every student will have a hands-on work sample evaluation provided by a
trained.vocational evaluator certified in vocational rehabilitation or
vocational counseling. All academic evaluation will be competency-based.
All entering students and their parent(s) will be personally interviewed
and an educational contract will be signed before entry.

III. THE PROGRAM

Selection Criteria

The In-School Suspension Program was chosen for intensive study in School
District C. Criteria developed for case study site selection required (1)
stability of prograa effort, (2) site location on-campus, (3) integration
of program into regular school procedures and instructional efforts, (4) a
specific strategy for intervention based on the typology of in-school
alternatives to euspension presented at the Conference on In-School Altern-
atives to Suspension sponsored by the National Institute of Education in
1978, and (5) a unique or innovative aspect tp the program. The In-School
Suspension Program began as a pilot program in two schools during the
1975-76 school year. Seed money from the State Pilot Studies Program in
the Division of Research, Evaluation, and Testing of the State Department
of Education underwrote one/hall the program cost. The Program expanded
in 1976-77 to five schools with continued State support, tid in 1977-78
was adopted by all junior and senior high schools and was completely
supported by local funds. Each school has an In-School uspension Center
that 1,4 a part of the disciplinary process and regular instructional
program.
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Data Sources for the Case Study

Information on the /A-School Suspension Program was gathered from a
'vtriety of sources. A pre-selection site visit of two days and a post -
selection site visit of four days were conducted by a two-person team.
Observations,were made at two schools, and interviews were conducted with
12 administrators and teachers and 24 students. Surveys were gathered
from 34 teachers, 287 students, and 7 parents. Approximetely two hundred
student records wers reviewed and analyzed. Evaluation studies, other
District publications and State program information on Pilot Studies pro-
vided additional valuable information.

Goals and ObjeCtives of the Program

The original impetus for the In-School Suspension Program arose from two
Assistant Principals/Disciplinarians who were concerned about the number
and the effect of out-of-school suspensions. With support from the
Director of Program Development and Evaluation, they designed a proposal
that had as its goal a test of the efficacy of in-school suspension as a
replicement for traditional suspension in the public school. Objectives
of the pilot program were:

(1) to reduce the number of out-of-school suspensions per year;

(2) to reduce the number of referrals to the Assistant Principal
concerned wiih discipline;

(3) to determine what behaviors most generally lead to a student
suspension;

(4) to develop a demographic-psychological profile of the euspended
student;

(5) to determine the causes of student 'misbehavior;

(6) to influence in-school programs with the information compiled
from other objectives that will help the misbehaving student
deTelop a more positive attitude toward himself, toward attend-
ing classes, and toward learning.

Evaluation of the data collected from the 1975-76 and 1976-77 school
years confirmed the efficacy of in-school suspension as a replacement
for trad$tional suspension and as a positive disciplinary and COrrective
measure.' Program objectives continue with no appreciable change to the
present time.

Program Staffing

The In-School Suspension Center in each school is staffed by a full-time
coordinator. During the first two years of the program, data were gen-
erated on the existing suspension center coordinators relevant to their
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formal training, work experiencs, length of employment, aUxiliary duties,
and attitude toward the role of coordinator. Profiles for each participant -

were developed. Success standards were established for the Program, and
coordinators were evaluated relative to their performance in the role of
coordinator. Coordinators judged as "successful" were interviewed and
their profiles reviewed. Basic competencies and other criteria were
identified for use in screening future suspension center coordinators'.
Coordinators are hired at the building level and seem generally to have
bad teaching experience in School District C. The.exporience within the
District is acknowledged to have .increased the acceptance of Cho In-School
Suspension Program in the building and in the District.

District Level Support

Befoie the 1976-77 expansion of the In-School,Suspension Program, a three
day preservice training for the coordinators was provided at the District
level. Program guidelines and procedures were studied, and curriculum out-
lines for the interest inventory, social activities, values clarification,
English, and mathematics were presented. In-service days during the school
year were used to share materials and information and.develop new materials.
Further training for Coordinators has been provided through the Pupil
Personnel Services Department on Glasser's reality therapy.

panical. _Space

Each building participating in the In-School Suspension Program must provide
a center or resource roam appropriate for program activities and assigned
students. No specific space requirements are mandated, and there are no,
maximum number of students to be served at any one time. One of the sites
observed provided a mobile classroom for the Program while in other schools
a classroce was assigned for the Program.

Program Funding

Throriginal cost of the pilot year of the In-School Suspension Program was .

$25,000 for tvo schools, which included the salaries of two Coordinators
and $1,000 for materials. The state provided one/half the initial funding.
The cost of the program at the present time includes 'the salary of the
Coordinator at each school in the Program and a nominal amount for materials
replacement. All funding for the In-School Suspension Program'comes from
local support through the building level budget.

IV.- REFERRAL TO THE PROGRAM

Reasons for Placement

By district policy, physical assault on a District employee, the sale of
drugs on school grounds, and the possession of g wei-pon on school grounds
are offenses punishable by expulsion. All other types of infractions are
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,

defined by in4ividue1 'sdhoni 404s, and the conseqUences of,infraetions
of the School code.ate. At the discritien ofthe Principal and the admihir
trative team. Most schools in 'bistrictiC suspend students'Out-tf,-school,
for drUg use,l'Ut do use;the,In-School gUapension Center as an alternative
Ibr all other infractions. .

Referral Ptocess

The student enters the In-SchOol SuSpension Center afier'referral to the
Cdordinitor bytheAssistatt,lorineiPal/Diseiplinariat who Sets the Minimum,
length,of time,to:be spentAU*the,Center..The CoordinatoreentaCts the
teachers andcounselor of the stUdent. The counselorresearches thi,
schOlatitie record, test tecOrd;;.personal.conference record,and pirent
tonference record of:the student. atd,consUlti With'any other appropriate'

; Support personnel aS needed, teaehers sevaluate the weiknessea,! strengths,
and interests,of the,student'on a Checklist provided4orthiS puipose.:
:The Coordinator meetauiththe,coungelorand other:appropriate personnel
.to discuss and evaluate ihe student.: The student enterathe,Centet the
dey' following the,intial referral.

,

ProgralaGOeration Guidelines

(

Upon entering the In-lchool Suspension Center, students serving,one day,
ot the fitst day of a Multi-day Suspension will be'scheduledfor a confer-:
ence with ,acoUniselor.' Students wiil be'required,to do work assigned'by
the toordinetor from recommendations made by the Assistant Principali\
counselor and teachets.The.sectión of the Curriculum'OeSigned for, the

, Center that,igill be mott beneficialin theattemPtitO.foster a'mote Positive
behavior On,thepartef the referred student will be assigned:: $thdents dt

) not reeeive.eourse credit'Ibrwork completed during-the tithe it theCenter.
Eschstudeni signS, a Contingetcy,contract,whieh musebedOmpletedprior, to
retUrning to regular classes. The contract,outlines Whatispecificassignir
ments-must, be completed. the Coordinitor'determines'ifand when the Con-,
traet is fulfilled. :Studentseet lunch ata'time when no other students .
occupY the cafeteria and,have a, five-minute break during-the morning session

'end another five7-minUte break during the afternoon, seesion. 411 studenti..
: referredto the Center for the firitCtime are required to completes Ruder
'-Generil./ntereet Inventory and/or taltilder.Vecational'Interest Inventory,

Information obtiined.ftomthe InteteetInventeryalong with other educe,-
,tional datkcan,help,develop an occupational,profilefor use,by the student,
'ind'COcrdinatoi.

Ekit PrOcedures

Students in the In=Schoel Suspension Center return to regularclasses
after completion of aitigned tinm'and workc The-Coordinator provides a'
roort'onthe Student to theAssiStant Principal, the COunseltr, and each
subject.tetcher. Thisteport includes information mthe general behavior

,of the'student, work,completed-by the student, and general comments. A
file if kePt by the toordinator an each etudent referred. A ctnfereftee
is held with the Assistant Prineipal, the student, and the parent(s) of ,

the student,prior to the student's return to class.
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Length of Placement

,) mere ate no'formai PrograM guidelines on the minimum,or maximum length of
stay_io'the.In-Schota Sue:Pension Center. The distiplinary needs of the
students and each'sChool affect the length of stay policy in each Center.
The general Practite hal been a minimum of one day and a maximum of three
dayS aseigaMent to the Center. Some experimentation with specific assign-

, lient for, periods of'ltia than a day has begein to otcur.
,

Pupil Characteristiss

bata on students at the schools visited in District C were collected
(through interviews"And, a review of records of three types of students.

Those assigned ce, In-School Suspension at least once during
the 1974779 school year.

':e Those suspended out-of-school at least once during the 1978-79
schonl year.

Students: neither assigned to In-School SuspensiOn nor suspended .
during the 1978-79 school year.

,

Generalizations drawn from the data recorded and repotted in the following
tablets and discussion areAependent upon the degree to whith the sampling
was properly performed Py the District staff member gethering the deta.
Certain enomalies in this,proteSs hae been identified.Which could possibly
bias the data.

Senior High 'Schciol Site
,

Dattco1.lectio0 instructione,resulted ih three sets Of samplestudents, k

assigned to,In-School SuepenaiOn (N48), suspsnded'Out7of-school (14<20)
and those neither suspended nor assigned to In-+School Suspension (liZ30)4
Missing ditet1 from this site'were mostly cOnfined'to conduct marks and
tardiness. ',Incoeplete data or deita'of poorquality pertained to grade
retention:and homogeneouigrouping.:* While 97 percent pi the sample stu-
dents were enrolled 4t the beginning,of the%1978-79,school year, popula-
tion mobility in.the ,community is high and could have affected grade
retention data. This school was also reorganized at the'beginning of the'
1979-80 school year when a new high school was opened. The'student popur-
ration was nearly'halved,-and records were unavailable for those students
reassigned to the new high school.

Findings froth the three student simple groups on five variables are
reported in tablet. The variables reported are:

Grade Level
Sex
Race
Grade Retention
Grade Point Average
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Statistical tests and comparisons are presented on all the tabled data.

TABLE 1
GRADE LEVEL BY SAMPLE GROUP.

GRADE IN 1978-79

. ' 10 11 12 Total

Students Assigned to
/n-School Suspension , 15

S

-16 17 48

S

StUdents Suspended >

Out-of-Schoo1 10 5

-.
c:

4'

.., --

,

' 19

Students Neither Sus-
pondeenor Assigned
to In-School Suspension

1.6 10 4 30

'Table 1 shows the grade livel distribution for those students included in
tbm three simples. Variations were slight. ThM largest difference noted
is in the number of twelfth vide students assigned to In-School Suspension
when compared with the other two sample groups.

TABLE 2
SEX BY SAMPLE GROUP

MALE FEMALE s, TOTAL

OUdents Asiigned to
In-School Suspension

.

31 17 48

Students Suspended
Out-of-School

.

18 2 20

.

Students Neither Sus-
pended nor Assigned to
In-School Sdipension

.

16 12 28
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Table 2 indicates that male students are much more likely to be suspended
out-of-school and also more likely to be assigned to In-School Suspension than
female students.

TABLE 3
RACE BY SAMPLE GROUP

BLACK
NOT OF

HISPANIC
ORIGIN

WHITE
NOT OF

HISPANIC
ORIGIN

HISPANIC
-,

NATIVE
AMERICAN/
ALASKAN
NATIVE

ASIAN
PACIFIC
ISLANDER

TOTAL

Students Assigned
to In -SchoOl Sus-
pension

7 39 1 ---
1

,

48

Students Suspended'
Out-of-School 2

.

18

.

---

,

20

Students Neither
Suspended nor
Assigned to In-
School Suspension

4 25

,

29

In Table 3, no evidence of disproportionate 'assignment or suspension is
presented. Total district population is 90 percent nonminority and 10
percent minority. Total school population at this site is 85 percent
nonminority and 15 percent minority. Very little variation from districts
and school figures is noted.

TABLE 4

SAMPLE GROUP BY GRADE RETENTION

.

Students Assigned
to In-School

- Suspension
Students Suspended
lput-of-School

Students Neither-
Suspended nor
Assigned to In- i

School Suspension'
..

Repeated a
Grade ,

,

.

6

,

7 3

Promoted-in
Sequencm

.
,

.
26

.-

8 ,

.

11

Total, 32 15 14
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While the quality of the data in Table 4 is poor, it does seem to indicate
that students who have been suspendedout-of-school are more likely to
have repeated a grade at some time in their academic career.

TABLE 5

SAMPLE GROUP BY GLADES

Students Assigned
to Ln-School
Suspension

Students Suspended
Out-of-School

Students Neither
Suspended nor
Assigned to In-
School Suspension

0-2.0 35 23
g

8.

2.0-4.0 37 8

,

15

4.0-6.0 17 4 18

6.0-8.0 5 0 19

Total 94 35
,

60

,

There were rwo marking periods during the school year available in student
records at this site. If all students remained in school all year, data
should have shown a student X grade matrix of 96, 40 and 60 cells for the
three simple groups (48 students X 2 marking periods, 20 X 2 and 30 X 2).
The cell value given in Table 5 represents the actual number of cells in
Which data were found. An eight point grading system is used at.the high
school, and reported grades were collapsed into four categories with zero
representing the lowest possible grade and 8.0 representing" the highest
possible grade.

The contrast in academic abilities among the groups is apparent from Table 5.
Students in this school are homogeneously grouped, but the data on grouping
were incomplete making it impossible to determine the effect of grouping on
grades and sample groups.
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TABLE 6

'CHI-SQUARE VALUES POR HIGH SCHOOL SITE

TABLE 2 df Xy

_

Ax

.

Ty
.

Tx

GRADE LEVEL BY
-SAMPLE GROUP 18.657 4 -- -.0313 .0314

SEX BY SAMPLE
GROUP 34461 4 -- .0944 .0576

RACE BY SAMPLE
GROUP 9.182 6

.

-- .0068

_

.0154

SAMPLE GROUP BY
GRADE RETENTION 20.171 2 -- -- .0889 .0611

SAMPLE GROUT
BY GRADES 96.673

0

6

.

-- -- .1095 .1632

The chi' square (X2) test for independent samples was used to analyze by
sample group for grade level, sex, race,.grade retention and grade point
average. Alphe (a) was set at-.05 for-rejection of the mull hypotheses
of independent measures. All of the reported X; values in,Table 4 ate
significant at the .05 level providing evidence of independence between
samples and a dependent relationship between the twy variables, To obtain
more meaningful statistic on the strength of association between the

samgest asymmetric lambdas (A) and taus (T) were computed. Bath are pro-
portional-reduction-in error"(PRE) measures which indicate the reduction
in error in predicting one variable from the other. Values of A and T range
from 0 to 1 with 0 indicating total independence and 1 implying total
dependence of two variables in a contingency table. As a general rule,
the greatir the variation in both the dependent and independent variable,
the greater the mmserical value of association. Tau is used when there is
wide variation within the contingency table because it is less sensitive
to this variation.

As can be seen from Table 5, all the preceding tables show dependence
between the two tabled variables. The strength of the association,
however, must be considered low. Knowledge of one variable in the table
does not greatly reduce error in predicting values for the Other variable.
For example,,knowledge of the sex of the student results in a 9 percent
reduction in error in predicting student group sembership (i.e., assigned
to In-School Suspension, suspended out-of-school, neither suspended nor
"sesiSmed). Conversely, knowledgelof student group membership results in
a 5 percent reduction in predictife error for sex of the student.
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Student attendance did vary among the three sample-groups of students.
For stUdents assigned to In-School Suspension the range of absences was
from 0-28 days with a mean of 7.860 days, absences for students suspended
out-of-school ranged from 0-23 days with a mean of 8.672 days and for
students neither suspended nor assigned a range of 0-27 days with a mean
of 4.950 days existed.

Data on reasons for suspension and In-School Suspension assignment tend
to substantiate that attendance infractions are viewed as a serious dis-
cipline problem in this school. Major reasons for suspension, as gathered
from the records, show that drug use was cited in seven percent of the
sample group, truancy and tardiness in five percent and arguments with
teachers and administrators (verbal conflict) in three percent of the sampled
records. Truancy and tardiness was the major reason cited for assignment to
In-School Suspension in 29 percent of the sample group, ciagarette.smoking in
20 percent and classroom misbehavior problems (e.g., talking out of turn, curs-
ing, cheating, etc.) in 10 percent of the sampled records. Program statistics
from In-School Suspension verify the sample data. Responses to th garent
descriptive survey were too few to be meaningful. ;However, those parents who
did respond perceived violence, being Late for school, vandalism and drugs as
the most serious discipline problems in the school. Teacher responses to the
descriptive survey identified misbehavior in class, being late,for school and
disrespect for others as serious discipline problems, while student perceptions,
as determined by the descriptive survey responses, ranked smoking, drugs and
class cutting as the most serious discipline problems at the high school.

Repeated suspensions deta indicate.that two percent of the simple had been
suspended two times, none had been suspended three times and four percent had
notations indicating suspension more than three times. The apparent discrep-
Amoy in the data may be caused by a yearly purging of specific information
on suspensions. Data on rates of masted assignments to In.,School Suspen-
sion show that 33 percent of the ;ample group had been assigned two, times, 15
percent had been assigned three times and 8 percent had been assigned more
than three times. Program statistics on In-School Suspension verify these
data.

Evidence of due process procedures was available in all records sampled
for suspended students and in all but three of the records sampled for
assigned students. Multiple types of evidence were available in each
record which indicate that standard dus process procedures exist in this
school. Such procedures include a telephone contact with parent(s), an
oral hearing (for suppended students), awareness Of the right to legal or"
adult representation at an oral hearing and some kind of written record,
hut not necessarily a verbatim transcript showing the final decision and
the reasons upon which the decision was based. Data on personal contacts
with parents substantiate the evidence. of due process. All parents of
assigned and suspended students were contacted by telephone, letter and
interview, while only 7 percent of the records of students neither
suspended nor aeaigned showed evidence of personal contact with,parents.
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Finally,.an analysis of responses to a multiple 'adjective checklist used
to describe am average or assigned student and gathered from the teacher
and student descriptive surveys indicates that at this high school average
students are viewed aa "able" and "outgoing" by both teachers and students:
Both gtoups also agree that'the assigned student is "disruptive, lazy and
rebellious." Interestingly, students view both average and assigned stu-
dents 11."load, lazy and disruptive." Interviews with assigned students
found perceptions that varied from no stigma attached to In-School Suspen-
sion assignment to both positive and negativi reactions from other students.

Junlor High School Site

Data collection procedures resulted in a set of students assigned to In-
School Suspension (N < 50), a set of students suspended out-of-school
(N < 25) and a set of students neither suspended nor assigned to In-School
Suspension (N < 25). Missing data from this site pertained to conduct
torks and tardiness. Incomillete data or data of poor quality pertained
to homogeneous emping and student grades. Ninety-six percent of the
sample students were enrolled at their beginning of the year, but population
mohility in the community and the reorganization of the school from double
sessiOUS to a single session after a new middle school was opened may
have affected the quality of the data and the sampling procedures.

Findings from the three.student sample groups at this site are reported
in tables. The variables reported are:

Grade Level
Sex
Race
Grade Bitention
Grate Point Average

Statistical tests and comparisons are presented on all tabled data.

TABLE 7

GRADE LEVEL BT SAMPLE GROUP

GRADE IN 1978-79

8 9 Total

Students Assigned to
In-School Suspension 11 31 8 50

Students Suspended

Out-of-School 2 11 1
Students Neither Sus-
pended nor Assigned to
In-School Suspension 8 13 4 25



Table 7 shows the grade level distribution for those students included
in the three sample sets. Ninth grade students were more likely to be
suspended out-of-school than were seventh and eighth grade students.

TABLE 8

SEX BY SAMPLE GROUP

,

Male Female .Total

Students Assigned to
In-School Suspension

.

34 15- , . 49

Students Suspended
Out-of-School 22 3 25

Students Neither Sus-
pended nor Assigned to
In-School Suspension 7 18 25

Table 8 indicates that male students are much more likely to be assigned
to In-School Suspension and/or suspended out-of-school than female students.

TABLE 9

RACE BY SAMPLE GROUP

BLACK
NOT OF
HISPANIC
ORIGIN

WITE
NOT OF

HISPANIC
ORIGIN

,

HISPANIC
NATIVE

AMERICAN/
ALASXAN
NATIM

ASIAN/
PACIFIC
ISLANDER

,

TOTAL

Students Assigned to
In-School Suspension 12 36 --

.

--

.

4$

Students Suspended
Out-of-School , 2 22 . 1 -- -- 25

Students Neither Sus-
pended nor Assigned to
In-School Suspension 3 22 -- -- 25
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Table 9, provides no evidence of disproportionate suspension. 0f4the
total records sampled, 80 percent were nonminority,and 18 percent were
minority students. Minority students assigned to_Ip-School Suspension
represented 25 percent of the sample group, a proportion slightly higher
then the total,of thk three sample groups.

TABLE 10

SAMPLE GROUP BY GRiDE RETENTION

,

Students Assigned
to In-School
Suspension

-

.

Students Suspended
Out-of-School

Students Neither
Suspended nor
Assigned to In-
School Suspension

Repeated a
Grade 3 -14

.

.

2

Promoted in
Sequence 45 11 23

Total 48 , 25 25

Data from Table 10 indicate that students who have been suspended out-of-
school are much more likely to have repeated a grade at some time during
their academic career. Of the nineteen student* who had repeated a grade,
ten were either repeating a grade durimg 1978-79 or were to repeat the
grade in 1979-80. Five-of the nineteen haeL repeate8 a grade more than once.

/ TOLE 11

SAMPLE GROUP BY mom

Students Aisign*-d
.to In-School
Suspension

.

.

Students Suspended
Out-of-School

Students Neither
Suspended nor
Assigned to In-
School Suspension

0-1.0 37 21 10

1.0-2.0j 31

.
,

,

6 13

2.0-3.0 7 2 11

3.0-4.0 1 0 7

Toal 7t- 29

,

41 .
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There were two marking periods during the school year available in stu-
dent records at this site. A student X grade matrix of 100,50 and 50
cells (50 students X 2 marking periods, 25 X 2 and 25 X 2) should have
provided data forethe three ismple groups if all students hari remained in
school all year. The cell value given in Table 11 represents the actual
number of calls in which data were found. A four point grading system is
used at the junior high school with zero representing the lowest possible
grade and 4.0 representing the highest possible grade.

The cOntrast in academic abilities among the groups is apparent from.
Table 5. Students age alio grouped homogeneously at this site, but again,
incomplete data madewit impossible to use the'grouping factor in analyzing
the data.

TABLE 12

CHI-SQUARE VALUES FOR JUN/OR HIGH SCHOOL SITE

TABLE 2 df Xy A x Ty Tx

GRADE LEVEL BY
SAMPLE GROUP 42.753 4 -- -- .0622 .0713

SEX BY SAMPLE
GROUP 57.416 2 -- -- .2297 .0948

RACE BY SAMPLE
GROUP 19.880 4 -- -- .0338 .0331

SAMPLE GROUP BY
GRADE RETENTION 73.143 2 -- -- .3035 .1864

SAMPLE GROUP BY
GRADES 72.548 4 -- -- .1211 .1234

Allx 2 statistics at this site are again significant at the .05 level. The
strength of association may be considered low to moderate in the instance of
sample group by grade retention which results in a value of .30 for reduction
in error in predicting grade retention through knowledge of group membership.

Student attendance did vary among the three sample groups of students. For

students assigned to In-School Suspension the range of absences was from
1-51 days with a mean of 9.977 days, absences for students suspended out-of-
school ranged from 2-50 days with'a mean of. 16.391 days and for studens
neither suspended nor assigned, a range of 0-31 days with a mean of 7.450
days existed.
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Data on reasons for suspension and In-School Suspension assignment also

tend to substantiate that attendance infractions are viewed as a serious

discipline problem at this school. Major reasons for suspension, as

gathered from the records, indicate that classroom misbehavior problems

were cited in 6 percent of tlite suspension, truancy and tardiness in 5

percent and other reasons in 3 percent of student suspensions. Reasons

for In-School Suspension assignment were other in 23 percent of the

assignments, truancy and tardiness in 16 percent and classroom misbehavior

problems in 14 percent of student assignments. No program statistics

were available at this site for comparative purposes. While responses to

the parent descriptive survey at this site were too few to be analyzed,

those parent(s) who did respond perceived drugs, violence and absence

from school as the most serious discipline problems at the junior high

school. Teacher responses to a descriptive survey identified misbehavior

in class, disrespect for others and smoking cigarettes as serious discipline

problems. Student perceptions, as determined by responses to the descriptive

survey, ranked drugs, smoking and violence ss'the most serious discipline

problemsd

Repeated suspensions data at this site indicate that 13 percent of the-

,

sample group had been suspended two timei, 5 percent had been suspended

three times and 9 percent had notations indicating-tuspension more than

three times. Removal of specific information on suspensions from student

records may be-s factor in an apparent data discrepancy. Data on rites

of repeated assignments to
In-School.Suspension show that 41 percent of

the sample group had been assigned two times, 20 percent had been assigned

three times and 18 percent had been assigned more than three times. No

program tatistics were available at this site to verify these data.

Evidence of due process procedures and data on personal contacts with

parent(s) colifirmed that standard due process procedures in the district

are followed at this site.

Multiple adjective checklist responses used to describe an average or

assigned student and gathered from teacher and student descriptive surveys

indicate that teachers and students agree that the average student at

this school is-labile" and "loud." "Disruptive" and "lazy" were the

descriptors chosen by both groups as most characteristic of assigned

students. Interestingly, teachers also viewed the average student as

"lazy" and students viewed the assigned students as "loud.' Interviews

with students assigned to In-School Suspension detected no perceptions of

a stigma, attached to assignment by other students.

V. SITE OBSERVATIONS

School #1

School 01 is a high school housing grades 10 through 12. It was opened

in 1962, and a two-story wing was added in 1967. It is located in a
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fringe area of School District C that is more rural and undeveloped than
other areas of the District. Most students are bused to the School
unless a special permit to/drive hap been obtained from the Assistant
Principal. During peak enrollemnt years, the student population totaled
approximately 3,000 studente. With the opening of a new high school in
District C in 1979-80, enrollment totaled approximately 1700 students at
the beginning of the 1979-80 school year. Approximately eighty-five
percent of the student population is nonminority and fifteen Percent is
minority. The faculty totals ninety-seven in number and is quite stable
with very few positions open for employment% The District does have a
teachers' organization,,but by state law, collective bargaining is not
allowed. In 1972, School fl experienced racial difficulties, and a new
Principal was assignea to the School. The same Principal has remained at
the School for eight years.

Discipline PrOceduris

The administrative team ofuSchool fl consists of the Principal and two
Assistant Principals.. One Assistant Principal meets with all students
referred for attendance-related disciplinary infractions. The other
Assistant Principal meets with all students referred for behavioral
disciplinary infractions. The Principal consults informally with the
Assistant Principals and determines action, to be taken on recommended out-
of-lochool)Buspension and expulsionso The Principal at School fl functions
with an "open door" philosophy of administration and-encourages all students
to share,their concerns with the administration at anY time.

The code of conduct develope4 for the School'cites violations and possible
consequences for guch actions as disrespect, leaving school grounds,
malicious destruction of property, possession of tobacco and smoking,
theft, cheating and dishonesty, damaging school property, fighting,
profanity, and substance use, possession,- or seLling. A positive statement
on appearance and attendance-related Matters is also included. The code
was developed by the adainistrative staff and reviewed by the School Advisory
Committee of parents, the District Board,of Education, students, and
staff. Zech year the code is printed in student folders and distritiuted
to the entire student body.

Teachers are encouraged to use effective classroom management techniques
and use referral to the office as a last resort. The. disciplinary referral
form used in School fl includes student-teacher identification information,
,the reason for referral, previous action taken br the teacher, a description
of the referral inciaent, and the administrative action taken. Referral
forme are tracked,by individual teacher and if problems become apparent,
the Principal Or Assistant Principal will observe-classes and meet with
the teacher and/or students to develop solutions to the problems. Referral
forms are filed in student folders kept by the School Registrar and
destroyed at the end of each school year. The Assistant Principals keep
a central file of students referred for behavior or attendance on index
cards.
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Disciplinary options available in School 01 are:

(1).work-detail;

, (2) conference with parents;

(3) in-school suspension;

(4) out-of-school suspension;

(5) referral.to Pupil,Personnel for
reassignment or expulsion.

014,

Minimum assignment to In-School Suspension is one dayand maximUm
assignment is three *days. If a student'is assigned to in-school or out-
of-school suspension, the parents are contacted by phone and a follow-up
form is mailed Which specifies the length of assignme4, the reason(s)
for assignment, and readmittance requirements. Teachlors are assigned
calling duty on absences as part of their work assignment. Three periods
per dey are set aside for absence calls. Warning letters are sent to
parents When absence, have reached 10 for a semester course and 25 fors
year-long course, and denial of credit notices are sent when the sixteeth
absence in a semester codree andlhe thirty-first abeence in a year long
course occur. Most substance oflenses, other than possession, and serious
fighting are automatic out-of-school suspensions in School 01. The most
common offenses in this school are truancy (skipping school or leaving
school without psrmission) and smoking. The first offense in these
categories results in a one day in-,schnol suspension, the second offenie
in two days, ths third offense in three days, and any subsequent offense
is referred to the Dietrict Pupil Personnel Services.

All but two of the administrators; teachers, and students interviewed in
School #1 perceived discipline to be consistent, fair, and equal. The
two exceptions felt that honor roll students and athletes wsre allowed
more leeway in behavior and attendance. Three of the students specifically
mentioned the Principal as one "who will always listen to you, give you
the benefit.of the doubt, and help you with your problems."

In-School Suspension Program

The In-School Suspension Program in School 01 is located in a mobile
'classroom, a large open room, unconnected to the main building. The room
is well.elighted but without windows. It is furnished with individual ;

student desks end a desk for the Coordinator. There is a wide variety of
learning materials in bookcases and files, and the walls are decorated
with appropriate motivational displays. Climate control is furnished by
a separate, self-contained unit.

The Coordinator of the In-School Suspension Program has held the position
for three years. The CoOrdinator had prior experience as a teacher of
mathematics for four years in School 01 a9d has studied for an advanced
degree in administra ion.

F-5
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Alter a student is assigned to In-iSchool SuSPensioh, the Assistant
Principal,notifies the toordinator of the.assignment withtheSuspension
Slip used for parental nätification.. The 1ast:period of each school day

is a faculty work' period. During this period, the Coordinator distributes',
teacher form which requeSts obiervational informatiot.and educational

data on students assigned to In-SchOol SuspensiorCthe folloVing day and a
listing of classroom assignments thatwilfhe sassed dUring the-suspension
The faculty work period slay also 'be ueed for"cOnferences with counselors,
teachers and others and for followrup discussions, on students previously
suspended Nho have returned to regUiar classes.

At the beginning.of each School day, the CoOrdinator reviews the,rules
and procedures of the In-School suspengion Program and meets individually ,c

witknewly assigned students'to'complete a Contract for In-Schoof,
Suspension. The contract iequire's completion'of the student's description
of,the incident leading to suspension, a description by the'student of
the-incident from-the viewPoint of,some other person involved in ita
descriptive dialogue between-the student and the parents ol the student
on the readmittance conference-with the Coordinator; Assistant Principal
and parents, A description of tow the incident might be-avoided or bandied
differently, and A'reaction to disciplinary methods used when a lack,of
self-discipkine occurs. Additionally, the student is assigned at least
one learning packet,chosen by .the Coordinator to be appropriate to the
reason for referral,and the interests, abilities, and needs'of the student.
Nine learning packets which have exercises dealing with self-discovery,
interests, math,. English, cohsumer'education, values clarification.

,enployment, ahd sociai activities are available.

During the daylthe Coordinator confers with each ,student inthe In-SchOol
Suspension Program and provides'facilitative listening and various
coUnseling.techniques as appropriate. The students are eicoited to ldhch
and eat at a time when no other students are /nth* cafeteria-between .
lunch periods. A five-minute break in the morhing and in the afternoon
is also supervised by the Coordinator. At the end of the school dayt the
Coordinator reviews the work accomplished by each student. For those
students completing the in-school suspension assignment, an evaluation
sheet Which includes observations of behavior, attitude, work habits, any
probfem areas identified and general pertinent comments is completed by
the Coordinator. This evaluation form is routed to all teachers of the
student and the appropriate guidance counselor. A readmit form is also
completed and sent to the Assistant Principal. Ln School #1, the

Coordinator has no flexibility to shorten the length of placement, but
additional days of suspension may be added for misbehaviór or noncompletion
of work.'

A monthly and cumulative report is prepated by the Coordinator in School
#1 for the Principal. The report includes information on the number
of suspensions, total days of suspension, holdover days, average daily
attendance, referrals to Pupil Personnel, reasons for suspension,
suspensions by grade level, sex, and ethnic group, and suspension recidivism

snumbers and rates. At the end of the year, comparisons of afl the
information contained on the,monthly and cumulative reports are made with
the same data from the previous year.
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-The In-SchaO1 Suspension Prbgram in School 01 is perceived as highly
successful by all those interviewed.. One of the key factors mentioned as
contributing to thi success of the program in this school was the Coordfnator
of the Program. The Coordinator was:described by administrators and
teachers as calm, dignified, consistently fairl and respectful of and

'rdspected by students. One student described the Coordinator as one who
"really helped me and'helped mi,understand myself - he's my best friend
now." Ali of the students disliked the isolation, constant supervision

, and'secorting, but they.egreed, ."It makes you think before you do something
wrong if it', worth 'going back there.,"

The only specific criticism of the Program was mentioned by a student who
objected to the emphasis on writing. Other criticisms dealt more generally
with the disciplinary code. Students and faculty questioned the effective-

ness of any disciplinary procedure on smoking at the high school level.
Concern was also expressed that the new attendance code was increasing
withdrawals from school. Time,spent'in the In-School Suspension Program
does count as a class absence. Suggestions for improvement included the
need for a more private space in the Program room to hold Coordinator-
student counseling conferences, a need for a typewriter for students
assigned to the Program, and the need for a phone in the In-School
Suspension room to facilitate communication with administrators and
teachers. Some administrators and students suggested that assignment for
a specific period or for less than a full day might be effective for some
problems and some students and alleviate problems arising from the new
District attendance policy.

School *2

A junior-high school containing grades seven through nine was the second
site observed in District C. The total enrollment for the 1979-80 sctiool
year was 1600 students, and this school year also marked a return to
single seseions after the opening of a new junior high school in this
rapidly Expanding district. School 02 is located near the administrative
center of the city.' Students are bused to the school by geographic area
rather than by grade level organization; thus after-school detention -

requires an alternative mod* of transportation. The staff consists of 80
to 90 individuals. The mobility or turnover rate of the staff is quite

high as compared to School 1. The admindstrative team of the School
consists of the Principal and two Assistant Principals. The Principal
and one Assistant were new to this school in the 1979-80 school year.

Discipline,Procedures

Disciplinary responsibilities are assigned to one Assistant Principal who
handles all behavioral referrals This Assistant Principal has served as
an administrator in District C for eight years, the last four at School
02. He was one of the originators of the In-School Suspension Program in
the District, served as an evaluator of the first-year pilot progr m, and
conducted in-service training for new In-School Suspension coordina ors
during the second year of the program. Me other Assistant Principe
responsible for all attendance-related matters.
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Since no district policies and procedures are prescribed Chat require
specific sanctions for specific offenses, building administrators/dis=
ciplinariana are alloWed much discretionary authority. District policies
do contain guidelineS for administrators on types of offenses that "may"
lead to suspension. Within these guidelines, School #2 has developed its
own code -of conduct and disciplinary procedures. School rules and
procedures are printed in the Student Handbook and distributed each year
to students and parents. Nine rules are listed covering such violations
as disrespect, leaving school without permission, vandalism of school
property, substance possession and use, dishonesty, gambling, fighting;
weapons and public displays of affection.

When a teacher or other school employee refers a student to the office
for a behavioral problem, the Assistant Principal establishes an index
card for the student which contains student identification information,
the reason for referral and the disposition of the referral. The disposition
of the referral is based on the act, the individual's attitude and accumglated
offenies. The Assistant Principal has a great deal of latitude in handling
most referrals. Drug and alcohol offenses are the only violationa requiring
an automatic referral to Pupil Personnel Services. Central Office referrals
can also occur when the Assistant Pfincipal feels building-based sanctions
are not helping the student. Discipline cards are destroyed at the end of
each school yeaf.

Disciplinary sanctions in School #2 include:

(1) an administrative warning;

(2) detention;

(3) assignment to In-School Suspension for a number
of dayi determined by the Assistant Principal;

(4) a three day out-of-school suspension assigned by
the Assistant Principal with the approval of the
Principal;.

(5) referral to Pupil Personnel Services for alternative
placement, out-of-school suspension for more than three
days and/or expulsion.

The Assistant Principal in School 02 rarely assigns out-of-school suspension
preferring to use the alternative In-School Suspension program.

When a student is assigned to In-School luspenesion, the student is informed
of the assignment and the reason for it and given a referral notice sheet
which must be signed by the parent(s) and returned to the School the next
morning. The referral notice form islollowed by a letter mailed to the
parent(s) which provides more information and detail on the suspension. f

Parents are given a choice as to whether the suspension shall be in-school
or out-of-school. Out-of-school suspensions for three days or less during



1979-80 were assigned for drinking at a bus stop, figpting and threatening

a teacher. Minor ittendance-related offense: such as tardiness were
formerly punished by assignment to ISS. Now students exhibiting such

behavior are assigned detention after school. Continually tardy or
truant students can be assigned to In-School SUspension. However, the

detention alternative has reduced the large number of ISS referrals. The

most coemon offenses in School 2 are continual dreruption, disrespect,
fighting, truancy, and smoking.

, Perceptions on the administration of discipline of those intervtewed in
School 2 were in general agreement that discipline was consistent, fair,
and qual. One student mentioned that the Assistant Principal in charge

of discipline was 'fair and always gives you a chance to tell your side
of the stor76" There wee some indication that teachers expected discipline
to be punitive and harsh and did not feel other methods or administrative

procedures were effective if they did not fulfill these expectations.

In-School Suspension Program

The In-School Suspension room in School 2 is a detached classroom located

at the rear nf the building in a cluster of like classrooms. Approxiiately

20 foot by 20 feet in size, the room is equipped with 25 student desks,
an isolation desk and two desks used by the Coordinator. The rem is
painted in a light pastel shade and contains windows Sada door to the
courtyard. Climate control is regulated by an Individual unit. Blackboards

are available on two walls, and the only wall display is a list of the-

rules of In-School Suspension. Materials necessary for completion of

assigned work such as dictionaries, newspapers, magazines, and other
books are available in the room.

The Coordinator of the In-School Suspension program has been a member of

the stalikin School District C for ten years as a physical ducation
instructaWkart-time In-School Suspension Coordinator and full-time
Coordinator of M. When the
76, the school wee on double
program. With the return to

rogram was.initiated at School *2 in 1975-
ssions, and two coordinators ataffed the
single session In 109-80, the Coordinator

became the only staff person Id the program. The Coordinator expressed
satisfaction with the position and indicate4 that the opportunity to work
one-to-one with students and teach remedial math skills wore the most

gratifying activities of the job role.

After assignment to ISS Is made, a student either returns to class for
the remainder of the day or stays in the office depending upon the 'referral

incident. The Coordinator collects thi nesse of all newly suspended
students during tho fifth period of each day. The suspended tudent's
schedule is obtained, a work folder is organized appropriate to the
offense and ability of the student.and notification of suspension is
sent to every teacher of the student via the esil system. A standard .

teacher notification form used throughout the district requests academic
information and assignments for students assigned to I. These forms

rarely seem to be returned in School *2. The student reports directly to

the LS5 roita the morning following assignment.
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In-School Suspension operates fioc 7:55 A.M. to.2:00 P.M. daily, the -

normal school hours. Students eat lunch from 10:00 A.M. to 10:35 A.M.
before the regular student body and have a short restrOom break at fioon.

Upon entering ISS, a student reads the rules of ISS and signs a performance
contract specifying work to be accomplished during the assignment period.
If regular teachers provide aseigneents,.completion of the classroom work
is mandatory before return to regular classes. ISS assignments* take
precedence ovet' regular classroom assignments, however, and no credit is
earned for completion a the work for regular clues.. During the last

period of each day, the Coordinator reviews the work of each student;
makes observations and comments to the student and talks individually to'
the student about any relevant problems. :At other times during the day,
the Coordinator provides assistance as needed whil: monitoring and controlling
the activities of the room.

Social isolation and constant supervision are major features of the
program. To enforce these features and maintain strict adherence to the
rules of the US room, the Coordinator in School 02 has a demerit eyeful'.
A first infraction of ISS rules results in a,wernine, and with any further
infractions, demerits are assigned. An accumulation of three demerits adds .
an extra day.to the ISS period of assignment. While the Coordinator has
the authority to add extra days, the Assistant Principal is notified of
the action.

*When the assignment period is complete, the CoordinAtor,.studeftrt and, in
some cases, the parent(s) meet for au exit interview. Regular teachers

:supervise the US room as a duty assignment for the first and fifth
periods of each day to release the Coordinator for exit conferences,
planning and required paperwork and notification procedures. No formal
follow-up activities are required, but the Coordinator in School 02 does
dlert guidance counselors to problems of students, provides them with a
copy of each student's ISS Progress Report and uses them as resources to
assist students and the _program. Many contacts are initiated in an

informal, folloi-mp process.

In District C, no reports on In-School Suspendion statistice.are required

et the school or district level. In School 02 the Coordinator does keep
a day-to-de* accontt of numbers.of studemts and assignment periods on a
desk calendar. Summary reports have sometimes been filed arth'end of
each year as a matter of infottaiton. The Assiitant Principal doss keep
a record by trade leyel of incidences of assignment to !SS, number of
studenteassigned to /SS, number of students suspeided out-of-school for
three'deys or less, number of students referred to Pupil Perso9ne1 Services
and the number of-students referred co.the-School Soard for'expulskon.
This_school does use district-vide forms for"tho /SS contract% Teacher
Notification and Coordinator Progress Report. 'School 02 developed a
specific /SS *apart form which is used for par!mt conferences.

,

*See Appendix for sample Assignments
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The In-School Suspension program in School 92 is perceived by the -

Coordinator and administrators as successful. They cite a reduction in

the number of repeaters as one criterion of success, buc there is no

documentation available to prove the reduction. There are perceptions
that the overall behavior in the school has improved"somewhat" as a

result of the program and that ISS ."is a deterrent for some kids." Fewer

out-of-school suspensions during 1979-80 were assigned. Teacher perceptions

of the program tend to be oncommital with little feedback on the effects

of the program. While no negative perceptions of the program were expressed,

there wee a negative reaction to the papervork requirements. Student

perceptions of tSS vary widely. Sonmstudents feel the work is boring
and easier than their regUlar acidem.ic work; others found the work to be
interesting because "you can express your feelings" and informative
because of the Imphasis on business math activities such as writing checks

and balancing checkbooks. Moat of the students mentioned the "prison-

like" atmosphere of ISS as a negative lector, but only two students said
their dislike of ISS made,them think twice before_breaking a rule. All

of the students agreed that parents supported ISS because "It keeps you
in school and they (parents) don't have to worry about you getting into

more trouble outside."

A specific criticism of the program mentioned most often by students was

that ISS was counted as an absence from class which could not be made up.

One student said he would fail his courses this year because of too many

absences and zeroes. Another student said, "I have to get three days of
'A' work to balance the '0' I get for one day in ISS." .A lack of district
coordination of US was a concern expressed by administrators.. There
seems to be little interaction of US Coordinators in District C, and

"tveryone does what they please." This leads to inconsistency for students
in che assignment of extra days for misbehavior and in the type, quality,

and quantity of work assigned. There seemed to be confusion and a lack'
of agreement in School 92 over the purpose of the work assigned in In-

Schad' Suspension. While some of those interviewed stressed that US
work should be relevant to studencproblems and emphasize basic skilli

development, others stressed a punitive view stating that students shouldn't

like the work so that it would be a deterrent to future misbehavior and

assignment to tn-School Suspension.

VI. SUMMARY

findings from the original two-year pilot study of the efficacy of In-
School Suspension_as an alternative to the traditional suspension out-of-
school showed a decreaae of 18.6 percent in the suspension rate it the

high school atai a 9.2 percent decrease in the suspension rate at the junior

high school. Thirty-eight percent of students in the, experimental sdhools
as compered to seventeen percont.of students in the control schools reflatced

an bsproved attitude toward school. NO significant gains in achievelmot
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were noted, and the drop-out rate fluctuated over the years of the study.
Although'not a planned effect of the study and collection of data, police
records did show an 85 percent reduction in daytime vandalism in the areas

of the two experimental schools. These indications of success and the
supportive attitudes of parents, teachers, and the cemmunity'resulted in
expansion of the In-School Sapension Program to all junior and senior
high schools in School District C. Even though formal evaluation studies
have not been continued, almments.contributing to the continuing success
of the progrem seem apparent.

The Conceptual Foundation of the Model

Extensive research was conducted on disciplinary alternatives and other
experimental programs throughout the nation The results of the research,
the assessed needs of the studens and schools in the District, and the
Climate of.the community were considered in the design of the In-School
Suspension Program for District C. Implementation of the ,Program was

conducted in phases, that allowed formative evaluation data to be used
effectively for the improvement and expansion of the Program. The

coemitment of the District to informed decision-making through planning,
implementation, and evaluation has affected other educational efforts
such as the Career Development Center and guaranteed the District success
in educational programming and support of the dommunity for its schools.

Philosophical Commitment of Staff ind Administration

An atmosphere seems to exist in School District C that encourages staff
.
and administrators to develop solutions and responses to perceived and
identified needs of the schools and students. Lmpetus for the Ln-School
SUspension Program arose from die concern of twn administrators that
traditional out-of-school suspension provided no educationsl benefits to
the school.or students. The proposed solution to this problem was
carefully researched, designed, implemented, end evaluated. When the

Prograi was deemed successful, information was available to assist
edministratore and staff in expansion of the Program, but each school was
allowed to make decisions ,on staffing and Program operation to meet the
needs of the students in their school. By decentralizing Program decision-
making, ownership of, and commitment to the Program principles are assured,
and successful attainment of Prograa goals and objectives is more likely

to occur.

Characteristics and Qualifications of Promo Staff

The careful consideration and valuation of characteristics and qualifications
needed by Program Coordinators reinforces the view of interviewees that
the Coordinator is the key to the success of the In-School Suspension
Program. Even though the profile developed informally frou the pilot
data has never been formally adopted by the District, the successful
characteristics and qualities identified are used in screening procedures
for new Coordinators by the individual schools. While prior experience
in District C and/or the schoOl was cited as a factor in the initial

- C-25



acceptance of the Program by the faculty of che.school and the District as
a whole, other characteriscics-and qualities such as consistency; -dignity,
respect, and counseling knowledge are deemed-more crucial co che success
of the Progrep.

Evalution and.Data Colleition Efforts
p.

Original evaluation studies identified shifts in attitudes and discipline
problems in the schools and District C that affected the educational
climate. Continuing data collection and analysis by some sitás of the
Program are useful in determining potential problems and changes that may
be needed co Lmprove not only the In-School Suspension Program, but also
the regular instructional program. One site experienced a drastic increase
in pupils assigned co In-School Suspension for tardiness. As a result of
chase statistics, faculty meetings .were scheduled co discuss the tardy
policy in the school, an administrative teas conference was held to assess
causes of the increase and co orient'a new member of the team co the
disciplinary philosophy and options of the school, and modifications of
assignment practices to In-School Suspension such as a minimum assignment
of less than a full day are being considered. Monitoring of the effects
of the new attendance policy of District C is also being undertaken
through statistical collection and analysis at some sites.

During the course of the intensive study of the In-School Suspension
Program, certain areas of concern that may need reevaluation and
strengthening were identified through observations and interviews. While
the initial pre-service and in-serviee training were well-planned and
comprehensive, a continuing in-service education plan has not been
developed. Some follow-up training has been provided at the District
level, but a systematic method for studying and disseminating recent
research information and identifying new skills and strategies appropriate
to the Program has not been implemented.

The original design and guidelines of the Program required close coordination
and communication tesween the Pvftram and the guidance counselors of the
school. In at least one of che sites (*served, the Coordinator seems to
have replaced che counselor and assumed the role of providing counseling
serv.ices to students in need In the Program. Thisnlay be an anomaly
specific to chat sic. because of administrative philosophy or ineffectiveness
of the guidance services in the particular school. However, a reevaluation
of the procedures, guidelines, and objectives relating to counselor par-
ticipation eight be beneficial in sustaining and increasing the effectiveness
of the In-School Suspension alternative on student behavior throughout che
District.

As originally envisioned, the Program was to afflict che regular instructional
'program in the school through the role of tha,Coordinator as a resource
person to the instructional steff. Lnsights gained by the Coordinator
through Working with students with disciplinary problems were to be Us d
to improve classroom management techniques and the disciplinary climate
within the.school. Coordinators are still described as resource 'persons,

C-27'
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but no pecific procedures or responsibilities have ben defined or
implemented to achieve the resource objective. Successful resource
efforts were observed, but they seemed to be the result of the commitment,
concern, and perscinality of the individual Coordinator rather than a
proaram funition.

While some efforts have begun to assess the effects of the new District
attendance policy,bn the In-School Suspension program, it may be necessary
to designa district-wide evaluation of the policy. Questions needing
answers seem to be:

(1) Are eudents being, unduly penalized through counting ISS
as an absence?

(2) Should students be allowed to receive credit and grades
for regular classroom work while assigned to ISS?

(3) Is ISS contributina to "pushouts" due to academic
failure?

(4) -Do the original guidelines and procedures of ISS
need to be altered as a result'nf new problems and
new district policies?

With the past experience and uccess of District C in research and evaluation,
a fUrther study should pose no yroblems.

Statistical data and expressions of support from students, tsachsrs,
parents, and the community indicat that the In-School Suspension Program
in School District C is-successful. The success may be summed up better
through one of the students interviewed, who after having been assigned to
In-School Suspension five times during the 197S-79 school year before
expulsion, returned to the high school this year and became an honor roll
student. The student attributed this change in behavior to "the help
y best friend, (the Coordinator), and tha Principal gave me through
listenina and helpina me Understand myself."

C-23
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APPENDIX'

Sample Assignments for Average and Remedial
. Students placed on In-School suspension in

District C.



IN-SOKOOL =7:vs= pscxn 2-A.

:t12fly. Th whis Acts% will-tell you at to lo. ZO NOT
the time you art in I-SS you are expected to wort

T
'DIVES ON THIS PkOra. Put, all your wort on your own err
or on the wortshetts you will be givon. -
ksk for help If you do not understand somet ng. . T
SKIP AROUND THROUGH THIS Pk= OP lORK. 'is want you to
do this wort Ln the order in which It is written. Start
off flitch section by writing the heading on your paper.

zgalm Icommrstat

Read a chapter-Ln a book aosigned.you by the Coordinator.
':rite a summary of the chaptsr. 34 sure to.use your own
words. Do not copy frau the book.

=REMY

Touget a summer job that pays you .12.75 an hour. Tou wort
60 hours a vett for 10 weets. tcw uch money will you oaLle?

:let a co9y of the TRADL7G POST from the Coordinator. Pict
Apt car or a motorcycle that you would_lits to buy. Did
your sumer job mato you enough nom to allow you to buy
this-car or oyclo? If not, find a car or motorcyclo you can
afford.

Suppose that your new car or cycle needs now tires. (2u
find that tires for It cost 335 each. :an you afford than?
'!ould this job give you enough money to allow you to drive
your'mar or cycle very long/

SuPP00e you decide to quit school. Tots find a job, wafting
outsido (construction, yard wort. etc.) that will pay you
%lama watt (S2.65 per hour).,. Tots can work 3 days each
week. Kow many two It possible for you to work each
year/ (IS wetts 9sr year)

-

Mow nisch money oculd you mica Lf you worked all the time?
(8 hours oer 10..1 days per week. 12 weeks per year)

People who work outside cannot always work because of ths
weather. Suppose LT rains or snows a total of 30 wasting
days during .he year. How much mousy would you make during
tho yaw/

Suppose you ars sick S days and want to take a 10 day
vacation during the year. 'Ihat would be the total angunt
of asnay you mould maks?

The CS Ooverhnent taxes intone. Su9post you muso pay VA
of your yearly salary to the Pederal Dovernment. And
you also sust pay 51% of your total salary to the Stata
of

Kow such money would you have left to spend.at the end of
tha yoar. altar you deduct the loss-fron tad welsher. Illness,
vacation, and taxes?

'Alt. 500 yibrd theme on thhtopiol °The Perfect ':eetend--
Pros Patsy Afternoon To 8tm4ay a&ht.4"' (Test 122 worts)

ceiaz z :CC AR2 TP23 RO03 ARZ ;mu= To
'MAX AS HARD AS TM CAN. I? =V Ze NC? *;CRIC =AZ:LT. Cl
It TOO ZO 301 Pmucl 3ZUCTUNS.TOC V'AT SI anna::_:0 :a:
sicx 76R AN UTP.A itaT CA

*Arm Ite
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Day 2-A, page 2

MORA; PROPERTY

Suppose there was a fire in your home tonight. and you had
3n1y 5 minutes to save any or all of your cherished
possessions.

List the things you would save, in order of their importance
to you. Then, write ons sentence about each, giving,a reason
why you would saws this ono item.

(AEMOSIII DO NOT AITS ON =3 PONZT.)

,CHOO;

tn yaur dwn words, explain th4 moaning of the word oisanraz.

If you were nr. :bandlor, how would you handle the following
discipline problems?

1. A student is cau0t smoiing Ln the restrosim.

A otudent.fightiAg with another tudint.

.3.4. student is being disruptive in class.

A student is running im,tli hall.

j. 4 student pushes socsonektooks out of their hands.

5* I siudont curses at a teachfr.

7. A student alks back to a teacher.

S. A student is caught destrinni schc01 7roPirtY (such to;
writing an ths walls or dosks.)

9. 4.student comes to school after drinking aleohol.

10. A'studont is caught smoking marijuana in school.

11. A student ti =ant frla school. ,

12. A student refuses'to write ,uniannent work assiped ty
a teacher.

,nt1TrI2 :au=

rits a 500 word theme on the- topics wry Least nivorito
Subjects or Toachers."

Do the SiSIC MATH IORSSMET that you gel from the Coordinator.

Vss. a ruler to measure the length. width, and height da
toxtbook--(a) in inchoso (b) in centimetrs.

?tears the 21201 of the textbook (7olumewlen4t2t x width s hoight)
(a) in cubic inchOss (b) in =shit, contimetsre

This room is approximately 20 feet long, 224 feet wide. and
74 feet hilh. naul its voluma.

(X=3:31 POLLOI TM! ROUS ASM FOR =PL. Tot: :T)



. :ay 24.. ,a;o 3

MrTINO a IT4TY,

':rits a story about yourself using of the followin;
words. You can uso tho *ords moro th.an once.

1. :Laminas., 5. Different
2. Proud 7. Sixteen
3. '.7.chey 2. Never
4. 3ost. 9. Loire
5. Pamily 10. Nture

Nal .

Suppos that you xst a !ob that pays 13.50 yer hour, with
time-and-a-half for overtime. This =ems that tt you work
morc than 40 hours in any one weak (3 hours 'sr lay, 5 days
a week) you will te paid 50% moro than your regularly salary
(15.25 ;sr hour) Th1n the veathor is tad. you lo not wort.

whon you tako a vacation, you do not set

1"he following list hows how tam; hour' you wort tIttng Imch
3: the 52 woets in the year.

40
2. 42

1).
14.

)0
to

25.
25.

22
344

37. 15
3e. 40

3. "1 34. 21 27. 40
4. 29. 30
5. 41 17. 28 29. 31 41. '44

5. 40 13. 34 JO. 25 42. 47
7. 35 19. 20 31. 25 43. 48
a. 32 20. 0 (vacation) 32. 20
9. 44

10. 40
21.
22.

0

10
(vacation) 3?*

34.
P1
4c/

45.

445.

44.

50
11. 41
12. 33

23.
24.

25
35 31:

4/.

48.
47
43

49.
50. 22

mA(14.7urcout how much monoy you will during tho year.

alarca fiamaux,

:rico a 500 work' Insemo on the to,ici ' 411 Soon me : Drsduats
Pr's agn School : Plan To

21212:62

7se the following Information to maks line graphs'of th
data *Aron. 3. as hoot as ;ossiblo. :f you do hot ....avo
;rap papor, draw your own graph lines. The Doordinitor
:an ;Awl you 3 ruler.

Temperatures of a Swing Tay4--

roon - 722
1
2 p.a.-81:

4 ;

5 p.2.-79-

(contihued !tort tap)

%



Zay 24s,

(Graphini, continual)
,

lillia= %opt tract of his sciOnce tort scorss'for ach =onth
of the school year, MaL:o a line zraph :f Mis avorntOs.

September - 7u% ,Pabruary. - 91%
October - 79% March -ii 37%
:ovember - 355 April - 90.
Deco:mbar. - az% May 92%
January - 30% June - 95%

Pota watched an auto race Saturday and recorded the Lap -speeds
of his faVorito driver.. Graph the spoeds. ,

Lap 1 - 140 mph
Lap 2 - 140 mph
Lap 1- 141 mph
Lap 4 151 =pn
Lap 5 - 152 mph
Lap 6 - 150 mph
La; 7 - 149 mph
Lap 3 - 159 nph

Lap 9 - 159 mph
Lap 10 - 132,mph
Lap 11 - 130 r.11h
Lap 12 - 140 mph
Lap 13 - 143 =Ph
Lap 14 - 130 =ph
'Lap 13 - 170 =ph

The number of people who die of luns =near ach :roar Ls jiven
balmy. Graph thew; data end 11tt=t3 how many peoplo will
lie of lung cancer L. 1990.

1910 - 2,500
1940 - 7,300
1950 -19,000
1960 -17,500
1970 -61,000
1962 -aa ,000 (ost=atod)
1990 - ?V?

jU3IZ:33 LITTIPS

ths Coordinator to ;ivt you throe book= from the shalf.
flrit. a letter to ach publisher, ordoring a copy of each
book.. The point of this azerciso Le to zoo Lf you can :too
correct business letter form. Lf you do not :mow how to
write a, business latter, Aa4 :IL till'

:2;1172 fiatra:x

'Irite a 500 word thome on the topic' "Throe Places /
lould Love To nett.'

'trite a brief description (one rag.) abouvzhe thing you
lila to do test of all.

Unite another pap about one thlng you 1111 to do Least of all.

a
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Day 2-m. 'PaSo 5.

TIMIS LIM

nu have probablysroad the letters to "Dear Abby" in the
paper. Try to answer the folloving lotters like she would.

Dear Abby,
I am.10 years old and am writing to you in desperation.
L:om will not lot me pick out my own clothes for school. She
says that I'm too young. All my friends pick OUT their
clothes forftdhool. If you tell my '40m It's all right.,
she'll let no:

Sandy

Dear t.bby,
4 am divorced and have custody of my children. Their mother
left us and didn't want to take.care of the children. I
need to hire a Waman to take care of the children. That
should I loot for in such a woman.

Lonoly Father,

Dear Abby,
.

:very day 1 have to tall my kids
brush their teeth, and put their
.by now they would :snaw, but they
giving stares, and ignoring them.
do-what they aro stpposed to do?

to pick up their clothos,
books away. nu would think
don't. 2 have tried yelling,
. How can : set them TO

!.047.77.0Ther

Dear Aibby,
I have- one sister who is pretty and one who is ery snart.
I have a third sister who is so witty that people laugh the
minute she opens her mouth. Poopla look at me as if I've
got nothing. I'm beginning- to think they are right. I
feel dumb, ugly, and.sour most af the time. :that can.: do
about myself? Please hurry with your answer, I need' your
help. 00-

liss nlobody" .

DATINq RESPOMISILM

Read the following story. Then answer-the questions below.

Joyci is a pretty 16-year old who is in her junior ysar ITEast Palls :fish School. Her Prom dance is-jusT two. Willit3away and Joyce Is dying to so. Larry asks her to $o, andshe accepts ven though she doesn't like him. She reallywants to'go with David, but is afraid he wouldn't ask her,

The next dal', David
She is excited, but
David sho will call

Should she go with
Why/ or why not?

calls and asks her to so to the dance
doesn't know what to say. She tells
him back in an hour.

Larry becausehe asked her first?

Should sho go with David, whom she roally likes? Why, or why
If you were Larry:and

she choqs. David, how would you feel?

not?



/N-SCHOOL SUSFENSION , ?UK= 3 -R

,This packet of materials tells you.,what you ars to do today.
Follow these rules carefullyt

L. ?ut all your wort dn ydur own paper. '00 NOTWRITE ON.THIS
PACXZT.

2. Work cartfUlly. Write so we can read it. Use complete
'sentences. Watch"your !Dolling and'graVaar.

3. Put the heading of each new section on your paper so we
can find'it.

4.. CS FOT SKI? AROUND in the packet. Start with the first
section, then do the second. etc.

5. Ask for help if you need it. If something is zoo hard. we '

may be able to sive you edthestins else to do in its place.
6. Read the rules of the I-SS room and FOLLOW THEM CAREFULLY.

7UNCTVATI0N .

Copy the following oaragraphs. :Ise capital letters, commas,
question marks, quotation marks, and zertods to make iiCA
sentence cbrrect.

WITHIN THE NEXT MI YEARS TOO WILL43E ?AC= '7ITH THE rE30 FOR
EARNING A LIVING SCHOOL 1I.4L 3E 3ZHI7D TCU AND THE IORLD :F

LIE AMAD WHICH C? THE THOUSANDS AND iiiCUSANTS OF
JOS OPPORTUNITIES WILL YOU CHOOSE

AT FTEST IT 2AY SEEM THAT TOU /ILL 3E A31.1 TO CHOOSE AN?
CAREER YOU %/ANT AND YOU 30-HAVE IN ALMOST UNILIIITED CHOICE
BUT THE CHOICE YOU MAXE AFTER YOU FINISH SCHOOL MAT 3E LIMITED

1 3Y THE CHOICES YOU MAZE T,CIE TCU A2E STILL 1N SCHOOL

DURING THE NEXT FEW Yzas 'MU WI= HA7E TO AARE MANY DEC:SD:NS
A3OUT WHAT COURSES TO TAKE AND1RBOUT HOW MUCH TOO LEARN 1HIZE
TAXING THESE COURSES MAKING THESE DECISIONS WISEIT IS A Ns,.

OMPICULT JOS IT REWIRES THAT TOO KNOW A LOT ABOUT THE
or as you MAY WANT TO CHOOSE TATER :T ALSO'REQUIRES THAT. YOU .

4

KNOW A LOT ABOUT MORSEL?

1=2 ARITHFETIC =VEX

Work the following problem; on your own paper. Copythe
problem first. REMEMIER, DO NOT WRITE CN THIS SHEE.m.

Adds .78 7.76 37.28 2.307 .07 2.2
.24 6.34 99.20 1.990 .09 3.3

6.08 9.561 Lg._ 3.3

Subtract, 1.7 10.05 106.80 13.88 100 .009
-408

multiplys .07 10.07 271.9 34.009 .900
x .8 A 1909 x .000

Divides 23ri4my-2) 12.6 .02 77/117

CHARACTER ;VALUATION

Write a one 'page essay about someone you disli:vt- Descril:e
what thin person does that bothers you the most. Try to
'explain why this -person acts this way.

SPELLINC ,

Ask the Coordi or for spelling word searches. Tou may writ*
on these worksh

Rimeitai Studioc
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an =AZ.
.
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Look %111 each of the folloWing waits In a dictionary. :copy

Day

1,0=, ARITHZerIC:-ADDItICN

3,-R. page 2

7:;Zour own

16,7

(DO NOT
paper.)

16.06
_11,2E_

111.9
222.9

.LI
2.d ,

1.7

WRITS ON :HIS SHEET. Copy each protilem

278.019 176.99 .0098 198.99
9.5108 24.09 4.199 A21_

2.6769
9.7778
4.3670

21.457 2.0000
9.009 3.0000

7.0008

2768.46
488,.99

1

.

24.98
.87.89
24.21

....t.i.di-

,

Al

214.234
897.3

10.01
45 9.09

258.589 8.09
_111.4 i.11.1.-- f --ll- '

158.0089
987,3809
121.3844
aluv,99°9

qf the deftnitiors siven fOr the.word. Then write a sentnce
:mins the word correctly.

.

A

ACCOSS 3raki Due LoanExcess 3rea1 Do Lone

An Clothes , ?lour PeaceAnd .Close ,- Flower Piece0

Beat Cymbal Load PrayBeet . Symbol Led ?ray

PERSONAL ?ROPE:3,T:

Name one 144, expensive thing you would Lilco to own sumoday.
(a cortain 'kind of car, an airplansopa big twit, a house, etc.)
Try to explain how owning this thing will male you feel aboutyourself.

3ASIC ARITH4J2TIC--SUETRACTION

(ROEMER, ZO NOT '11ITZ ON THIS S)EET. And,
each problem =goo your paper.)

e surs you copy

413.14 1187.98 $2.04 3799.97-12.29 ;. 37,99
2:7

4478.90 0109.09 .327.50 388.88 310000.00- 99.99 - 29,90 1.2241L1._
- 10t.00

89'70.187. 4573.9987 23.9876y1 342.567
- 17.9999e - 1.817640 -142.566

e'Gus YOU HAVING PROMS? I? SO, .1.SX ?OR HEL2. RELEgRER--

YOU MUST mor SLIP ANYTHING.)

9.3



:ay 3-R. ?age 3

"zalex

Ask the Coordinator for a copy ot j S 4 --A Searth
Ilt qrluatanding. Look up ach of tho .'oiJ.owin mordo in
the I.1104.X of this bool. ?Ltd tho word in the book. Cony
the nt1re, oarsplipt l. the word ii in. the word has more
than one pale Listed for it, use the 11111 ;144 listed.)
Read the paragraph you havellidpied and-thin write a definition
of the word.

1. 3ndocrize System
2..Distamper
). Griotle
4..0mnivora
5. Rickets

numalig DIRECT:0N5

Copy the :n-School Suspension Rules from the board. Are
you following each one?

5. Hypothosis
7. IchthyoloGy
3. Smog
9. Lockjaw
10. Millipedes

Das ARimrsT::--mmimm,

Ash tho Coordinator for a copy of the Multia4op Tactg.
shoot. Fill this out ow:orally. Then.use it tO aelp you
salvo the lollowing problame. CO NOT 'IRICE ON CHIS.PAGE.

.7 .9 7.76 16.09 135.99 27.1
3 JaEL

148 19.567 22.214 27.345 24377

24.77 254.9 17.555 1.535 -14.857 .0003 'C..

_____1__ _all
151/42 1222IBTX

The City Of 71rginia Coach. the State of 7irsinia, and the
United Stated Coverhment sive you many, many services. List
as many of thous adyou tan_think of. *- .

Those dertices are paid for with money collected as taxes.
709111i thizataxes aro too hish. :hey aro wtlling to

sive up seiaserwicos if their taxes are lowered. Aich
"of the services in your list would you be willing to Jive up .
it taxas wero mut? txplain why.

01,033LAY CT Ali

, .
Adk tho Coordinator for a copy of 4arti! Won^o--A --

Ellg IndgratandinA:. ?ind the Oloseary n 1C .. gac% 1 st*
bOok. Look up ach of tho following words and :any its
doCinition. Chen write a SOnter40 u31n5 the word correctly.
(Your, sentencos ahould show that you understand tho meanina
of each word.)

1. Comet
2. Utinot
3. Solvent
4. later Table.
5. Liammal
5. Amphibian

7. Climate
8. Alloy
9. ?ault
10. loather
11. Uonsoon
12. Asteroid

13. L'aporato
14. Jet Strean
15. Sunspot
16. L/tor
17. Cascade
Ia. Abrasion



ow' pa's* 4

16§12

4..1.1 of the ft:alto/Hinz yroblans are livizion problams. 3ut
your Nultiylication Facto sheet will help you oolve then.
If you don't 'mow how, ask for help. C0 OT 'IZTZ CN THI3
SHEET. Copy aach problem onto your own payer.

6 7-774-- 12

10

t--=-

7731766--.

6 rt-rt-'
12 7-77=---

7 T7

5 ) 0.13 3 ) )6.9

2.4 7-373 1.2 7-01--
2.1 7-7-45--) 154

2.3 7.3) 51.2 1.11 ) 1.0.9439 ) 7.50 .oz 7-717--

=Ai= ZALT5:3
A of us do things-that irritate other peopla icmetines.

bacX to-tho Last tino you lid oomothin; that made
your yarents. a teacher, or a friend xngry at you. Ceecribe
what you did. 7ry to xplain why you acted tho way you did.
Cid you act that-way on purpose br was it an accidentl Havo
you ver tried to irritasa someone? If 30, describe what
happenod.

THI=4 &11,2= ;1,1 417777RE

.7.ty to think of wd4t you would Lilo your Life ta be Lila
10 or 15 pia= from now. :am.: Xtnd of a 4ob would you Lila-
to have?- How would you lile to be living? How much money
would you liXo to have?

::rito ohort-doscription of what you will have to do to get
tha lind of Life.you !last described. you have to Io to
school ta laarn any special oXillo?
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I. INTRODUCTION

This case stmdy differs somewhat from the others reported ih this Volume.
Hare we examine a buisic prOgraw--In-Schoml Suspension:- which has been in
existence in District D since 1972. However, in adOition to the basic
Diatrict D program, the dissemination andlhplementation of the Orograi.to
two other districts7-E ahd F--located in the same general araa as District
D. were studied. Researchers hoped to collect data on the program adop-
tion.process in the Latter two districts. The tn-Rchool Suspension Program--
or In-School Referral Program as it is called in District E--has,been in
existence for one year in both*districts.

fatting
4

All.thrde districts may be considered suburbs. Twb--D and E--are geographi-
cally small and are experiencing declining enrollment. District F is-the
fartheit moved Iran the City, covers a relative141arge area, and it
experiencing growth in student population. All three districts fall in
the 3,000 to 7,000 student popUlation range; have budgets (1979-80) of''
approximately $10 million; and have secondary school staffs of approximately
100 teachers. All buildings visited had a resident principal and at least
one assistant principal.

Each of the districts is Mostly- white (98%) and all would fall within the
category "middle class." Two of the districts--D and E--have highlystable
teacher populations. In divrict D, for example, there is no staff member
with /ess thanN12 years seniority, with the exception of the In-School Sue-,
pension Coordi tor, who has been with the district for eight years.

In this case 4udy, the In-School SuspensionkProgram in District D will be
discussed in detail. Descriptions of the program in Districts E and F
will emphasize a comparison to the orAginal program in District D.

II. p/SCIPLINE ROLICIES

Discipline at tha District Layel p)

Section 10.70 of District D's Policy Manual contains the following guide-
. lines on stUdentdiscipline: -

Student Discipline: Students are responsible for complying
with rules.and regulations of the School District and the
instructions of School District personnel, and for accept-
ing the authority of the faculty and School District offi7
cials on school property and at school-sponsored, off-
campus evente. Failure to meet these responsibilities will
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be cause for disciplinary action. Each teacher is expected
to deal with the majority of problems which arise in their
classroom. The use of physical force as punishment is not
allowed except when written consept of parent or guardian is
on file with principal. However, reasonable restraint of a
student may be used when necessary to prevent disruption of
the classroax and/or to protect the safety of students or
staff members. (p. 121)

In addition to restrictions on physical force, teachers are also prohibited
from using grade reduction as punishment (Section 10.704; p. 122). Disci-
plinary options available to staff include:

Petention .(10.701)

(In-School Suspension (10.7021)
Out-of-School Suspension (10.7022)
Student Expulsion (10.703)

Specific proscribed actions mentioned in the Policy Menus' are vandalism
(10.632), misconduct on school buses (10.633), smoking, which is also
against state law (10.634), chemical involvement (10.635), possession of a
dangerous weapon (10.636), and student strikas/disruptions (10.69).

Section 10.6 of the manual, and more specifically, subsection 10.61 ad-
dress the general issue of student due process rights. A four step review
process is outlined in cases of student dissatisfaction that moves from
the teacher, through the building edministration and superintendent to, if
necessary, the Board of Education.

Relative to In-School Suspension, District D's Policy Manual reads as follows:

In...School Suspension: Secondary students who violate school
regulations may be assigned in-school suspension as a dis-
ciplinary action. Students will be required to remain in
the In-school suspension.room for a designated period of time
and will be expected to complete assigned class work during
the time. The right to return to the regular school schedule
will-be earned by meeting specified time, behavioral and
sCademic requirements. (10.7021); p. 121)

OlsciOline at the Building Level. (District D)

Within the context of the Board Policy Manual, each building sets up specific
standards of behavior. Expectations relative to discipline are communicated
to students in school folders or handbooks which are given to each student
during the opening week of schiool.

The amount of information provided to student's varies. #or example, one of.

the junior high schools in District D lists in.the student handbook-speci-
fic offenses and the minimum disciplinary action attached to each (p. 21).

0-Z
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ISS ia the designated initial sanction for smoking and chemical abuse. It
represents one of a rangd of responses for theft, vandalism., fightiag, fire-
works, dangerous items, disobedience, and defiance. The second junior high
school refers to the ISS only as punIshment for violation of the no-smoking

The high school issues a folder to each new student. In addi on to briefly -2
describing the ISS -which is housed at the high'ichool--the'folder also
details ISS sanctions for tobacco, alcdhol, other illegal drugs, and severe
discipline problems. The procedures ofthe ISS are briefly described, and.

' the legitimate alternative of out-of-school suspensidh is presented briefly.

,.As far as is known, none of the three buildings holds a discipline assembly
at any time during the school year. There are no other discipline Telated
programs in operation in District D. There is, however, extensive use of
after school detention as en initial *punishment f5f a wide range of misbe-
haviors.

III. THE PROGRAM

District D was s aselected for inclusion a princip I,Phase II site because
of the influence that the program has had on in-Psckool alternatives to
suspension in surrounding districts. Another facto that weighed heavily
in the selection was the relatively low-cost of the /SS program which'is
totally funded out of district resources. It was thought that District D

....

might serve as a realistic model for other moderately sized districts.
\

Finally, there exiiied an opportunity to study othef districtl who had
adopted the ISS mode4 and to,form some initial opinions about the transport="
ability of.the prptrim.

Data Sources for .the Study'

District D was 4isited by a study team member for five days in April, 1980..
Poor days were spent at District E and two days at District F, in April and
May of that year. While in each 4istrict, 'printed material was reviewed and
interviews were conducted with students who had been assigned to the In-
School Suspension (ISS) Program as well as with students who had no experi-
ence in ISS. The progrfa was observed, and extensive discussions were held
with each program coordinator and building administrator. Finally, data were
collected from a sample of students, teachers, and parents of'ISS students
through short questionpires. Selected data elements were extracted from
a systematic sample\of students records (In District D only) that included:

(a) studenti who had been assigned to ISS

(b) students who had teen suspended out-of-school

(c) students who had been neither assigned to the ISS'nor
suspended odt-of-school.

0-3



Data extraction was pirformed by school district employees to contractor
specifications. Contingency or correlational analyses of the data were
performed as appropriate.

Goals and Objictives of.the Program

The goal of im-school kuspension is to provide a conptructive alternative
to out-of-school suspinsion as a sanction tor certain,studint disciplinary
problems. Basic principles of the program include earning one's return
to the regular school program and basing re-entry into the regular program
on the student's personal reactions (Proposed to the Board for a Program
of In-School Suapansion, Adopted August 8, 1972).

Thsinitial proposal also saw in-school suspension as an opportunity for
-.program staff to provide poSitive guidance and role modeling for s&denta
having disciplinary problems. Finally; the designers of tile program saw
temporary removal of the student from the schooloi social life as a strong
disincentive for repeated.misbehavior.

There were no explicitly stated program Objectives found in any of tbe
program documeitation reviewed in District D. It was, however, quite
clearly inferred that reduction in the number of students suspended wag a
primary objective. .The cype and frequency of specific offenses and the
relationship of such figures to in-school.suspension is'only rarely dealt
with directly in district or program reports. It Aoes appear, however,

. that initially the ISS was established r Aly to handle smoking-as the
molt frequent offense.

Thii situation had changed somewhat during the 1979-80school year when; up
thrOugh the time of the site viait in April, 122 high school students had
been assigned to the US. More than half of these assignments were for
truancy. It is inteiresting to note that assignMent to the ISS as a penalty
for excessive tbsenziris not mentioned ill the folder issued to all igh
school students.

Program History
,

Im-Sthool Suspension (ISS) began at the senior high school in District D on
an experimental basis during the 1972-73 school year. Prior to that time,
out-of-school supension was tbe responbe td many disciplinary problems.
The current ISS supervisor was hired at th* time this experiment was begun.
During the preceding school year, approximately eighty students had been
suspended out-of-school, mostly for smoking. Seven of these students were
suspended mice. During the first year of ISS, 147 in-school suspensions
sere mited out--132 for smoking and the remaining fifteen for either alcohol
qr drugs. it appears thaor from its inception, ISS has been used as the
common suspension in all but the most extreme cases.

During the 1971-74 school year the ISS program was extended to the two
junior high schools. However, given the small size of the district, the
program was housed in a single location--the senioriidgh school. .This
configuration remained up through the time the site visit wasjoducted.

0-4
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The Junior high "experiment" was reviewed in early 1974. Following are
excerpts from the.meaoranda Witten hy the;:-various administrators in-
volvedjwtth the ISS:program.

Assistant Principal: Junior-High School 1

Student response: Students:generally prefer-being
sent home because of the freedom from supervision
it affords in most cases. However, some have ex-
pressed some satisfaction that they were able to'
keep up with the class work and not get behind
while in .in-School,Suspension.

Staff response: While the making out of assignments,
and in some cases special assignments, has required
extra effort on the part of.the teacher, the consensus
seems to be a positive one; that the program ie,needed
and is good.

garental response: The parents of students who have
'been placed in ip-school suspension have expressed
approval for the progred in conferences held with them
at the time of assignment to in-school suspension.
They approve of thelidea of direct supervision and the
provision for keeping up with class work. Only one
parent had reservations about her student being sent
to the senior high.

During the reporting periodfrom November 1, 1973 to
Ainuary 29, 1974seventeen students for Building 1
were sant to ISS. There were six repeaters. The
average stay for all students was just over four days.
Most were sent up for smoking.

Assistant PrinciPal: Junior High School 2

In the reporting period 8 students were suspended
'to the LSS program and there were no repeacers.
This compares with 18 students and 5 repeaters
f r the. corresponding period in the 1972-73

1(
s hool year. 4010

.
. .

The inr.echool:suspension room offers an alterna-
tative when.dealing with student discipline
prOblems . . . instead of-placing the suspended
student on the street or "on vacation" in the
home, it places the student in a different school
environment 'Aare he earns the right to return to
the regular school day by completion of certain
specific assignments.

0- 5
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Parents are geniralIlmfavorable to use of
- the in-sclpol suspension room: One unfavor-

able coatilit dealt with transportation and ,

the "razzing" receivea,by the junior high
student on the senior high bus. Thli is.a f
legitimate shortcoming; however the parent
can provide the transportation and in this
case the student would have been unsupervised
at home if he had not been in the in-school
suspedoioo.

Based on the junior high school experience during the experiment -vperiod,
the program has continued with students from the two junior high, hools
being suspended into the ISS program located at the senior hith instead
of being suspended out of school. Table 1 provides more statistics on
in-school suspension at the high,school in District D from 1972-73
through the year the district was visited by the study team.

Data on students assigned to theISS from 4k two Iunior high schodIs in
District Dlere only collected for the 1979 -80.school year.' In contrast
to the figures reported in Table 1, junior high school students tended
to receive most of their in-school suspension assignments for failure
co attend detention (18%), behavior problems (12%), and truancy/attendance
problems (142). Unlike the high school, of the 71 reported assignments
to ISS from one of the junior high schools, only three involved emoting.
None involved the use of drugs. .

/a summary, the staff ana structure of the LT-School Sus ion program
in District D has remained stable fros its inception to the present.
Its stability has extended from the actual program through ths.staff.

The pattern of offenses for which students have been assigned to the 1es,
however, has changed from isoking to truancies. Since without ISS most
of the truant stu4ants would have Jbeen suspended out-kof -school, the
value of the program both fr educational/programmatic and common
sense point of viems.isn reatiily be seen.

ytogras Staffing Cl

The In-School Suspension program is staffed by a fUll -time male teacher
who was specifically hired at the beginni.ng of the program. This indiVi
dual holds a state teaching certification and also serves as an assistant
football coach in the district. There are no regular_supporekstaff tei
cover for the eeacher when it is necessary for hia to be out of the roos."
A system has informslly evolved that utilises students from the football
team to provide supervisory coverage. During our site visit we observed
two instances where students were left in charge of their peers in ISS.
While control was maintained, we feel the procedure raises some interesting

, considerations relative to the district's liability in the event that any
problem arose between the stwOeNt left in charge and the studeotaiassigned
to tha ISS. The room, however, is located in a corridor adjacent.to other"'

4
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TABLE 1

DISTRICT D: 'HIGH SCHOOL
IN-SCHOOL SUSPENSION FIGURES

1972-73,to 1979-80 .

72
73

73-
74

74-
75

75-
76

76-
77

77-
78-.

78-
79

79-*
80

BOYS , (87) (68) (44) (64) (87) (113)
GRADE 40 It 25 28 .27 -_45 34 Data
GRADE 11

..

39 24 17 27 30 46
GRADE 12 16 19 21 10 12 -33 not

GIRLS (60) (30) (19) (20) (80) (65)
GRADE 10 35 . 17 12 .. 6 56 19 Avail -
GRADE 11 16 7 6 11 15 36 able
GRADE 12

...
9 6 1 3 9 10

147 . 173 98 83
----

84 167. r78 122*

EPARTURES
SECOND IDLE 26 23 8 8 7 25 33 Data
THIRD TIME 6 . 1 1 9 10 not
FOURTH TIM 1 1 5 3 Avail-
FIFTH TINE + 1 1 6 8 able

F.EASONS FOR ISS
4.SSESSMENT
SMOKING 132 141 82 67 50 53 30 15
ALCOHOL 9 9 7 2 16 3 7 5
DRUGS 6 10 2 8 6 7 -13*- 2
FIGHTING 10 11
TRUANCIES -- -- -- -- 76 99 70
BEHAVIOR -- -- -- 15 5
PROBLEMS --
VANDALISM -- -- -- __. 14 1
THEFT .....

SCHOOL AND .

DISCIPLINE PROBLEMS- -- 13 6 6 12 23
NOT GOING TO
DETENTION \ -- -- 5
MISCELLANEOUS -- -- -- 7

, ,

* Figures t17. ough' April 28, 1980

0-7
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Classrooms, and it may be assumed-that other teachers would.be'immediately
.

available.if a Crisit arosein the absence of the .ISS coordinator. There
are also times when the ISS coordinator calis upon other teachers in adja-
-cent classrooms to take over short-termksupervision of.,the room,in his
absence.

la the initial proposal presented.to the.school board in 1972,. a section
implies that personnel froriLlhe community were to be involved in-the,super-.
vision of students assigned to the In-Schobl SusPension rodm. These indivi-
duals were to aSsist the student through:,

Developing a trust relationship with an'adult by
demonstrating understanding and acceptance within
realistic social and educational lititations;

Serving as a model of a responsible, mature
adult;

Assisting the student in identification of frus-
trations so that they might be resolved;

SerVing as a personal liaison between the school
faculty, administration, and the student;

Serving as a major decisionmaker relative to
student reentry into the regular school program;
and

Consulting with a counselOr concerning the is

student's .daily progress .and problems in the,'
ISS program.

It does not appeaF that this component of the program was ever-implemented.

The current ISS oordinator is seen by many of the students and.teachers
interviewed as 4 advocate for Students assigned to the ISS. In a discus-
sion with one of he assistant principals at the high school, one of the
current program, oordinator's strengths identified. was knowledge of
teacher style áiId the seriousness of various offenses in the context:of
school and community norms.. This information 'permits the .coordinator tQ
mediate between students, faculty, and pareits -very effectively.Another
unique role of this coordinator isevidenced- in the fact that the school
psychologist often:contacts him for information on particular students
experiencing discipline problems who have been assigned to her for counseling.

The students have a variety of reactions to!_the ISS coordinator's style.
Fran observation of the ISS room, it appears that the individual in .charge
attempts to affect an almost "drill sergant" style. This appears to.bother
jupior high school Students'in particular. One student commented that the
gentleman in Charge "makes, you feel Iike you're in prison." Another.student
commented that being in /SS is j,Ust like "being in the Marines."

-
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Some high school students assigned to ISS had a more positive view. One
commented that the coordinator took a personal interesein her progress
both during and after her assignment to the ISS. As an example the-student.
cited the fact that the coordinator: "meets me in the hall, walks metti my
class and told me a number of times if I have any problems I can call him."
The student also commented ;hat the coordinator frequently asks about ter
family. The coordinator is able to do this effectiveiy because of the size
Of the community and his tenure in it for the last eight years.

District.LeveliSupport

The ISS program is provided one regular size classroom at the end of the cor-
ridor on the second floor of the high school building. The room is equipped
with those things.you bight expect to'find in a'regular clasbroom. Tranpor-
tation of studenti-at the two junior high schools to and from ISS is the re-
sponsibiitysf the balding principals and is not handled by the district. A
part-time secretary is available to support the coordinator in typing and
filing,- but this is as much a function of his position as assistant football
coach as it is his.position as,coordinator of the ISS program.

In the interest of isolating students in the ISS fran the regular student,.
body--a part of the punitive aspect of the program7.-it is necessary for
students to eat innCh in the cafeteria by themselves prior to the.first
regularly scheduled lunch period. The coordinator or another teacher must'
supervise the students. This is another minor source of resource support.

Physical Space

The Ln-School Suspension room'is located in a regui classroom with a ca-
pacity of approximately 25 students. The room is located on the exterior
side:of the building at,the end of a corridor on the second floor. Ade-
quate lights, heating,and ventillation are provided. The room is set up
as a traditional classroom with four parallel rows of desks to seat 12 stu-
dents and carrel space for an additional 13 students facing the front and
back walls of the classroom. Strict silence is required at all times in
the room. Students who do not maintain silence are assigned to one of the
study carrels where they become slightly more isolated from other students
in the room.

This ISS room is painted an institutional pastel and has an asbestos tile
floor and acoustical tile drop ceiling. A number of bookshelves ate scat-
tered throughout the mai. They contain books, dictionaries, and materiali
'the snpervisor can assign to etudents who don't have work or who have cam-
pleted'theirrequired assignmenti.

Stndents ire given the privilege:of having a radio at the front of the room
tuned to e popular music station. However, this privilege is often revoked
When students misbehaVe.



The telephone is a significant
telephone permits the coordina
staff without leaving the room.
to the LSS coordinator. For e
man called the coordinator tdr
Assigned to the ISS and who had
her high school education. The

Controls placed on ISS stu
room once each morning and afte
coordinatoe to the cafeteria fo
beginning of regularly schedule

i*

piece of equipment in the ISS room. This
r to contact tHe office, parents, and'other
It also permits direct 'access by individuals
ple, during our observation of the roam, a
miss his daughter who had formerlY,been
recently chosen not to return to finish
ISS coordinator agreed to talk to the girl.

, 4.

Progrmn Funding

include escorting ihem to and from the rest-
oon. They are also escorted by the LSS
a segregated lunch period prior to the
lunChroom.

J

The only direct coat of the ISS prcigram is the salary and benefits of the
ISS coordinator. Beyond this, and the coss_of the separate telephone ex-
tension, there are no other significant direct costs associated with the
program. It is estimated that the-program operates on a budget of iess .
than $25,000 per year. There is no separate line item in the district
'budget for the In-School Suspension program. The coordinatorrs salary is
carried as a central office staff support position.

V

IV. REFERRAL TO THE IN-SCHOOL SUSPENSION PROGRAM

Reasons fin PlaceMent'

The In-School Suspension program is now used in Dillrict D ai a, substitute
for out-of-school suspension in virtually all instances.' The only'exception
might be if a student presented a clear physical dangerto either himself/
herself or to the general student population at large. As was discUssed
earlier in this case study, the amount of imformation on ISS provided to
students at the ainior high school and the rwo junior 'high schools varies.
In-a 1976 paper describing the program, however, there was a clear 'and .

complete enumeration of the offenses that result in aseignment to ISS.
The first major category is drug abuse. Under that main heading are included
use of tobacco, alcohol and other,illegal drugs. It is interesting to
note that smoking by Under-aged students is against the law in the state
where District D is located. If the statute were-legally interpreted,
smoking by a minor could, be an Offense leading to arrest.

In the case of alcohol abuse, the policy requires that on second and suc-
ceeding offenses, iw-school Suspension may be combined with out-of-school
suspepsion. Student partiCipa,tion in the county alcohol education program
may also be rcluired..

ri.10
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Offenses involving illegal drugs require a conference by the student and his
parents with school perdonnel, law enforcement agencies, social servtce and
coMmuniry agencies, and/or medical egencies upon release frod the /SS pro-
gram. ,Second offenses can result in a recommendation to the School boar4
for expulsion of the student from School. District D is,unique among dis-
tricts visited in its response to substance abuse, and parttcularlY drug
abuse related offenses. In other districts, -even in the presence of a
highly adequate in-school alternative to suspension, drug offenses and,.
in manyinstances, alcohol offenses.often result in,automatic suspension 4
.from school._

After drug abuse, the tecond maijOr category of offenses fall under the
general heading of discipline problems. These may include fighting, van-
dalism, repeated- misconduct, and/or gross non-compliance with the regular
school and/or classroom obligations.. A problem that was shown to be in-
creasing dramatically, but which is not specifically discussea In the 1976
ddscriptive paper is truancy. Assignment 0 in-School Suspension is ,

considered ths most appropriate tanction. 'Tardiness results in after
school detention which appeers to be quite effective in District D.
Students who incur a large number of detentions or who willfully mist
detentions can be assigned to In-School Suspension.

Referral Process

The'original proposal for the In-School Suspension program ,stated that,cn
the day a student is suspended by an assistant principal, he will be sent
home until a satisifactory parental'conference has been, held.
The current procedure still involves the assistant principal who is the of-
ficial delegated to meet out suspensions. However, the student is not sent
home. Rather, the student is immediately sent to or brought to theo/SS cen-
ter. Uponadmission to the center, notification goes to the student's class-
room teachers who are Fequested to providelassigned course work for the dura-
tion of the student's suspension. The student receives full credit for all
Course work completed.

In addition tb school work, the student is given specific assignments by
the /SS coordinator. Often these assignments are directly related to the
offense. For dxample, a student who has been suspended to the ISS center

i

, for smokin will be asked to yrite an essay describing why smoking is haz-
ardous to ne's health; students who have Veen suspended for fighting will
be asked t' write brief essays describing the incident which occured and -

how it might have been handled differently. In addfl.tion to required writ-
ing assignments the students ars also required to sad and review certain
Materials either in writing ,or orally with the ISS coordinator. For example,
students who are sent to theJSS for smoking are required to read the book
How to Stop Smoking ahd discust it with the coordinator.
-.J

There are written standards governing student work. Neatness is stressed,
and it is not unusual for the codrdinator to return work to a student for
redoini if the work does not measure up to these standards. A.student '

must complete all ISS assignments and required classwork before reentry

0-1.1
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into the regular school program. The ISS coordinator can,4at his own
discretion, add days of ISS assignment if Ork ilinot compIocedi Discre-
tionary assignment days are limited to five after which there must be
consultation with the assistant principal before additional time in ISS
can be assigned.

At the time a student is aesigned to the in-school suspension .program, the
parents re persnnally notified as soon a; is practicable, usually on the
day of the actual Suspension. In addition, state law requires written no-
tice to parents'of the gttunds for suspension including a brief statement
.of facts, a description Of testimony against thi student, if any, a reaamis-
sion plan; and copies of appropriate sections of the state *statute for thq
parents' information. In District D this requirement is satisfied by
notice of suspension form that is sent.tO parent4 by regular mail on the
day the action occurs.

A conferenci:between the ISS coordinator and/or assistant principal and the
parents may be required prior to the student's readmission- to the regular pro-
gram. The assistant principal determines if a conference is necessary. The
frequency.of smoking offenses precludes burdening parents with a conference
unless theretis a severe problem. Alcohol and/or substance Abuse offenses,
almost always require soma parent,consultation prior to student readmission.

e

When a student is referred to ISS, the coordinator lay iequest acad
and behOioral information from the counselor. Upon entry into
gram, therstudents are.tequested to complete two questionnaires.
first questionnaire provides backgrodnd information on the etude
his family. The second is A smoking questionnaire. The informat
the questiOnnaires provides du /SS, coordinator a way of better u
ing a stOent.

e pro-
The
ttand
on from
derstand-

Length of Placement

Offenses coming under the general heading of drug Abuse tirelatively
fixed consequences. For example, the first offense for s ng is a mInimum
two day assignment to the /S$. Subsequentoffenses merit a minimum of
four days. Alcohol abuse results in,a minimum ofilkive days in ISS for the
first offense. tvbsequent offenses are punished by assignments of equal
length and, in some extreme offenses, could-result in an indeterminate
assignment. Drug related offenses have equal coniequencee; that is, five
days for the first offense ands case by case consideration of the second
offense with the possibility in extreme cases of recommendation for student
expulsion from school..

Offenses falling under the general heeding of diScipline problems are left
to the discretion of the assistant principal as to length of stay. As in
any district, each assistant principal has his/her own set of biases rela-
tive to those offenses that merit more serious punishment.

Am has already been stated, the In-School Suspension coordiaator can, at
his discretion, add additional days to the assignment in the eventof
noncoMpletion of student work or misbehavior in the ISS room.



Rules Governing ISS Room

-

The following rules are posted in the ISS room and are given to each student
upon entry into the program.

1. Absolutely no talking. Speak when,spokan to, or
whenupermission is given.

2. Sleeping is tasE tolerated'.

3. Permission to get a drink of water
restroom will be at the discretion

or go to the
of the instructor.

4. No chewidg or eating of gum, candy,,or edible or non
edible substance.

5. No leaving of asaigned.seats without permission of
instructor.

6. Assignments'for the suspension period will be
oompleted by the end of the suspension period.

7. Assignments will be completed in a neat manner
and precisely to the instructor's specifications.

8. There will be no reading of private materials
without permission of the instructor.

9. Tardiness of any sort will not be,tolerated.

10. Absolutely no writing on the blackboard, marking
of any school equipment, or"disturbing of bulletin
boards.

11. Writing materials, such as'paper, pens, and
pencils are to be fusmished by the student.

12. Lunch will be eaten at 10:30 to 11:00; the
astudent or students will be escorted to and

,from the cafeteria by the instructor. While
at the cafeteria the students will not leave
unescorted. He or she will wait till the
instructor gives permission or escorts student
back, to the room. (This rule has been slightly
modified4and in oma instances brown bag lunches
are eaten in the ISS room.)

13. Students are'dismiased by the instructor at a
time'designated by him.

0- 1 3 1 1 5
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14: Students placed in the ISS room are excluded
from all extracurricular activities, i.e. pep
feasts,.assemblies, etc. until susp4sion period
has.elapssdy

15.. Violation ofs,iny o f these rules could result
in an extension of the suspensiou. .

Daily Schedule of In-School Suspension Coordinator

The following is an outline.of the.normal daily routi of the ISS coordi-
nator. Although it varies upon clasa size, conduCt, and general class
attitude, it does represent Sn average day.

7:55 a.m.: Class Starts

8:05 - 9:00 a.m.: Attendance,and distribution of
class work. Durine this time, the ISS coordinator
contacts both the junior and senior high schools'
attendance officers to give them the attendance in
the ISS room. Re,also might call some individual
homes in those instances where students are having
difficulty in getting to school on time or need a
little encouragement to attend. This is a time that'
is also ieserved for distribution of.classroom teachers'
assignments and for collection and correction of
student assignments from the previous dey.

It 9:00 7 10:20 a.m.: Individualized student time.
This time is devoted to counseling, tutoring, and
periodic group discussions by the ISS coordinator.

40, ,1Y

10t20 11:09 a.m.: Lunchtime. Duringithii time
the ISS coordinator accompanies Students' to the
lunchroom, collects money, and orders, prepares,.
and serveslunches to students.

11:09 a.m. - 2:25 p.m.: Individualized studeq&
time. This time is used for studying and for.'
counseling, tutoring, and discussions with indi-
vidual students. This is also a time when addi-
tional students are admitted on a selective basil
to the WS for."early bird" detention, misbehavior f
in the lunchroom, or misbehavior in a particular
class.

2:25 p.m.: Dismissal. The coordinator, on his
own authority, may hold students after class for
a nonproductive school day, misconduct, oi for
additional counseling or tutoring.

0-14
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Pupil Charecteristics

Data on students at the school visited in District D were collected throug
interviews and a review of records of rwo types of students.

Those assigned to In-School Suspension at least Once
during,the 1978-79 school year (N < 50).

Students neither assigned to In-School Suspension nor suspended
.during 1978-79 (N < 25).

since no studenti were suspended in this school, this sample group was
eliminated.

Generalizations'drawn from the data recorded and reported iM the following
tables and discussion are dependent upon the degree to Which the sampling
was propirly performed by 'the District staff member gathering.the data.

Other missing data from this site pertained to conduct marks, homogeneous
grouping and grade level retention. Ninety-three percent of the students
sampled were enrolled at the beginning of the 1978-79 school year, thus
a high student transfer rate was not,a factor affecting the data.

ft

Pindiags from the rwo student sample grdups On thre4 variables are reported
in tables. The variables reported are:

Grade Level
Sex
Grade Point Average

Race was eliminated'as a variable at this sitd. The total student
population is over 98 percent nonthinority and all records sampled were
nonminority students.

TABLE 2

GRADE LEVEL BY SAMPLE caump'

t GRADE IN 1978...79

7 8 9 10 11 12 'Total

Students Assigned
to In-School.
Suspension 2 10 14 5 10 9 50

Students Neither
Suspended nor
Assigned to In-
School Suspension 7

-

2 5 3 4

.

,

25
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4e Table 2 shows the grade'level distri-bUtion for those students included in
the two sample groups. Students in ninth grade were somewhat more likely to
be assigned to In-School Suspension than students in all other grade leveli.

4

TABLE 3

SEX BY SAMPLE GROUP

Male Female Total

Students Assigned
to Lp-School ,

Suspension 30 19

14(

49

...

Students NWher
Suspended nor
Assigned to In-
8choOl Suspension 16 9

%

,25

Table 3 indicates a higher likelihood, -at least during the study year,
Of a male student being assigned to ISS.

TABLE 4

SAMPLE GROUP BY GRADES

.

1 Students Assigned
-to In-School

Suspension

Students Neither
Suspended nor

Assigned to In-
School Suspension

0-1.0 99 3

1.0-2.0 68 . 52,
.

2.0-3.0 21
,-

39

.

_

3.0-4.0 0 .
. 6

Total 188 100

%

There were four ,maiking periods during the school year at the junior.and
senior high schdols. Assuming that all students remained in school all
year, data should have shown student X grade matrices of 200 and 100
cells (50 students X 4 marking periods and 25 student X 4) respectively
for the mo student groups. The cell value given in Table 4 represent



the actual number of cells in.which data were found. Grades were collapsed
into four categories with a zero representing the lowest possible grade
add a 4.0 representing the higtirst pbssible grade.

The contraat in acadeMic abilities-betwe the g upe is apparent froi
Table 4. There is no homogenedus roup g of st14.euts in this sdhool,
thus all grades shoUld be a reflece of uniformaadarde.

TABLES
*".-?..

CHI-SOARE VALdES FOR HIGH SCHOOL
SITE _

Table 2 df XY Xx TY T
Grade Level by
Sample Group 35.007 45 .0348 .1.75011

Sex by Sample
Group .086 U 1 -- .0004 .0004k

.3377

Sample Group
by Grades ,67.203 3 .1482

The dhi-square (X2) test for, independe les was used to analyze by
- sample group for grade level, sex and point average. Alpha (1). WAL5

set at .05.for -rejection ofIthe null hypotheses of independent measures.
1 ofthe reported X2 values in Table 5 are significant at the .05 level

C;;1*roviding evidence of independence between samples and a dependant relationship
between the rwo variables. To obtain a mote meaningful statistic on the
strength of association berween the samples, asymmetric lambda's (X) and
taus (T) were computed. Both are proportional-reduction in error (PRE)
measures wiiich indicae6 the reduction in error in predicting one variable
.frowthe other. Values of X and T range from 0 to 1 with 0 indicating
total independence and 1 implying total dependence of WO variables in a
contingency table. A a general rule, the greater the variation in both
tbe dependent and independent variable, the greater the numerical value
of association. Tau is used when there is wide variation within the
contingency table because it is less sensitive to this variatidh.

As can be seen from Table 5, two of the three preceding tables show
dependence between the rwo tabled variables with the greatest magnitude
of dependence in Sample Group by Grades. Knowledge of student group
membership (i.e. assigned to In-School Suspension, neither assigned nor
suspended) results in a 14 percent reduction in error in predicting grade
averages. Conversely, knowledge of student grade averages results in a 33
percent reduction in predictive error for group Aambership.

Student attendance dtd vary between the rwo sample groups of students.
The range of absenteeism was from 0-63 days with a maan of 4.907 days in /
the group of students assigned to In-School Suspension, while for those
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atudents neither assigned nor suspended
mei& of 2.240 days. Tardiness patterns
two groups. For assigned students, the
times with a mean of-2.865 times, while
assigned the range was 0-90'times, with

the range was 0-12tdays with a
varied only slightly bdtweea the
range of tardies was from 0-24
for students neither suspended nor
a mean of 2.260 times.

An analysis og the reasons for assignment to In-School.Suspension indicates
that 15 percentrof the sample'group were assigned for truancy aild*tardiness,
13 percent for smoking and 11 percent for classroom misbehavior problems
(e.g., talking out of ;urn, cursing, cheating, etc). The repeated assign-
ment rate shows that 20 percent of the samble group had been assigned to
/n-School Suspension two times, five percent had been'assigned three
times and four percent had been assigned more than three times.

Descriptive survey responses frOm parents, teachers and students indicate
that smoking cigarettes is the only problem perceived by all three groups
as a serious dincipline problem at this school. Teachers rank misbehaivor
in class and disrespect for others as the most seribus problems, paredts
feel that drinking and drugs are the most serious and students perceive
violence and vandalism as serious problems in discipline. However, looking
baEk to_Tabla 1, the actual count of infractions shows truancy as the most
prossing problem by number of offenses.

Evidence of due process procedures was available in nearly all of the
records of assigned students. Multiple types of evidence were included'
in most of the records. Ninety-siz percent of the records contained
evidence of telephone contact with parent(s), 98 percent contained some
kind of written record, but not necessarily a verbatim transcript showing
the final decision and the reason upon which the decision was.based and
76 percent contained evidence of an oral hearing. Data on personal contacts
with parents indicated that 82 percent of the parents of assigned students
had been contacted by letter, 94 percent had been contacted by telephone
and 57 percent had been interviewed. Records of students neither suspended
nor assigsed show thit 80 percent at this, group had a parental contact
by telephone while only one/third of the pagents had been contacted by
lettAr or interviewed.

An analysis of responses to a multiple adjective Checklist used to descri
an average or assigned student and gathered from teacher and student
descriptive surveys indicate complete agreement up teachers_end,atudants
on "able" as an identifier for average students in this sch000l. Toth
groups also 'greed that assigned students were best Characterized by the.
terms "disruptive, lazy and rebellious."

Other:sites in this clistrict that had adopted the Inachool Suspension
program were also observed. NO student records were reviewed at these
sites, but percebtions of parents, teaches and students wre gathered
through descriptive surveys. Parents and students in these cwo junior
htgh schools tended to perceive drinking, drugs and smoking as,perions
discipline problems while teadher, were more likely to cite mistiehavior
in amiss and disrespect for Others as the most serious discipline pro-
blems. The same pattern was also noted in other districts that had
adopted the In-School Suspension program.
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Teachers at,the other adopting sites in District D characterized assigned
students ana students neither suspended nor assigned in apposite ways.
using the multiple adjective. checklists. Studene perceptions of charac-
teristics of,their peers are less clearly defined.. Both assigned students
and students heither suspended nor assigned are viewed as "loud" and
"aggretsive." the, same.pattern of teacher and student perceptions was
evident in one of the rwo other districti that had adopted In-School
Suspension. 'Students in the other district did View the two sample
student groups in opposite ways while the teacher data on perceptions

%

were incomplete.

V. DISTRICT E

District E began its In-School Suspension Program in the Fall of 1979.
Therefore, at'the time Of the site visit (May 1980) the program had
been in operation for less than one year.

District E is somewhat larger, both in terms of pupil population and
geographic spread, than. District D. The ISS room, while housed in one
of the rwo senior high schools, serves a total of five buildings--the
site, one other senior high and three junior highs.

AdoptiOn of the ISS Concept

During the rwo or ;twee gears preceeding the implementation of the ISS
program iii)istrat E, there was a growing concern being expressed by
teachers about skipping class and a general deterioration in school disci-
pline. However, at that time the dittrict policy of loss of credit for
a given subject after three unauthorized absences in a given semester
was felt to be an adequate deterrent. Some initiil discussions about
ISS occurred between staff of District D and District E at a workshop% '

t,
The catalyst for movement, however, aPpears to have been,increasing parental
concern expressed to Board of Education members relative to smoking,
drug use, and general discipline at the secondary schools in the District.
On July 26, 1979 a proposal was made to the Board for the establishment
of an in-school suspension roam. The recommendation was approved.
Submission had been preceeded by spring and summer planning sessions
by building principals and assistant principals. Guidance was provid-
ed by District D as requested, but the ISS coordinator from Dtstrict D
was not involved in any formal consulcing.capacity in this planning
process.

The main reason the /SS proposal appealed to the Board and Administra-
tion was that is provided a visible and socially unpleasant consequence
for inappropriate student behavior. Out-of-school suspension had been
used with 110114 frequency prior tO ISS but, as in other districts vis-
ited, it had little deterrent effect,and was often academically harmful co



,

the suspended student. However, it shoUld be pointed out that the s ate
in which Districts D, E and F are located has highly restrictive're ula-
tions governing suspension of students oue-of-school. Even prior to ISS,
most suspensions Out-of-school were for one or two days at most.,.-Out-of-
school suspension is still occasionally used, particularly in i4cidents
where the.student presents a physical threat to himself or another. How-
ever, even in these instancesadd.they are usually less than 10 per year
at any one building--the suspension is usually for only one day.

Following Board approval, final procedures for the ISS were established by
4 District administrators. The coordinator's position was advertised, with a

subcommittee of administrators conducting the candidate inteviews. The
committee was seeking a coordinator who: .

was not easily intimidated;

wai able to maintain discipline
and c6ntroj., but also was able
to use discretion with problem
soidents; and

was sensitive to the mepds o
students.

The individal finally hired was a graduate of the high school. He grew
up in the community, had hien a iubstitute teacher in the District's
high schobls, and had served as an assistant hockey coach at one.vbf the
high schools. Ihe fact that he was a rather large man also apileared to
influence the cdmmittee's decision.

The area in which Districts D and E are located is experiencing general"
declining enrollment. To avoid complicaqions with seniority in the
event of a future staff reduction, the ISS coordinatoes.position'was not
'placed on the teachers' schedule. Rather it was established as a super-
iiisory position reporting to the District Assistant Superintendent.

Discipline in District I

District E spells out expectations for .student behavior quite clearly in
its Policies and PrOcedures Manual. Each grade level is given a separate
orientation to school rules at the beginning of each school year.

There are five assistant principals betmeen the rwo seniorhigh schoo14zoLz4,C0
and one assistant principal assigned to each junior high. They are "'IV
primarily responsible for the administration of discipline. In at least
one of the senior highs, %he SAM assistant.principal is assigned to a 40
given group of students during their entirkthree year stay.

Students at the high school where the ISS is located have a significant
amount of freedom during non-class time. In a free period, students may
go to the library, the student squarea small, outside area, thS designated.
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smoking area, the student commonsa closety supervise& area where they
can buy.snacks and play'board games, or study hall. Students are not;
however, allowed in the halli between periods.

Table 6 below shows the ISS assignment statistics for the period
September through May 6, 1980. The numbers in parentheses represent re
peat offenders.

-TABLE 6

DISTRICT E
'I.S.S. STATISTICS

HIGH
SCHOOL

#1

HIGH
SCHOOL
#2

JUNIOR
HIGH
11

JUNIOR
HIGH
#2

JUNIOR
HIGH
#3

TOTAL

Nonsmoking area 26 (9) 29 (11) * 55 (20)
Insubordination ,. 19 (10) 3 (2) 3 2 2 48 (12)
AlcohoL 19 (10) .8 (1) '7W 0 0 34 (12)
Smoking marijuana

,Post. Marijuana
7

7

(2)
(4)

12

18 (2)

4' 1

0
'1

1

5

0

(3) 26
' 26

(5)

(6)
Truancy/Tardiness - 12 (5) 0 6 (1) 3 2 23 (5)
Smoking cigarettes * * 9 (4) 8 (2) 2 (1) 19 (7)
Fighting , 15 (2) 0 , 1 3 1 20 (2)
Vandalism 4 5 (1) 0 0 0 9 (1)
Poss. Cigarettes * * 1 6 (4) 1, 8 (4) ,

Uniutherized area 0 7 0 0 0 7.

Leaving school grounds 3 (1) 2 0 0 0 5 (1)
Food Fight

, )
3 1. 0 0 0' 4

Poss. cig. lighter * * 0 0 3 (1) 3 (1)
Stealing 0 0 . 0 , 1 1 ' 2
Lnproper use fire ext. 1 (1) 1 0 '0 0 2 (1)
Tampering smoke detectors 0 2 ,0 0 0 /

bomb K 0 0 1 0 0 1,Smoke

/nappropriate behavior 1 0 0 . 0 0 1
Poss. hash , 1 o o o o 1
Smoking hash 1 0 0 0 0 1
Poss. unknown drug 0 1 0 0 0 1
Poss. Alcohol 0 0 , 1 0 0 1
Lighting matches in class 0 1 0 0 0 1
Exploding powder cap 0 1 0 0 0 1
Lighting lighter 0, 1 0 0 0 1

TOTALS
.

139 (44) 92 (17) 30,.(6) 25 (6), .17 (4) 301 (77)



7,Of the 303 studenti aseigned-to the ISS, roughly 75 percent.were maleand
251:sercent female. The average number of students in the IS3.on any
given day was six.

Interestingly, the school sendingthe most students to the ISa was not
the one in whidh the,program was housed. This was noethe case in other
districts having programsserving more than one bUilding. ,It:washbserved
by one interviewee that this school tended to Send students to ISS,
for relatively trivial reasons (e.g., insubordination when thestudent
has no prior record'of trouble). One stated objective of. the ISS coordi
nator was to work with the assistant principals in these buildings-and
reduce the incidence.of suCh referrals.

A major difference between the ISS iiEe in District D and the host school
in District E is the use Of hall monitors in the latter. Four fulli-time
monitory..7two male and rwo femalepatrol the ,halls and supervise the
commons. This is a preventive measure, with monitors 'concentrating on'
areas ,where trouble is most likely to Occur. These areas include the
lunchroom and designated smoking area. Still, the.Hall Monitors account
forthe largest number of ISS referralS.

Data Sources for theitudy

Unlike_DistriCt D, no student record data Oere collected. RoweVer short
attitudinal questionnaires wereadministered to,a random sample of,parents,
teachers and students. Further, interviews were conducted with administrators,
and students assigned--either in the past or at present to theISS room.

:Program Staffing

Like District D the program is primarily stiffed by a single coordinator.
The position is assigned to.the supervisory'pool and thus escapes any
involvement in potential redUction in force. (RIF) situitions. There appears
to be a better defined support System in place in. District E than that found
in District D. Since it is.necessary for the'coordinator to ride the bus in
the morning and afternoon'to pidk up andireturu_students from other secondary
level buildings assigned to the ISS, the'head hall monitor is made available
to Oversee the ISS roodi during the-Coordinator's absence.

In the event of the coordinator's absence for an entire day, the following
procedure has been instituted:

If the number,of people assigned to the ISS on thst day is two or
less per building, Principals will supervise their own students
in theit own building.

If any school has' more than three people in ISS on that day, each
sssistant principal covers approximately One hour of.ISS room
duty.



7 District Level Support

The7program-cost, Which is primarily in the form of the coordinator's-
'salary, but also includes fringe.benefits and the indirect costs of the ,

one Classroom, is Comparable to that in District D. Additional costs .

unique to District E are for the extra bus:run tO pick up and return /Ss.
students from outlying schools. It might also be argued that some of the
hall monitor costs might be charged against ISS since hall monitors
provide support to the ISS coozdinator.-

Physical Space

The physical set-rup in District E is quite similar to the District D /SS
rooft. A single classroom is used. It is located at the end of a hall on,
the second floor of the building. One factor which influenced the.location
is proximity to restrooms. During the, rwo scheduled restroom breaks,
female students are escorted by one of the hall monitors; male students
are monitored by the coordinator. Thus,tight-control and limited mobility
increase. the social isolation.inherent in the program.

One drawback to the District E ISS room configuration is-the liErd'ofstwo
student tables as opposed tO single desks. When the robm is crowded, the
sot-up tends to-lacilitate student conversation.

Program Funding

\

Like District D, all costs of the ISS program are carried by the District.

Reasons for !SS Placement

Offenses which result in assignment to ISS are:

Use of tobacco: three days for first offense;
second and succeeding offenses, five days.

Alcohol: three days for first offense;
second and succeeding offenses; five days.

Drugs: same as above. After /SS, student
is also assigned to a support group for .
up to six sessions.

Any other discipline problems involving re-
peated misconduct or gross noncompliance
with regular in-school or classroom obliga-
tion can result in a three to five day
assignment at the discretion of an assis-
tant principal.
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The ISS coordisator can levy an additional five days,of assignmentin
one day incrementsfor misbehavior or poor work habits,while the student
is assigned to the ISS. 0

Referral Process .

Across all districts visited; with one'exception, students are assigned
to in-school suspension by an administrator.,'bistrict E confOcuis In this
respect.

Further, like District D there is a form for notifying parents, teachers
and the ISS coordinator of the assignment. Teachers are expected to
provide work for the student while assigned to the LSS as stated in the ISS
Room Operating Procedures:

The assignments are to be directly related to the individual
study in progress in the regular claseroom dUring the student's
suspension.

The student receives credit for all work done while in the ISS. At first
the researchers had soma concern in bothDistricts D and E relative to
School work being-possibly perceived and used as.punishment'whiAp the..
student was assigned to the ISS. However, contrary to our expectatiods,
many,past end present TSS students felt the assignments prOvided aan f

opportunityfor them the "catch-up or :get ahead of the class." -

District E has modeled most of its intake, process and exit procedures on
District D's material--in most cases (e.g., rules and regulations) adopting
them verbatim. Even though the experience is short) the District D
concepts apptar to be wall accepted in District E.

One accommodation that has been made in the ISS schedule is for the senior,
high student on a "school authorized work study program." According to
the-operating procedures; such a,studeit

...meg be excused in the afternoon to goto work upon verification
from the work study coordinator that the individual is normally
scheduled to work at that ti46; and if the coordinator, parent, or
employer come to the ISS room to Cransport the student to work."

Rules Governing the ISS Room

The basic rules governing a student while assigned to the ISS roam in
District E were,adopted almost verbatim from District D. They have .

already been enumerated in the description of District D.

Daily Schedule of the ISS Coordinator 4

,

The ISS coordinator in District E has much the same schedule as bis
'counterpart in District D. The two exceptions are his bus duty in the
morning aid afternoon and a free lunch peridd from noon to 12:30 p.m.
In both instances, the ISS room is covered by a hill monitar.
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VI. DISTRICT F

District :I? is a large, primarily rural district located roughly an hour
from a latge city. There were approximately 7500 students at the time of
the site visit,(Hey 1980). The area is in a growth posture. At°266 square
miles, the district is one of the five largest in the state, with over 95
percent of the student body bused to school.

Unlike Districts D and E, the boundaries of District F are across nine .

different communities. Thus,-there is a lack of community identity in the
school.

The single senior high school which serves the district, and wherein the .

Ia-Bohool Restriction Program is hOused; was built in 1973 and has exper-
ienced a rather steady-turnover in administrators from 1975 through 1980.
Interestingly, one former assistant principal at District F was employed
in DistriceD at the time of our visit. Furthet, the current high school
principal of District F was brought in at the beginning of the'1979 school
year from District D--which has a reputation as a well disciplined district--
.to turn around a steadily deteriorating student behavior. This principal
is'the individual who adopted the In-School Referral program from the
ISS program of District D.

Discipline Practices

The discipline tightening program in District F begun by the new high
'school Principal has a number of thrusts. One is the ISR program.' Others
include codification of school rules,and regulations. The student code
of conduct has taken two years to develop and was first implemented during
the 1978-79 school year. The codevaa'revised and.re-adopted in July of
1979. It is a comprehensive listing of actions that carry certain
sanCtionss In most cases the Maximum action is suspensiOn, expulsion or
exclusion from school. There are, however, a range of reactions available
-to the district and identified in the code. These procedures are invoked
depending on the nature of the offense, its frequency, and the degree to
which the student is willing to try to correct undesitible behavior.

The ISR is not mentioned by name in this code of conduct, which is now given
to all students at tile beginning of each year. However, supplementary mater-
ial provided to each student,sestablishes the following ISR related sanctions:

Tobacco (means both Possession and use in school')

- first offense: two days in.ISR
- second and succeeding offenses: four days in ISR

Alcohol and Other. illegal Drugs

. * '

- first offense: five days in /SR following a conference involving
Assistant Principal, Chemical Dependency Counselor, Parents,
Student, and any other appropriate persons.
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second and succeeding offenses: a combination of ISR and out-
of-school suspension, duration to be determined by the.Assistant
Principal; or possible recommendation to school board for
exclusion from school; and/or other appropriate measures.

Other Offenses Punishable by ISR (with duration of assignmept to
be determined by the Assistant Principal)

- severe disOipline problems;
- disrespect and insubordination to;staff;
- repeated truancAes, full days or class cutting;
- fighting; or
- vandalism and theft.

Other discipline related initiatives undertaken by the new principal
include cancellation of open lunch where students were allowed off the

.

grounds,.and strengthening of attendance reporting procedures.

in-Schosal Referral Roam

On the whOle, the procedures used in the In-School Referral (ISR) room
are quite similar to those-found in District'D and &1st: described,for
District E. Also comparable are funding 2or the program, referral pract4pes
and physical space.

A

The /SR room is Staffed with one male tacher. Like District E, he is a
resident,who graduated from the high school and after returning from college,
had done soma teaching in the building before being chosen for his current
position. The coordinator is a young man who was selected, in part, with
the idea that he might be able to develop some rapport with students
assigned to.ISR. However, this intent does not diminish the fact that
the program is designedas are those in Districts D and E-7-to be socially
punitive; that is, to isolate the student from his/her peers. Firmness
and consistency weie, therefore, two other important attributes sought in
the ISR coordinator.

While sharing many commonalities with the District D program, there are
also soma interesting contrasts between the ISR and the other xwo programs
described in, this case study.

11'

The ISR serves only the 1500 student senior high. There is
general discussion, but no concrete plan to extend the'program
.into the two junior highs. if this it eventually done, it will,
probably result in individual programs in one or bath of the
junior highs given the area Covered by the district.

Out-of-iichool suspension is still used in the district. From
December 1979 through April 1980 there were forty six incidents
resulting in suspension out-of-school. However, in most cases
the suspensions do not ran their full five day course. Most'



students are readmitted after a conference between an admin-
istrator and their parents. Often this readmission occurs
through the ISR. On the whole, ISR has resulted in roughly
a 50 percent reduction in out-of-school suspensions froth the
previous year (1978-79). The stated goal of the program is
to completely eliminate out-of-school suspension.

ot. The name change from "In-School Suspension" to "In-School
Restriction" was a conscious effort to remove the program from
coverage under the due process requirements and duration of
assignment constraints of the state regulations on student
suspension. Thus, we were told by one administrator that no
letter or notice goes home to parents when,a student is assigned
to the ISR. The guidelines governing ISR contain the following
procedure:

On the day that the student is restricted by'an

AissistiAt Principal, he/she will either be sent home
or to the La-School Restriction roam with a parental
conference to follow. In all cases, the parents
will be contacted and 'requested to come in for a
conference.

It does appear that, in practice, building staff are making ae least one
attempt to contact parents by phone when'an ISR referral is initially made.

Relative to duration, of assignment, it does not appear thae students spend,
on the average, any more time assigned to In than they would if suspended
oUt-of-school. Some students have, however, spent several consecutive
weeks on ISR. While the ISR coordinator is not limited in the number of
days he cat add to a student's assignment, the experience during the first
year suggests that the maximum extension is one or mo days.

Like both Districts D and E, the students are assigned regular classwork
by their teachers durIng their stay in the ISR. Full credit is received
for all work completed. As 'has already been mentioned, there are also
other assignments given to the ISR student. These.assignments, selected
by the student and made part of a performance Contract, usually relate to
the specific offense for which the student has been assigned to ISR.

What differs in District F is that emphasis appears to be given in.some
instances on ISR assignments over iegular classroom work. Further, additional
writing can be assigned as punishment for certain offenses while in ISR.
For e4ample, one of the rules governing the program states that:

Tardiness of any sort will not be tolerated
- 1st offense - 500 words additional.
- 2nd offense - 1,500 words additional.
- 3rd offense - 2,000 words, forfeiture of next

break, and possible extension of restriction period.
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Soma of the teachersand'administrators we talked with expressed concern
about such writing aasignments being used as punishment.

In general the soCial isolation of the ISR program is--:together with that
of.the District D acid E programs--the primary disincentive to repeated
misbehavior. However, in the case of District F this impact is diminished
somewhat by tho fact that students are allowed two unsupervised breaks
duin the.school.day. The restrictions on lunch and involvement in extra-
curriaulsr activitiaa while assigned to the ISR are, however, the same as
in the other two districts.

Statistics

Table 7 shows the offenses by graand sex which have occurred feam the
start of the program up through the time of the site visit.

TABLE 7-

r9t. STATISTICS

OFFENSE
GRADE 10 GRADE 11 GRADE 12

TOTALMale Female Made- Female Male Female

Skipping 85 23 41 26 18 7 200

Smoking 34 16 , 21 8 19 8 106

Diecipline '14 7 8 1 5 0 35'

Fighting 14 0 0 0 1 0 15

Alcohol, 1 0 1 0 2 0 4

TOTAL 148 46 71 33
.

45
.

15 358

')Fghly 83 percent of students alsigned to ISR did not repeat more than one

tl:e after the initial as nment. Of the remaining 17 percent, twenty-
two students were as - ed .iree times; twelve students four times; and two
students five times.

If the I was not in existence, those students who committed a second
offense ould, in all likelihood have been uspended out-of-school for a
one to five day period.
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VII. SUMMARY

Ln this case study we have briefly deecribed'an established In-School
Suspension program and its adoption by two other districts. In twO cases

- it-was en initial concern with student smoking that prompted adoption of-
the ISS concept. Currently, the a major problem in all three distriCts
has become class skipping and truancy-7min offense for which out-Of...school
!lispension is most inappropriate.

Al2 three programs are staffed by males who have strong.local ties and who,
in two.instances, are graduates of the high. ichools where they are now
working. While the styles of all three are quite different, the intent of
the programto socially isolate offending students from-their peers--is
quite consistently plied.

In addition to be a good deterrent to repeated misbehavior, all-of the
program provide an opportunity for students to keep current, and perhaps
even,get ahead on their academic work. However, there were concerns'expressed
in all districts, but particularly in District F, that the writing assign-
manta tied to the /SS/ISR assignment might be inappropriate when used
primarily as punishment.

The primary Cost of the program is the salary of the IeS/ISEI coordinator.
'No of the threeldistricts are experiencing dedlining enrollment. Thus,

there is little problem making a classroom available for the In-School
Suspension room. District E has the added expense of triatiorting students
from four outlying secondary schools-to the /SR Site.

/ntwo of the three districts--D and E--the program is treated' as a suspension
and student due Process proceduret and parental notice are provided. While
not classed as a suspension in District F, adequate parental notice appears
to be given.

The quality of disciplinary records Varied across the three districts. In

most cases, a student record card is kept either formally or informally (by
the assistant principal) in the office. Varying statistics are maintained
by each coordinator based on individual needs. None of the programs has
either had or plans any type of evaluation. However, the basic criterion
of reduced out-of-gichool_amspentima is asily observable and is usually
the primary indicator of program adequacy.
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